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for iS8i a copy of the Illustrated Annual Register of Rural Affairs and Cultiva-

'Xdei Almanac for 1881—the price of the paper remaining the same as heretofore, $3 per year,

'

i>r $2.50 when paid strictly in advance, and to Clubs as follows

:

CLUB TERMS {including Annual Begister) for 1881.
' ' '

' (Provided the order is in all cases accompanied by the cash.)

Four Copies, on€ year, with an additional copyfor the yearfree, to the sender, ^10
' ' ' 'Ten Copies, one year, -with an additional copyfor tlie yearfree, to tJie se-.ider, $20
'Thd lowest Club price, as will be seen above, is Two Dollars per Copy, but one copy for the year

''

, will be furnished gratuitously for each Club of Ten Subscribers.

I T'lE Cultivator & Country Gentleman, for very nearly Fifty Years, has ranked, both in

this country and abroad, as the Representative Journal of American Agriculture. Its

Eaitors in addition to their own labors, are now regularlv assisted by an extensive corps of

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENTS
And Regular Contributors, among whom are included many Leading Agriculturists here and
abroad, and by over

. SIGHT HUNDRED OCCASIONAL and VOLUNTARY WRITERS,
' From among the Best Farmers of .\n parts of the Country,—eminently practical men, who
/i^scnss practical questions from the stand point of actual experience,—and it thus constantly re-

flv;c'ts the actual condition of the husbandry of the United States and of the world at large.

HORTICULTURE AND GARDENING.
' ' ITme Country Gentleman gives in its Horticultural Department a continuous variety of

info'rmation and suggestions, equal or superior \u the aggregate on this subject alone, to what is

obtained in the monthly numbers of most magazines devoted to horticulture, entirely aside from

aU'the other diversified contents of its weekly issues.

THE LIVE STOCK OF THE FARM.
•T^E Country Gentle.man devotes special attention to this most important subject, and has

probably done as much as all other Journals combined, to introduce and disseminate Improved
,9\;6ck of every kind. It has no equal in circulation among the breeders of the United States and
•CaViadas, ana none in the extent to which it commands their confidence and respect.

CURRENT INTELLIGENCE
• ''Twe Country Gentleman, aside from its merits as a Practical Journal for farmers, horticul-

turists and breeders, aims at superiority in presenting a current record of Agricultural Inlelligci.co,

.vSfiih shall render every number fresh and interestmg when it appears, and as well worthv of pre-

servation for reference m this respect, as in all others. In no other periodical is to be found so

wide a correspondence with regard to Crop Prospects and Prices throughout the Country ; its Mar-
ket Reports are exceptionally full and complete, and no source of information is neglected from

which trustworthy light can be obtained on that most important of all questions to the Farmer

—

WHEN TO BUY AND WHEN TO SELL.
The Country Gentleman combines, with the above leading features, Minor Departments of

a practical character, such as the Dairy, the Poultry-Yard, the Ajiiary, the Greenhouse, and sd 011,

and weekly presents Recipes for the Housewife, and an interesting variety of Fireside Reading.

It contains a well edited Review of Current Events, which shows what is going on outside the

world of agriculture, and its advertising pages furnish a directory of all the principal agricultural

and horticultural estabiishments of the country. Sample Copies free on application.

Address I.VTHEB TUCKER &. SON, Publishers, AI.BANY, N. T.
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PUBLISHERS' ADVERTISEMENT.

THE ILLUSTRATED ANNUAL REGISTER OF RURAL AFFAIRS has

now reached its Twenty-Seventh year, under the continuous Editorial charge of Mr.

JoHX J. Thomas, to w-hose thorough practical knowledge of the various topics it has em-

braced, with assistance from other accomplished writers on special subjects, its readers

tbave been indebted for the most comprehensive and concise series of papers in the differ-

'ent branches of Rural Economy, within the whole range of our agricultural literature. The

« pxofuse illustrations from the pencil of the Editor, by which they are accompanied, give

special attractiveness and value to the work, for which most of them are especially drawn
' and engraved ; and the reading matter is wholly from the manuscript of the authors, and

original, except to the limited extent in which it is expressly stated to be a coudensation
' from the writings of others.

I '.Designed to supply, in connection with the Calendar pages of an Almanac, an Aknuai,

'kj? Agriculture and Horticulture, The Register ok Rural Affairs incidentally iims-

<1<»-ates from year to year, the progress made in these important Arts, but is especially in-

« tBnded to compress within a small compass the largest possible amount of information for

'tCi^e farmer and fruit-grower, and indeed on all points connected with the out-door or in-

. (?ftor labors of those whose homes are in the Country. While the previous numbers will

rQ£¥isequently be found to contain more or less on every branch of practical cultivation, they

.'jfrf; also especially rich in Designs for Farm and Country Houses and Workingmen's

r iQottages,—on Ornamental Planting, and the care of Gardens and Grounds,—and on re-

^?{ed topics, such as Architecture generally, plans of barns, ice-houses and other out-

^*bijildings, fences and gates, vegetable physiology, entomology, farm and horticultural im-

iplements, the care of domestic animals, hints for housekeepers, underdraining, butter and

'cheese making, poultry and bee-keeping, &c., &c.—thus constituting in fact a Library

liu themselves. The Publishers can supply the numbers in paper covers, as they original-

h\appeared, with the exception of those for 1855, '57, 1S60, '63, 1873, '74 and '76. Either

0^ these may at any time be obtained by remitting Thirty Cents, or any four of them for

iObe Dollar, enclosed by mail to Luther Tucker & Son, Albany^ N. Y,

y.l RURAL AFFAIRS.

, ' A reprint of the Annual Register appears under the above title, in Triennial

Volumes, on larger, finer and heavier paper, without advertisements or calendar pages.

'yhis is the only form in which the entire set can be procured, and it contains about

'Aventy-Sevett Hundredpages, in all, illustrated with nearly Thirty-Five Hundred En-

\f;ravi7igs. A brief Abstract of the Contents of the several Volumes appears in the fol-

lowing pages, although necessarily so compressed as to convey but a very incomplete idea

of the number and variety of the topics embraced, and the concise and cractical manner

in which they are treated.

i,.^^^^



RURAL AFFAIRS-IN EIGHT VOLUMES.
©

CoUNTRY Dwellings.—Fiftee^i Designs.
accompanied wiih Plans, in many in-

stances, of several floors—also estimates

of Cost—together with General Rules for

Building, and remarks on the Art of Plan-
ning a House.

Laving Out Grounds.—Four Articles
1 ^L on Laying out Farms—two on Grounds

around Houses and Flower (hardens —
^

eight on Modes ofPlanting, and the Trees
and Shrubs to be employed.

What Fruits to Choose. — Sixty-one
Varieties of Apples ; Fifty-/o7ir of Pears

;

Twenty-eight of Peaches ; Ten of N ecta-

rines and Apricots ; Thirty-four of Plums:
Tiventy-cight of Cherries ; Thirteen of
Strawberries, and a dozen of Native and
Foreign Grapes are described—with Ap-
proved Lists at greater length, and Select

Assortments recommended.
Domestic .A::imals.—Improved Breeds,

illustrated by Portraits. A valuable arti-

cle on Doctoring Sick Animals, with Sim-
ple Rules and Remedies, embracing the
most common Diseases of Horses, Cattle,

Sheep and Swine.

Fruit Culture.— Tzventy-tavo Articles—
Treatment of Orchards, Large and Small
Fruits, with a large number of brief

Notes, presenting many valuable Hints
and Suggestions.

—^t-iO Illia.strations.
Farm Buildings—Barns, Carriage Houses,

Stables, the Piggery. Sinoke-House, Poul-
try House—Mode of Cistern Building, of
Erecting Lightning Rods, ic.

Far.m \yivi.v.^\E>iTs.— Tiventy-three Arti-
cles, amply illustrated, embracing nearly
all the principal Implements in which the
Farmer is concerned—also the Wind Mill,
Steam Engine, &c

Butter and Cheese Making.—The best
modes and means treated at considerable
length, accompanied by Designs for Dairy
Houses.

Rural Economy. — Many Articles and
Notes, the Fruits of the Author's long
experience and observation on Farm Man-
agement. Rotation. Packing Trees and
Plants. Satisfactory Fanning, &c., &c.

Rustic Seats and Structures.—Illustra-

ted Designs for Summer Houses, Flower
Stands, Rock Work, and other similar
Rural Ornaments.

School Housks—A Chapter embracing
several neat and tasteful Designs.

Weights and Measures. — Tables for
Reference, including Length, Distances,
Specific Gravities, &c.

Domestic Economy.—Numerous valuable
and well tested Recipes for Household

VOLXJ3IE: T^VO-
A Complete Country Residence.—The '

Dwelling. Ornamental Grounds. Orchard,
Gardens, Out-Houses, described and illus- '

trated—concluding with an article on the
Apiary, embracing the management of i

Bees, by M Quinbv.

Country Houses — Tiveiity-seven De-
\

signs, including some of great merit for '

Workingmen's Cottages and an illustra-

ted Chapter on Ventilation. i

Fruits and P'ruit Culture. — Farther
Notes and Lists—a full Article on Pear
Culture— Hardy Fruits at the West—

'

Apples and Apple Orchards—Grafting and
Grafting Knives, with upwards of Fifty

i

Illustrations.
j

Flower and Kitchen Garden.—Annual 1

Flowers— Vegetable Management— the
!

Vinery and Green-House—the Verbena—
|

also a full Article on Hedging and Hedges, '

with Directions for their'Cultivation.

Farm V.vw.nxtiO'i.—Eight Designs oi'^?cm%
and Stables; Stalls for Horses and Cattle
—Cattle and Sheep Racks—also a full

Chapter on Iron for Furniture and Rural
;

Structures
!

Farm Management.—Mr Thoma.s' Prize
Essay, with new illustrations—also a Chap-
ter on Underdrainine:. jironounced by all

the most concise and complete of its kind
;

that has yet appeared.

—400 llliastration.s.

Farm Fences and Qi\-vv.'~„—Cheap Fences
—a full .Article on Wire Fences—Modes
of Construction—Hurdles—Useful Hints
about Gates, with Fifteen Engravings on
the latter subject alone.

Domestic Ani.mals.—Feeding—Steaming
P'ood — Veterinary Recipes— Wintering
and Stabling—Wooi Table, &c., &c.

Nursery Lists.—A Descriptive and Illus-

trated List of the Principal Nurseries in

the United States—Supplement to the

above— Principal Nurseries in Europe.

Ornamental Planting. — Beautifying

Country Houses—.Modes of Grouping-
Lawns, Walks and Rustic Objects—with
Nine Plans of Grounds and nearly Forty

Engravings.
Implements of Tillage.—Tillage—The
Gang Plow — Improvements in Plows
and Harrows— Plowing and Subsoiling

—

Ditching Plows— Implements for Surface

Tillage.

Other New Implements. «kc. — Farm
Workshops—A Horse-Power—Hay Fork
— .Mill— Stalk Cutter—Potato Digger-
Painting Tools—with numerous hints.

Rural and Domhstic Economy.—Root
Crops—Good and Had .Management—
Dairy Economy — Rules for Business-
Early Melons—Cleaning Seed Wheat— '

Packing Trees for Transportation, Ac.



VOILiXJMlE: THRIVE 4<tO Illiastrations.

Workingmen's Cottages —Six Desigtis

and Seventeen Engravings—the Cottages
costing trom 5^250 up to #Soo

Grounds and Greknhouses —The Ar-
rangement of small and large Gardens

—

Structures for Greenhouse Plants, includ-

ing the Cold Pit, Ward Cases, &c.

Farm Buildings.—General Considerations
involved in their construction

—

Four- De-
signs for Barns—Thirty Engravings.

Fruits and Fruit Culture.—The Newer
Plums — Strawberries— Dwarf Pears—
Management of the Grape — Summer
Pears — Training Pyramids—Dwarf and
other Apples—Cherries and Gooseberries
—A Cheap Grapery, &c., «fec.—more than
50 Engravings.

Flowers.—Pruning and Training Roses

—

Notes on New and Desirable Flowering
Plants—20 Engravings.

Architecturk.—Complete directions for Vegetable Physiology.—Tracing Growth
One, Two or Three Story Buildings on
the Balloon Frame System—24 Engrav-
ings— Directions as to Carpenter's and
Mason's Specifications, and a Glossary of
Architectural Terms—-48 Engravings.

Farm Husbandry.— How to render Farm-
ing Profitable, is treated in one or more
Chapters and a very great variety of Hints
and Suggestions are given in Practical

Matters and General Rural Economy.
Weirds and Grasses.—The chief varieties

of Annual and Perennial Weeds, and of
Useful Grasses, are described very fully,

the former accompanied with 21 Engrav-
ings, and the latter with 13.

Practical Entomology. — Dr. Fitch's
Chapter on Insects Injurious to Fruit
Trees, Grain Crops and Gardens, with 34
Engravings, and full Definitions and De-
scriptions.

of the Plant from the Embryo throughout
— the Principles of Grafting and Bud-
ding, &c.—61 Engravings.

Domestic Animals.—A large variety of
Hints as to Breeds and Management

—

The Apiary ; different Hives and the
Mode of Caring Properly for Bees.

The Dairy.—A full Chapter on Butter and
Cheese Making and Management of Cows,
with numerous Hints.

The Poultry Yard.—A Complete Chap-
ter, by C. N. Bement. with 33 Engrav-
ings of Fowls, Poultry Houses, &c.

Also — Filters and Filtering- Cisterns. 5
Engravings

—

Lightning Rods, 13

—

Use-
ful Tables of Weights and Measures, «fec

Maple Sugar Making. To these and
many other subjects more or less space is

devoted.

V01L.XJ]VIE1 FOXJIi 380 Illustrations.

F\RM Work —A Calendar of Suggestions
for each month in the Year, with Fifty-
six Engravings — including Ice-Houses
and storing Ice—making Stone Wall and
many other incidental points often omitted
—a very valuable article.

Orchard and Nursery.—Calendar for the

Year, with many useful Hints and Twenty-
t'vo Engravings.

Kitchen and Plower Garden and Green-
House.—The labors of each successive

Month reviewed, with notes on varieties

of different Vegetables, <S:c.,&c., ?tx\A Fifty
Engravings.

Road Making.—With numerous Illustra-

tions and complete directions.

Cheese Dairying.—A description of the

Cheese t'actories and System of Manu-
facture—also Design for private Dairy-
House, and Miscellaneous Hints for Dairy
Farmers.

Poultry.—Treatise on the Turkey—Poul-
try Houses and their arrangement, with
Designs.

Country Homes.—An article with Eight
Designs, accompanied by Ground Plans,

&c., &c.

Rural Economy. — Painting and Paints
— Varnishing— Glue— Harness— Chim-
nevs, «fec., &c.

Pruning. — The principles and practice
fully described, with over Thirty illus-

trations.

Entomology.—A full Chapter on Collect-
ing and Preserving Insects, particularly

interesting to beginners in this important
science.

Fruits and Flowers.—Training Grapes
—the leading new Pears—New and De-
sirable Flowers—with a very large num-
ber of Condensed Hints, and Select Lists
according to the Latest Authorities—fully

illustrated.

Domestic Economy.—Full Directions for

Canning Fruits and Vegetables—a large

number of Useful Recipes, &c., &c.

Domestic Animals. — A full article on
Mutton Sheep — The Management of
Swine—also Hints for the Bee-Keeper,
«S:c., &c.

Implements and Inventions.—Mechani-
cal Contrivances for various purposes

—

the Implements of Horticulture—New
Machines—largely illustrated.

Woodlands.—Planting Timber for Screens

—the Care and Culture of the Timber
Crop.

Bees and their Management.—Sugges-
sions for the Beginner—the Result of Long
Experience.

>o^=-
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VOJL,U3J:e: five: 400 illustrations.

Grape Culture.—Varieties, Propagation,,
Grafting, Tiainnig. rransplanting, Trel-

i

lises; Soil for Vineyards ; Marketing, &c.
—very Complete and Practical

—

Thirty- I

nine Engravings.

Milk Farming, by the Author oi "My
Farm of Edgewood. ' Winter and Sum- '

mer Feeding, Soiling, &c. With Plans
of Milk Barn— i"/.jr Engravings.

The Duck—its Management and Varieties,

by C. N. Bement

—

Fi/ieen Engravings.

Turnips and their Cultuke.—An admi-
rable article on the Rutabaga, with Practi-

cal Directions

—

Fi/teeii Engravings.

Garden Insect.s, by Dr Asa Fitch—two
papers, with about Forty Engravings.

Reapers and Mowers—the leading Ma-
chines at the Auburn Trial

—

Nine En-
gravings.

Rotation of Crops.— Principles involved
and Rotations suggested—illustrated.

Small Fruits—their Culture on the Hud-
son, by Prof. Burgess

—

Thirty Engrav-
ings.

Shrubs—a Practical and Descriptive Article

on Shrubberies and the Selection of Lead-
ing Varieties—about Thirty Engravings

Potatoes.—Culture, Varieties, &c., with
Twelve Engravings.

Vermin about the House, and How to

Drive them Away—Illustrated.

Wheat—an Essay on the Crop and its Cul-
ture, quite complete and practical

—

Four-
teen Engravings

Hedges and their Management, Causes of
Failure, &.c.— Ten Engravings.

Labor Saving Contrivances.— Simple
and Handy Things about the Farm and
House—about Thirty Engravings.

Rural iMPKovEMENts, by Robert Morris
Copeland — with Plans and Modes of
Planting— Illustrated.

Fruits.—Practical Hints in Fruit Culture,
with numerous Short Articles, and over
Thirty Engravings.

Strawberries. —Marketing the Crop in

New-Jersey, by the Author of '* Ten
Acres Enough"— Illustrated.

Flowering Plants. — Select Varieties,

with Descriptions and Twenty-two En-
gravings.
And among Numerous Shorter Articles:

Hints in Rural Economy, by S. E. Todd

—

Xine Engravings
South-Down Sheep— illustrated.

Items in Domestic Economy.
Hay Barracks and Corn- House—illustrated.

Rain-Gauge— Protecting Melons, do.
Hot-Air Furnaces, do.

Implements for Farm and Garden, do.

Improved Bee Culture, by M. Qiiinby.
Three-Story Barn, Grape Houses,illustrated.

«&c., &c., &c., &c.

VOLXJ]W[E SIX 440 llUisti^ation.-^.

Culture of Indian Corn.—A Compre-
hensive and Practical Essay, though Con-
cise illustrated with Ten Engravings.

Draining. Fencing and Wall Making.
— Full and Explicit Directions. with Maps.
Diagrams and Perspective Views, num-
bering, in all. Thirty-six Engravings.

Measuring and Mapping Farms — By
Methods Easily Adopted by any Farmer

—

Eleven Engravings.

Town and Country Roads.— How to

Make them and How to Keep them in

Repair, by Robert Morris Copeland —
Four Engravings.

Farm Buildings.—Two Articles, with nu-
merous Designs for Barns of Various
Sorts, Stables, Corn Houses, Poultry-

Houses, &c.—Forty-two Engravings.

Culture of the Carrot.— Soil—Planting
—Cultivating— Harvesting— Keeping —
Best Varieties—£'/<?z'^« Engravings.

Destructive Insects.—Colorado Potato
Bug—Joint Worm—Grasshopper— Ene-
mies to Fruit Trees and Small Fruits,

including all the most important of the
Farmer's Insect Foes with Directions for

Baffling them

—

Thirty-four Engravings.

Plowing without D^ad Furrows—Why
to do it, and How

—

Ten Engravings.
' Weed Hooks and Chains in Plowing.—

U Six Engravings.

Plowing with Three Horses.— .Advan-
tages and Directions

—

Fourteen Engrav-
ings.

Fruit Culture.—General Articles, con-
taining many Items of Interest and V.iiue ;

also a Paper on Raspberry Culture, by .K.

M. Purdy. Fully illustrated by about
Twenty Engravings.

Cheese Making —W\ the Modern Im-
provements,with .Apparatus and Processes

minutely described

—

Seventeen Engrav-
ini;s.

Hay Haking by Machinery, and its Cost
—Fourteen Engravings.

Implements and Machines.—Steam En-
gines— Horse- Hoes— Harrows— Drills-
Plows—Cultivators— all the New Ideas—
Thirty Engravings.

Ornamental Planting. — Laying Out

Lots — Favorite .Annual and Perennial

Flowers and their Cultivation — about

Forty Engravings.

Domestic Economy—With Numerous Re-

ceipts for Cooking— Profusely illustrated.

Miscellaneous Papers on Various Mat-

ters of Interest to all Country Residents,

too numerous to mention— Profusely Il-

lustrated.

The Farmer's Register ofDealersin Live

Stock Seeds. PJants, Implements, Ferti-

lizers, &c , in all parts of the Count



VOI^TJM:i: SIiiVEIV—^.TO illustrations.
©

Laying Out Home Grounds—with Plans

for Lots of Different Sizes and characters,

and Views

—

Tiuenty-one Engravings.

Cooking Food for Animals.—Crops and
Barn Arrangements.—A very Practical

andlValuable Paper—6'z>jf^^« Engravings.

The Great Sale of the Century.—At
New-York Mills. Sept. lo, 1873, $381,99°
for 109 Short-Horn AJattle

The Circle of Fruits —P'resh Fruit on
the Table Every Day of the Year—How
to Secure xX.—Fifty Engravings.

Houses of I\Ioder.a.te Cost.—How to
Plan and Build them—Ten Designs, fully

explained— Twenty-yive Engravings.
Construction of Greenhouses.—Loca-

tion, Arrangement, Heating, and all about
them

—

Twenty-foJir Engravings.
Barns for Different Purposes.—Seven

Designs, fully elaborated, with all neces-
sary ^&\.2!\\%—Tkirty-two Engravings.

Piggeries and Pig Raising.—An indis-
pensable Essay for Everybody who Keeps
Swine

—

T-welve Engravings
Orn.\mental Plants.—Two General Ar-

ticles, with Separate Papers on Roses and
Bulbs —Eighty-seven Engrav ings.

Small Fruit Culture for Profit. —
Strawberries, Raspberries, Blackberries,
Cranberries— Fully illustrated.

Cranberry Culture in New-Jersey.—
Complete Description— 12 Engravings.

Pigeons. Management and Varieties.—
A very Complete and Concise Treatise,
illustrated with Thirty-one Engravings.

Tying Knots.—A Practical and Useful
Chapter, giving Directions that if follow-
ed will save a great deal of unnecessary
trouble— Tiventy-t-aio Engravings

Accidents and Emekgencies.—Burns

—

Conflagrations— Breaking through Ice

—

Runaway Horses—Wounds of all Kinds
—Sprains—Railway Accidents—Choking
—Stings and Bites— Fits—Poisons—Ap-
parent Drowning, «&c. Fully illustrated.

Market Gardening for Profit—Direc-
tions derived from the Actual Experience
of Many Years— Fully Illustrated.

Suggestions in Rural Econo.my.—Three
Articles, dealing with Fifty Every-Day
Topics— Fully Illustrated.

Miscellaneous Papers.— Fruit Culture

—

A Finished Country Residence—Minor
Buildings and Structures—Celery—Orna-
mental Planting, &c.—Fully Illustrated.

*

VOLXJ^IE EIGHT 440 Illustrations.
Ice Gathering and Ice-Houses.—Cheap
and Elaborate—Arrangement of Milk and
Fruit Rooms — all necessary Details

—

Twenty-three Engravings.
Ornamental Planting.—How to Plan.
Lay Out and Decorate Large or Small
Grounds. Arrange Gardens, &c., &c.

—

Practical Directions—23 Engravings.
Barn Building. — Calculating Size and
Arranging Space, with Numerous Designs,
very fully described, including all Essen-
tial Particulars—an exceedingly valuable
Article, with Forty-two Engravings.

Sketches and Portraits of Fruit.—
All the Leading Varieties— Pears, Apples,
Plums, Peaches Cherries Currants and
Qx^^^&s— Thirty Accurate Engravings.

Practical Vkntilation.—How to Secure
it

—

Tzuenty-three Engravings.
Forest Trees and How to Raise them.

—

Oaks, Chestnuts, Beeches. Birches, Wal-
nuts, Hickories, Poplars, Maples, Elms,
Osage Oran<;e, Horsechestnuts Ashes,
Pines, Larches, Spruces, Cypress etc.,

&c.. Varieties fully described, with Forty-
two Engravings.

I.MPROVEMENT IN DOMESTIC AnIMALS.—
Horses; Cattle. Short-Horn. Devon,
Ayrshire. Channel Island, Dutch ; Sheep
and Swine—illustrated by portraits ofchar-
acteristic specimens.

Beneficial Insects—Definitions, Trans-
formations and Classification, with Des-
criptions of Varieties— 18 Engravings

Hedges and Fences.—The Osage Orange
and Honey Locust—The Best Post and
Rail

—

Thirty-one Engravings.

Fungi Injurious to Farmers. — Wheat
Rust, Corn Smut, Ergot. Black Knot, Po-
tato Rot— Fully Illustrated.

Farm Book-Keeping — How to do it

easily and well—Exact Rules, with Ex-
amples.

Sweet Potato Culture for Profit.—
Approved Methods

—

Te7i Engravings.
Strawberries and Raspberries.—Kinds
and Management

—

Fifteen Engravings.
Flowers and Gardening.—The Lilies

—

Ornamental Plants — the Landscape in

Winter— Profusely Illustrated.

Poultry Keeping —Artificial Incubation
—Self-Feeding Hoppers—Hen House

—

Y^ivmrn—Eig-ht Engravings.

Fruit Culture — Eighty-eight Topics.

Suggestions in Rural and Domestic
Economy.—Two Valuable Articles

Miscellaneous Papers.— Filberts—Prun-
ing—Vegetable Culture—Keeping Apples
—Tethering Animals— Grape-Growing—
Horse Shoeing— Fountains and Arbors-
Rotation of Crops—Thorough Culture-
Useful Facts and Tables — Mechanical
Suggestions—Road Making, «&c., &c.—
Fully Illustrated
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ASTRONOMICAL CALCULATIONS IN EQUAL OR CLOCK TIME.

ECLIPSES FOR THE YEAR 1881.

THERE WILL BE FOUR ECLIPSES this year, two of the Sun
and two of the Moon, and a Transit of the planet Mercury over the

disk of the Sun.

I. A Partial Eclipse of the Sun, May 27 ; invisible at Boston, New-

York, Washington, and other places near the meridian of Washington,

because the Sun will set before the Eclipse begins. At Cincinnati, the

Eclipse begins at 7.14 p. m., and the lower limb of the Sun begins to set

at 7.13 P. M.; a very brief Eclipse may therefore be seen. At Chicago the

Eclipse begins at 6.57 p. m.; the remaining phases occur after sunset.

II. A Total Eclipse of the Moon on the evening of June ir, and morn-

ing of Juue 12, visible throughout the United States, as follows :

At Washington : begins, 0.03; total begins, 1.05; middle, 1.46; total

ends, 2.26 ; Eclipse ends, 3.28.

At Boston: begins, 0.27 ; total begins, 1.29; middle, 2.10; total ends,

2.50; Eclipse ends, 3.52.

At New-York : begins, 0.15; total begins, 1.17; middle, 1.5S; total

ends, 2.39; Eclipse ends, 3.41.

For Albany the phases are iw. later than for New-York City. For

Philadelphia, about yn. earlier than for New-York,

At Buffalo: begins, 11.55; total begins, 0.57; middle, 1.38; total ends,

2.19; Eclipse ends, 3.21.

At Cincinnati: begins, 11.33; ^^^^^ begins, 0.35; middle, 1.16; total

ends, 1.56 ; Eclipse ends, 2.58.

At Chicago,: begins, 11.20; total begins, 0.23; middle, 1.04; total

ends, 1.44; Eclipse ends, 2.46.

At New-Orleans: begins, 11. 11 ; total begins, 0.13; middle, 0.54; total

ends, 1.34; Eclipse ends, 2.36.

At San Francisco: begins, 9.01; total begins, 10.03; middle, 10.44;

total ends, 11.25 5 Eclipse ends, 0.27.

III. An Annular Eclipse of the Sun, November 21 ;
invisible

Northern Hemisphere.

IV. A Partial Eclipse of the Moon, December 5; invisible in the Uni-

ted States.
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V. A Transit of Mercury over the Sun's disk, November 7. The In-

gress of the planet on the Sun's disk is visible in the western portion of

the United States as follows: At Ann Arbor Observatory, Mich., 4//.

41 w. 6s. Cincinnati New Observatory, 4/1. 38;//. i5j-. Chicago Observa-

tory, 4//. 25;;?. ;^6s. Charleston, S. C, 4/1. 56;//. 9^. Tuscaloosa, Ala., 4/^.

257;/. ys. St. Louis, 4/i. 14;;/. 58^-. New-Orleans, 4//. i^m. 54J. San Fran-

cisco, 2/1. 6fH. lys. Egress after sunset in all parts of the United States.

CHURCH DAYS AND CYCLES OF TIME.
SeptuagesimaSun., Feb. 13 Easter Sunday, Apl. 17 Dominical Letter,... B
Sexagesima " " 20 Low " " 24 Epact, 30
Quinquagesima " " 27 Rogation " May 22 Golden Number, i

Ash Wednesday, Mar. 2 Ascension Day, " 26 Solar Cycle, 14
Quadragesima Sun., " 6 Whit Sunday,... June 5 Roman Indiction,... 9
Mid-Lent *' 27 Trinity " ... " I2|julian Period....... 6594
Palm Sunday, Apl. 10 Corpus Christi, " 16 Dionysian Period, 210
Good Friday, " i5!AdventSund'y,Nov.27ijewishLunarCycle, 17

THE FOUR SEASONS.

Winter begins, 1880, December 21,

Spring do. 18S1, March 20,

1881, June 21,

1881, September 22,

Summer do
Autumn do,

Winter do,

H. M. D. H. M.

5 10 mo., and lasts 89 i 2

6 12 mo., do. 92 20 8

2 20 mo., do. 93 14 22

4 42 eve., do. 89 18 10

1881, December 21, 10 52 mo. Trop.year, 365 5 42

MORNING AND EVENING STARS.
Morning Stars.—Mercury, until Jan. 26 ; and from March 1 1 to

May 17; and from July 17 to Aug. 31; and from Nov. 7 to the end of

the year. Venus, after May 3 to the end of the year.

Evening Stars.—Mercury from Jan. 26 to March 1 1 ; and from May 17

to July 17 ; and from Aug. 31 to Nov, 7.

PLANETS BRIGHTEST.
On account of the strong twilight in which Mercury is always immersed,

near sunrise or sunset, this planet will be taken to be brightest, or best

.r^^;/, when farthest from the Sun, at its greatest elongation, as follows:

Feb. 23, after sunset ; April 7, before sunrise
; June 20, after sunset

;

Aug. 6, before sunrise; Oct. 16, after sunset; Nov. 24, before sunrise.

Venus brightest, March 27 and June 9. Mars, Dec. 27. Jupiter,

Nov. 13. Saturn, Nov. I.



1st MONTH. JANUARY, 1881.

-=^^
31 DAYS.

New-York. VVashingt'n Sun on Mekiu. WMOON'S PHASES.

First Quarter,
Full ^ioo^I,

Third Quarter
New Moon,

Boston.

D.



2d MONTH. FEBRUARY, 1881. 28 DAYS

MOON'S PHASES.



3d MONTH. MARCH, 1881.
=^^^

31 DAYS.

MOOxX'S PHASES.
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4th MONTH.



5th MONTH.

¥
MAY, 18S1.

=^='®
31 DAYS.

MOON'S PHASES.



6th MONTH. JUNE, 1881. 30 DAYS,

MOON'S PHASES.



7 th MONTH. JULY, 1881.
--^^^^

31 DAYS.

MOON'S PHASES.



8th MONTH. AUGUST, 1881.

MOON'S PHASES.



9th MONTH. SEPTEMBER, 1881. 30 DAYS.

MOON'S PHASES.



lOth MONTH. OCTOBER, i8Si.

MOON'S PHASES.

Full Moon
Third Quarter
New Moon, . .

.

First Quarter,

BosTO>f. New-York. Washington
I
Sun on Merid.

H. M.

915 mo.

9 42 ev.

9 47 ev.

o 3 mo.

H. M.

9 3 i^^o

9 30 ev.

9 35 ev.

II 51 ev.

H. M.

8 51 mo.

9 18 ev.

9 23 ev.

It 39 ev-

D. H. M. S.

I
,
II 49 31

9
I

II 47 10

17
I

II 45 19

25 1

II 44_7

CAL.ENDAR
For Boston, New-England,
New-York State, Michi-

gan, Wisconsin, Iowa,
and Oregon.

SUN I SUN MOON H. W.

RISES SETS. SETS. BOST'N

M H
585
595

51
I

3
4
5
6

7

9
lo

II

12

13

165

22 5

235
245
255
27 5
285
29,4
3014
32;4

334

M H M
42] 1 1 58

40; morn
38I I II

2 25

3 40

4 54
rises

n'
7 14

8 3
8 56

9 5
|io 5-

18 II 49
17 morn
15 o 48

13 I 47
12 2 47
10; 3 48

4 50
sets.

5 12

5 53
6 41

7 37
8 42

9 50
II I

9
7
6

4

3

o

59
57
56 morn

5 5! o 14

H M
615
7 23
8 25

9 24
10 20
11 II

II 57
morn

39

"I
53
41

31

25
20

14
8 2

8 so

9 37
10 24
11 10

II 53
ev.35
1 17

2 7
2 58

3 53

4 51

6 59

CALENDAR
For New-York City, Phila-

delphia, Connecticut, N.
Jersey, Penn., Ohio, In-

diana and Illinois.

SUN f SUN MOON H. W.
RISES

,

SETS. SETS. I N. Y.

H M H M H M H M
57 5

585
59 5

05
I 5

25
35
45

105
II 5

125
i3;5

14*5

155
16,5

17 5

185
20 5
2I|5

22,5

235
245
255
265
285
294
3£J

41 o 2

39' I 15

37 2 28

36 3 41

34 4 54
32 lises.

3i| 5 56
29; 6 36
28 7 20

26I 8 9
24! 9 2

23' 9 58
21110 55
20 II 53
18 morn
17;

15

14
12

51

1 49
2 48;

3481
4 49
sets.

3 I

4 9

6 10

7 6

7 57
8 43
9 25
10 5
10 5
11 39
morn

27

1 17
2 II

6
o

5 '7

558
6 47

7 43
3 8 47
I 9 54
on 5

59 morn
58, o 16

3
4

4

I

7

7 .

8 39
9 21

10 3
10 53
11 44'
ev.39'

1 37
2 41

_J_45

CAEENBAR
For Washington,
Marj'F d, Virginia,

Kent'ky, Miss'ri,

and California.

SUN I SUN I
MOON

RISES SETS.
I

SETS.

M n
565
57 S

585
59 5

0,5
15
2,5

3:5

4^5

'el

l\
95
105
II 5

125
135
145

:m
18,5

195
205
21

5

225
245
255
26 5

27I5

H M



Q
nth MONTH. NOVEMBER, 1881. 30 DAYS.

(

MOON'S PHASES.



©=^
[2th MONTH. DECEMBER, 1881. 31 DA'YS.

MOON'S PHASES.
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OF

RURAL AFFAIRS.

SURROUNDINGS OF SCHOOL-HOUSES.

THE MOST DURABLE impressions on tlie mind me those

made in early life. Such impressions should be of an instructive

and pleasing character. They should bring out and strengthen a taste

for order, neatness and excellencae. Special attention should therefore

be given to make the country school-room and its surroundings—a place

where half the waking hours of childhood are spent—in every way tend-

ing to stamp the right kind of character on the young mind.

There is nothing in all the departments of rural improvement where a

greater deficiency exists. In many parts of the country the common
school-houses are greatly neglected. In riding through so prosperous a

region of country as one of the best counties in Western New-Vork, a

cheap district school-house was seen unpainted and in a dilapidated con-

dition, its original cost not amounting to $500, and unshaded by a single

tree. It was partly crowded into the public road, as not a quarter of an

No. 27—1881
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acre could be spared for a school lot from the contiguous two hundred

acre farm. Within view, and not more than a mile distant, were two magnifi-

cent brick barns, belonging to the two neighboring farmers, and neither

Fig. 244.

of these buildings could have cost less than $6,000, (fig. 244.) This con-

trast between the small, poor and bleak school-house and the elegant and

spacious barns, indicated the relative estimate which the intelligent land-

owners of this region placed on their horses and their children.

Children should not be driven from school by the repulsive appearance

of tlie surroundings. Their early days and early impressions should be con-

nected with the cultivation of landscape taste, which would not only tend to

draw them away from the demoralizing influences of street lounging and
drinking saloons, but they would brighten the mind, stimulate the intellect,

encourage study, and fit the future men and women all the better for the

active duties of life. They would increase the attractions of ruial life

and of home influences.

The writer had an opportunity some years ago for trying an experi-

ment in favor of school-house adornment, in a region of country where

f;-. 245.

these buildings were much neglected. He was applied to to sell

quarter acre lot for the new school-house. The condition in

was insisted on, that the trustees should plant and keep in thr

)C^== —
a three-

the sale

ftv con-
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dition at least a dozen deciduous shade trees, and as many evergreens,

or forfeit annually a specified sum. They paid the penalty the first year,

and then concluded that it was cheaper to plant and take care of the

trees. That school-house is now the only one in that region of country

that enjoys anything like landscape adornment, (fig. 245.)

The character of the planting must vary with the character of the peo.

pie. If they have little horticultural taste, they must not attempt too

much. The school-house lot should, however, contain an acre at least, and
the building may be simply flanked with scattered trees and groups. The
ground should be seeded to grass, which should be cut with one of the

cheap and efficient hand lawn-mowers as often as once a week in sum-

mer. This will afford a handsome green carpet for the children to tread

on, the play ground occupying the rear, so that the green in front may
not be worn brown by their active feet. A gravel walk may extend to

the house in front, provided it can be kept neatly trimmed at the borders,

and in perfect order (fig. 246) ; but if this neatness caimot be preserved,

it will be better to have no other walk than the smooth path worn by the

feet. Such grounds, neatly kept, would afford a pleasing combination

j^ ..._ of shade and grass carpet, which
fim'^^m':^^-'^^^^.^^^^":^^^

^^,q^,^ ^^^^^ 1^5^ -^ jts influence

on the young mind.

If some horticultural taste exists

in the neighborhood, and if a

teacher can be secured who will

foster this taste in his pupils, the

grounds may assume a more orna.

mental character. A few circu-

lar flower beds may be neatly cut

in the grass, and planted with

Fig 246. such easy growing and continued

bloomers as verbenas, double zinnias, Drummond phloxes, petunias and

geraniums, (fig. 243, vignette at head). These flowerbeds will add largely

to the charms of the place. The scholars should be enlisted in taking

care of them, and in preserving their neatness and finish, and they should

feel that their care and skill are appreciated by older persons. This

method has been tried with much success on the grounds of a higher

seminary, a simple horticultural society, with president, secretary', and

other officers, being formed of students and teachers, and brief lectures

or lessons given on the principles of vegetable growth, aided by experi-

ments in the germination of seeds, budding, grafting, &c. In another in-
I

stance, the young teacher of a district school was successful in the culti-

vation of annuals about the school-house, and a profuse and brilliant dis-

play of flowers was seen through the season. The cheerful stimulus thus \

given to the scholars was felt in their studies, and that school was con- , \
spicuous for the progress made bv them in all departments. J
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Academies and other institutions more advanced than common or dis-

trict schools, may carry these improvements much farther. An arboretum

may be planted on a portion of the grounds, consisting of all the princi-

pal timber and other trees, with which young persons should be well ac-

quainted. Another portion may contain living specimens of all useful

cultivated plants and their varieties, such as the various species of culti-

vated grasses, varieties of wheat, specimens of lucerne, cotton, madder,

millets, &c., and an in-door collection should occupy a room for all agri-

cultural plants and their products. Handsomely laid out grounds, with

landscape effect, would infuse into the students a desire to repeat such

pleasing results at their own homes.

A teacher in such an institution should know how to make botany and

its applications attractive, illustrated by trees and plants in sight, or

portions of living specimens on the table before him, and should be

able to explain to his pupils the requisites for germination of seeds and

the succesful growth of plants, for transplanting, pruning, budding and

grafting, and encourage all the experiments practicable. Thus useful as

well as interesting information would be imparted to them that would

prove of value through their lives.

A recent writer describes the frequent condition and character of

country school-houses and grounds in another State, in these^ words

:

" Buildings with the panes broken out of the windows, and a panel or two

, _^^ of the front door stove in, the sides cut

and marked with rude and coarse repre-

sentations, the fences broken down, and

altogether a general appearance of riot-

ous and destructive character," (fig. 247.)

To show that this battered condition de-

pends on the treatment which the scholars

receive, and that no appeal is made to

their sense of propriety and taste, it is

only necessary to mention a single case,

where in a large school the desks and walls were thus cut and defaced in a

single winter to an amount of damage estimated at $400. A new teacher

came, new furniture was procured, the buildings were repaired, and for

the next five years not a pencil scratch or a knife mark was seen on one

of the desks.

Trees and Shruiss.—Among the larger trees the sugar maple, black

and white birches, and the silver maple, form good shade trees, and they

may be placed towards the outer portions of the grounds. For more

extended places, the chestnut and black walnut may be chosen. Among
smaller trees the horsechestnut, the striped maple and the mountain ash

are adapted to more limited grounds. For large, dense shrubs select

^
Tartarian honeysuckle, Philadelphus, purple fringe and lilac. Large

growing evergreen trees may be kept within bounds bv cutting back

Fig. 247.
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SO as to give an irregular outline, and not by shearing back to a uniform-
ly even and stiff surface.

The views of school-houses which we have already given represent

those of small size. In larger districts, more capacious buildings may be

Fig. 248.

built, as shown in fig. 248, with a small belfry. A still larger one, with

different apartments and recitation room, is shown in fig. 249, having

less of the stiff and formal expression of square Grecian blocks, and more
of the cheerful and home-like appearance of cottage outline.

Fig. 249.

The plan shown in fig. 246 has a handsome lawn in front, planted with

the smaller ornamental trees, and with some of the larger shrubs. The
play ground is in the rear, and is planted with fewer trees. It is imjior-

tant that both be kept smoothly shaven with a lawn mower. The hilxir

will be small, and could be performed by some of the larger and more

careful scholars. The narrow paths to the closets on each side are

sheltered with small evergreen trees, both for seclusion and for

protection from snow drifts in winter. The condition of such closets

is a pretty certain indication of the degree of civilization of the

owners and occupants. If untidy and repulsive, the people of the district

may safely be set down as in a partly savage state. If neat and clean, A
and all bad odor and foul drainage are prevented by a daily use of coal J
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ashes, road dust or other suitable absorbent, we may be sure that we
have reached a fully civilized communit}'.

Another plan of school grounds is shown in fig. 250, where the house is

set near one side, so as to give more room on the other part for lawn and
play ground. The closet is di-

vided, and entered on opposite

sides. It may be remarked that

when a daily absorbent of a few
pints of road dust or coal ashes

is used, there will be no more
difficulty in drawing or wheeling

off the contents each month or

two, than in shovelling and wheel-

ing the same quantity of sand,

and there can be no danger of

Fig. 250. bad air or polluted water, to

the detriment of the health of the students. See Rural Affairs,
vol. VII, p. y^y fo^ details.

When the grounds are necessarily limited, the school-house may be
placed at one side, as in fig. 251, or in the middle, as in fig. 252. The

former may be planted with

shrubs and small trees ; the lat-

ter with two or three larger

trees for a shade.

The appearance and condition

of country or district school-

icTi^ ^^i'f^i-—:&.^ houses have much improved in

I
z--l^'|^ V^=^5^ many parts of the country, but

l^gz:^ ^^^-.fe^''.;<' with scarcely an exception, little

is done to ornament the grounds,

although the cost is a mere noth-

ing compared with the expense of the buildings. In a rich county in Cen-

tral New-York, a good looking, white painted school-house is placed at

the corner where two public roads meet, and a jog in the fence is all the

space that can be afforded it from the wide fields of the adjoining two

hundred acre farm. The single small closet is set nearly in its front in

the street. Two miles farther on is another well built stone school-

house, where the only play-ground for the children is the public highway,

and the closets are repulsive and exposed to all passers by.

With so little expense in making school-house grounds neat and orna-

mental, there is no excuse whatever for their owners, for not rendering

them at least as pleasant to children as their own comfortable houses.

They should be more so, that they may mould and improve the young i

mind in all that renders the countP' attractive.
"

Fig. 252.
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IMPROVEMENTS IN FENCES.

Barbed Wire Barriers.

THE CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE of farm fences

require constant and heavy outlays. Not less than seven hundred

million dollars have been expended in the entire Union for this purpose,

and fifty million dollars annually are required to keep them in repair. The
ingenuity of inventors has been largely employed in devising improve-

ments for rendering them more effective, cheaper and more durable.

Various modifications have been successfully used, and different hedge

plants have had their periods of popularity. The old zig-zag rail fence

has been long and widely employed, and \\\]\ continue to be, where land

is cheap and timber abundant. The post-and-rail fence is stronger, more
durable, and occupies less ground ; and with a bank of earth at the bot-

tom, is still one of the best

forms, (fig. 253.) The English

hawthorn was largely planted

for hedges many years ago in

some districts, but the borer,

leaf blight and rust destroyed

them, and they have long since

been generally discarded. Then
the buckthorn had its day, but

it failed for want of thorns and

stiffness of growth. Twenty
Fig, 253.

'

years ago, or more, the zig-zag

board fence, without posts, was widely recommended and adopted, and a

multitude of patents were granted for various modes of connecting the

ends. Strong winds frequently laid them on their sides, and they have

passed out of use. Of later years, honey locust and osage orange

hedges have been largely planted, and when properly managed and cared

for, they have made excellent barriers. But few are willing to give

them sufficient attention in cultivating while young, and in keeping well

cut back. The honey locust is valuable at the North on account of its

hardiness, and its formidable thorns render a well made hedge impass-

able. Its tall growth, and its deficiency in natural " hedginess," render

continued care necessary to keep it close and compact in growth. The

osage orange is rendered equally formidable by its more numerous and

smaller thorns, but being less hardy it is frequently winter killed, unless

growing on a dry bottom or subsoil, or near a line of tile drain. With

such drainage, the writer has efficient hedges of the osage orange more Jj

than thirty years old, that are likely to continue for many years to come,
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Like the honey locust,

bounds.

requires constant attention to keep it within

A new era in fence-making has opened within a few years by the man-
ufacture of the barbed wire, of which there are many modifications and
a large number of manufactories. This wire is valuable for adding to

the efficiency of the older fences and hedges, and the chief object of the

present article is to point out how this wire may be advantageously em-
ployed.

One of the best farm fences made of wood and forming a straight line,

is the one invented by E. W. Stewart, and described several years ago in

the Country Gentleman. Full directions for its construction, with

additional improvements in setting the posts accurately and rapidly, with

illustrations, were given in the eighth volume of Rural Affairs. Fig.

254 is a view of a portion of the fence, showing the manner in which the

Fig- 254.

rails are secured to the posts on opposite sides, by screw bolts passing

through the ends of the rails and the post. This fence, if well made, will

remain without any need of repairs for a long series of years, and will last

as long as the posts remain. A barbed-wire stretched along the top, or

instead of the top rail, will prevent animals from attempting to pass it.

Plowing and banking at the bottom obviates the necessity of a bottom

rail, assists in drainage, and prevents horses from leaning against it. A
serious objection to the adoption of this fence by farmers, is the diffi-

culty of procuring the long screw bolts which are required for its con-

struction.

The common post-and-board fence forms a good farm barrier, and has

been extensively used in the country. As commonly made, it is not strong

enough to resist bulls and unruly horses, which frequently tear off the

upper boards. Additional strength is given by nailing a stout top board

on each side of the post, and surmounting both with a strong cap-board

on the top of the sawed ends of the posts, as shown in the cross-section

by fig. 255. But a much simpler, cheaper and more efficient protection Q
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is to stretch a single line of barbed wire along the top of the fence. It

may rest on the top board, or rim along the tips of the posts, as in fig-

257, or the top board may be omitted and the barbed wire take its place,

TL
TL TL

IT

Fig. 255. Fig. 256.

as in fig. 256. Strong board fences, which had been repeatedly torn

asunder by a herd of unusually lawless horses belonging to a neighbor,

were rendered perfectly impassable to them for years afterwards by the

simple and cheap remedy of a single barbed wire on the top. Even a

weak fence is thus made practi-

^^^ cally strong.

I H
' ^ It is only in neighborhoods

where civilization has made but

partial progress that swine are

permitted to run in the streets,

and where tight fences below

'-i;:^?^^^—^!;^^'^^!^^ are required. In such cases a

Fig. 257. single wire just below the bot-

tom board, as shown in fig. 257, will be sufficient to exclude them, and such

a fence will answer a good purpose for the boundaries of small hog pastures.

Many serious accidents to horses, and occasionally to other animals,

have occurred where barbed wires have been wholly employed in the

construction of fences. Being nearly invisible, animals have heedlessly

dashed against them and become badly lacerated, and the damage has been

greatly increased when*

they have been caught

between, or been en-

tangled in the wires.

Some additional and

more visible barrier

should therefore al-

ways accompany the

wires. In regions

where small stones

are common, a ridge

of these placed along Fig. 258.

under the wires and between the posts, will answer a good purpose.

The adjacent fields will be improved by the removal of these stones. /^
This line of stones need not be a regularly built wall, but they may be J
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placed loosely, evenly and regularly, as shown in fig. 258. Fig. 259 is a

cross section. Animals dislike setting their feet on them. As the ^Yind

obtains no purchase on such a fence, and as little pressure is ever exerted

against it, the posts need not be deeply set, the

stones about them affording additional support.

This line of stones may be two feet high and

three or four feet wide.

Where stones do not exist, a cheap substi-

tute is a bank of earth. A few furrows are

plowed on each side, and the earth thrown up

into a smooth embankment, about two feet

above the bottoms of the ditches on each

side, fig. 260. Such a fence as this, with two

barbed wires for cattle and horses, or three for

sheep, is one of the cheapest and most durable

Fig. 259. that can be constructed. The posts need not

be heavy : they may be placed at least a rod apart ; they may be cheaply

set, as deep holes are not required; the embanking is done readily with

the plow ; and lastly, the

wires are stretched rapidly

on the posts. The bank be-

comes sodded with grass,

andjtogether with the ditch,

will prevent animals from

blindly striking the barbs.

This fence is likely to be-

come widely adopted for

sub-divisions of farms.

The cheapest form of

the barbed fence is where , _^, ^

a line of trees may be used ^^'
'

•for supporting the wires, as shown in fig. 261. A line of maple or other

shade or timber trees will answer the purpose, and the fence may be

completed (with the ridge or bank of earth) when they are two or three
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inches in diameter. An end view of the line of trees and cross-section

of the bank is shown in fig. 262.

The cost of such fences may be readily estimated by counting one post

to every rod, and 50 cents a rod for the three barbed
wires. The labor of construction may be reckoned

at about 20 cents a rod, making the whole expense
less than $1, or about 80 cents for two wires. An
important item of saving is in avoiding all necessity

for repairs for many years. The cost will vary with

the price of posts, and with the ease or difficulty of

forming the embankment of soil.

In all barbed wire fences the wires should not ex-

tend for a distance of more than 20 or 25 rods, that
Fig. 262.

^j^g expansion by heat and contraction by cold may
not be too great—the ends being secured to stout posts set at these dis-

tances apart. Galvanized wire is better and more durable than wire covered

with paint.

Hedges and their Management.

Hedges possess strong advantages and formidable objections. The
most impregnable, as the honey locust and osage orange, are diffi-

cult to keep in shape on account of their rapid growth and repulsive

thorns. Those of a more inoffensive character are easily trimmed and
cut back, like the buckthorn and privet among deciduous hedge plants,

and all among evergreens ; but they do not alone constitute a sufficient

defense. Evergreen hedges are much admired on account of keeping

green through the entire year. Perfect barriers may be made of them by

enclosing barbed wires along their whole length. These wires are placed

in position by stretching along the line on light, temporary posts, in suc-

cessive years, so that the growth of the hedge may enclose them and hold

them among its numerous branches w^here they cannot become displaced.

When the plants are about twenty inches high, stretch the first wire, just

resting on their tips or upper forks. The hedge soon grows and encloses

it. Additional wires, as may be needed, are placed in position in suc-

cessive years. Two wires will be quite enough in most cases. One alone

would exclude nearly all intruders. Three might be needed for enclos-

ing fruit gardens. These wires, when once covered, cannot be bent or

thrust aside; they are stiffly held by innumerable branches. Such a fence

has not the objection of being invisible to animals. Norway sjjruce is the

strongest growing evergreen; hemlock and arbor vitai may be made
efficient by the enclosed laarbs. Among deciduous plants the buckthorn

v/ould doubtless prove the best, as it is easily raised from seed, is transplant-

ed with great facility, is perfectly hardy, has a natural hedginess, and, ex-

cept on rich ground, has a very moderate growth. The wire used for

these purposes should be galvanized, and not painted, as it is to remain

many years.
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Fig. 263 shows how such an evergreen hedge is started. The young

plants of Norway spruce are placed about two feet apart. The distances

might be greater if longer time could be allowed for the branches to meet

and fill the spaces between. If placed two feet apart, and the line of the

Fig. 263.

hedge is kept properly cultivated, the spaces would be well filled in three

or four years ; if three feet apart, five or six years might be required.

The dotted line at the top shows the place of the third wire when the

evergreens reach it, if a third one is required. It may not be necessary

to cut back evergreens like deciduous plants, but if the Norways, after

they are fairly started, are pinched back early in summer, so that no side

shoots shall be over six inches long, and no leaders more than a foot, the

hedge will be more compact and beautiful.

A hedge should never be sheared, so as to form a smooth wall of ver

dure. It should be cut back by taking off every longer shoot at a fork,

leaving no stump. This work may be performed rapidly after some prac-

tice, either with a knife

Fig. 264.

or with shears. When
the exterior is smoothly

sheared, a close, dense

stratum of foliage is

formed, shutting out the

light from the interior,

which in a few years be-

comes a mass of bare

branches. Fig. 264 rep-

resents a portion of such

a hedge, with a cross-

section at the nearer

end, showing the interior entirely destitute of foliage. Such a hedge, usually

left broad at the top, causes the lower branches gradually to die, and the

whole hedge perishes sooner than if properly pruned. If simply cut back

with a knife, or with shears, leaving an irregular surface, as in fig. 265, the

interior foliage will be fresh and dense for a long time (as shown by the

cross-section at the nearer end,) and the hedge itself will live longer.
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Fig. 265.

Fig. 266 represents a screen, the trees planted 8 or 10 feet apart, and
bearing two wires. Such a screen will answer well for some of the sub-

divisions of the farm, and for the windward boundaries of barnyards.

Norway spruce trees, if planted eight feet apart, will meet and

form a continuous screen in eight

or ten years.

The cost of evergreen hedges,

and of screens, may be readily as-

certained by procuring from nur-

serymen their wholesale prices, and

calculating the length of line reach-

ed by a thousand. If 2^ feet apart,

a thousand will extend about half a

mile. The prices vary much in dif-

ferent seasons, and with different

dealers, according to the supply or

^'S- 266. surplus on hand. In some years,

when nurseries were overstocked, trees a foot and a half high could be

purchased for thirty or forty dollars a thousand, or even less, but more

commonly the price is double or triple this sum. Smaller trees may be

had at lower rates. C
It is not probable that hedges of any kind will ever be generally adopt-

ed as farm barriers ; the labor of keeping them cut back will deter farmers

generally from planting them extensively, but they will answer well for

enclosing fruit gardens, and the taller screens will be valuable for cattle

yards. The fences represented by figs. 254, 258 or 261, or some of their

modifications, promise to become more extensively useful.

Early Peaches in England.—The Garden states that the Amsden
and Alexander peaches were ripened in fruit houses by Mr Bond, in

Shropshire, on the 24th of April, 1880. They were started, with gentle

heat, about December 20th, giving four ftionths for the completion of their

growth and maturity. They are pronounced very promising for forcing
A

=-^0®
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THE NEWER STRAWBERRIES.

WITH NO KIND OF FRUIT can new varieties be so easily and

rapidly produced as with the strawberry. The pistillate sorts must

be fertilized with a staminate to make them productive, and every seed

therefore from this cross-fertilization is capable of originating a new
plant. Multitudes of new sorts are thus constantly brought into exist-

ence, a few of which, perhaps one in ten thousand or in half a million,

may be worthy of propagation. The history of the changes which have

been made in approved lists, in each ten years, if fully given, would show

fluctuations not to be found with any other fruit.

Forty years ago few cultivators heard of any sorts but the Duke of

Kent, Large Early Scarlet, Methven and Hovey's Seedling—the latter a

great acquisition, and continuing the most popular variety for many years.

Ross' Phoenix soon followed, was highly praised, and was soon forgotten.

Some English varieties, as British Queen, Deptford Pine, Elton and

Swainstone, were tried to a limited extent, but did not meet the public

demand. Years afterwards Burr's New Pine stood at the head of the

list for excellence, equalled at a later period by Hooker. Peabody's

Seedling would have had a longer run if more than one good berry

could have always been found on a square yard of space. Longworth's

Prolific and McAvoy's Superior held a high position at the West. Many
new sorts arose and fell into oblivion, although possessing special merits,

among which were Walker's Seedling, Boston Pine, Black Prince, Gushing,

Agriculturist, Crimson Cone, and others ; but through a period of nearly a

quarter of a century, and after all these have been discarded, the Wilson

has been cultivated throughout the Union in greater numbers than all others

put together. Many new sorts have been introduced as likely to supersede

it, some of which are among the past, while the Wilson is still largely

grown. Among the most successful is doubtless the Charles Downing,

the reputation of which has become widely established. The Triomphe

de Gand, for special culture and on strong soils, has held its position as

long as the Wilson.

As an indication of the most popular sorts in 1858, twenty-three years ago,

the following list of the ten best amateur sorts, and the ten best for mar-

ket, which received the highest votes at the summer meeting of the Fruit-

Growers' Society of Western New-York, are named in the order of their

approval

:

For Amateurs.—Hooker, Burr's New Pine, Large Early Scarlet,

Ilovey's Seedling, Wilson's Albany, Jenny Lind, McAvoy's Superior,

Triomphe de Gand, Peabody and Trollop's Victoria.

For Market.—Large Early Scarlet, Wilson's Albany, Crimson Cone,

Genesee, Hovey's Seedling, Hooker, Gushing, Scott's Seedling, Long-

worth's Prolific and Iowa.

©c:^
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More recently great attention has been given to originating and to the

careful selection of new sorts, and notices therefore of those which have

attracted wide public attention, may be acceptable to inquirers.

Notes on the Varieties.

In the following list the varieties are arranged nearly in the order of their

ripening, the earliest being placed first. There may be a few exceptions

to this order, varia-

'^ tions resulting from

climate and seasons.

The figures are of me-

dium sized, not large

berries.

Crystal City.—
This variety, during

the few years it has

been in cultivation,

has obtained a wide

approval both at the

East and West for its

earliness and good

quality. It is medium
in size, conical; in

color rich scarlet, and

sweet in flavor, like

Triomphe de Gand;

^
^'

.j^m^i^^,.

m i% I).I

Fig. 267.

—

Duncan,

ripens several days be-

fore the Wilson; plant

vigorous and produc-

tive. Too soft for dis-

tant market.

Duncan {fig. 267.)

—

For good size and ex-

cellent quality the Dun-
can stands nearly alone

among the early sorts,

if it receives good cul-

ture. It is rather large

in size, roundish oval,

large ones slightly cox-

combed ; flesh moder-

ately firm ; flavor excel-

lent It originated in Fig- 26%.—Duckesse.

Ulster county, N. Y., with J. G. Lucas, who made of it a profitable market

sort. It requires a strong, rich soil.
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DucHESSE (fig. 268.)—Full medium in size; bright scarlet ; flesh rather

firm, of fine flavor. E. P. Roe of Cornwall, says of it :
" Enormously produc-

tive, from 50 to 200 berries to a plant, in hill culture. I regard it as the best

early standard berry." In other localities it has not succeeded so well,

and by some it is discarded.

Pioneer.—One of Durand's new sorts. Large, very good, scarlet. Roe
says :

" The foliage dies during winter, but the root sends up new strong

growth." It is vigorous and productive, but the foliage burns on light soils.

Crescent (fig. 269.)—Large, conical, slightly depressed at the apex,

rather soft, bright scarlet, somewhat acid, and with a quite moderate

flavor ; variable in quality
;
plant remarkable for its hardiness and vigor,

4^ y-r^^

^sW.

^

Fig. 269.

—

Crescent.

and for its enormous productiveness, which will render it popular, not-

withstanding its second-rate flavor. Its free growth without care has in-

duced many to neglect its culture and to become disappointed from its

smaller size. Raised by Wm. Parmlee, New-Haven, Conn.

Cinderella.—A handsome early berry, rather large in size, conical,

regular and uniform; bright glossy scarlet; moderately firm, with a good
aromatic flavor. It requires hill culture and cutting of the runners

;

moderately productive ; desirable for the garden.
'
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BiDWELL.—Berry conical, light scarlet, glossy and very early ; new.

E. B. Underbill of Poughkeepsie, N. Y., says :
" If not lacking in foliage,

it will rival the Sharpless." Originated at South Haven, Mich.

Prouty's Seedling.—Large, long conical, bright scarlet, glossy ; flesh

moderately firm, and of fair quality; vigorous and very productive; fee-

bly staminate ; requires rich soil.

Captain Jack (fig. 270.)—Berries medium, regular conical, bright^
Wi-

\
270.

—

Captain Jack.

Fig. 271.

—

Forest Rose.

scarlet, rather acid, not high

flavored. Its extreme produc-

tiveness renders it popular in

many localities, especially in

Missouri and at the West

;

while on the other hand it

is discarded by many. The

plants are very hardy, and the

leaves come out after win-

ter with a deep green color.

Raised by S. Miller, Missouri.

Forest Rose (fig. 271.)

—

Medium or rather large, oval,

nearly regular, rarely cox-

combed; color fine scarlet,

Fig. 272.—Monarch. rather acid, often quite pro-

ductive, but more frequently a moderate or poor bearer; stamens

often nearly obsolete.

Monarch of the West (fig. 272.)—Large, light scarlet, ovate, a

little flattened, and with a distinct furrow down on both sides, nearly

«=?=r'-o@
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regular
;
good, but not high flavored. Succeeds in most localities East

and \Yest, but is only a moderate bearer.

Great American.—With the highest culture this is a very large and

good berry, but with neglect it entirely fails. Charles A. Green writes :

" The Great American is very large, of good quality, deep, bright red
;

round and regular in form, and moderately productive. Its place is in

the garden of the enthusiast—it has

not vigor for ordinary field culture,

it is best on strong soils."ll^J^^

^.y

Fig. 273.

—

Cumberland. Fig. 274.

—

Seth Boyden.

Cumberland, (or Cumberland Triumph,) (fig. 273.)—Very large,

roundish conical ; unusually uniform and regular in form for so large a

fruit ; calyx large and partly lobed ; stamens not largely developed,

and in some localities it

^'^ \ is benefited by a stam-

^\iA inate fertilizer. The
large size of this straw-

berry, its productive-

ness and good quality

render it valuable for

home use ; it is too soft

for distant market. E.

B. Underbill of Pough-

keepsie,N.Y.,says: "It

produces more quarts,

and always outsells the

Wilson." Raised by

Amos Miller of Penn-
Fig. in-—Black Defiance. sylvania.

Boyden, (or Boyden's 30, or Seth Boyden,) (fig. 274.)—Large, sweet

;
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has proved valuable for market in some localities, and a poor bearer in

others. It requires high culture and cut runners.

Black Defiance (fig. 275.)—Medium or large, roundish conical, dark
crimson, firm, high flavored ; foi the garden.

Covving's Seedling.—On light soils large, bright color, high quality ;

moderately firm. On strong, heavy soils it becomes overgrown and
mis-shapen.

Sharpless (fig. 276.)—This well-known new sort has reached a ver,'

high reputation during the few years since its introduction, but the vote

has not been unanimous in its favor. In some localities it has not borne

,< ^. ^

•-^v.

^^'

Fig. 276.

—

Sharpless.

well, nor been of high quality. E. B. Underbill says :
" It has not driven

the Monarch, Cumberland or Boyden from the field as large sorts."

C. A. Green writes :
" It has more than met my expectations. Its

great fault is its lack of lustre. I dare stump the world to produce a

superior. The largest berries only are inclined to be irregular. It is

second-rate if over-ripe. It will never be popular for distant shipment."

Roe says " it is carpet-bag in shape." Its chief value will be for home

and near markets. It ripens a little before or about the same time as the

old and well-known Kentucky.

President Lincoln (fig. 277.)—Size large to very large; the large

berries quite irregular ; flesh moderately firm, sweet and of fine quality.

In some places it has proved a poor bearer. Its chief value is for the

garden.

Glossy Cone.—Size medium to large ; beautiful ; a perfect cone in
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form; flesh solid, but not high flavored; often productive, but some-

times not. Raised by E. W. Durand.

-J>?V l^^^?f^^-^^

277.

—

President Li7icoin.

Miner (or Miner's Great Prolific.)—Large, regular, roundish; bright

red; very productive; in quality not quite equal to Charles Downing,

which it immediately follows. E. P. Roe thinks it has a long future, and

that it is as promising as the Sharpless.

Centennial Favorite.—Large, regular, dark scarlet, of high flavor

;

late ; moderately productive ; discarded bv some cultivators.

Continental.—Large, obtusely conical, regular, dark red, firm, good
;

productive under hill culture, and sometimes bears well in narrow

rows.

Golden Defiance.—Ellwanger & Barry say :
" We consider this

and the "Windsor Chief the two finest and most productive late vari-

eties." Roe says :
" For three successive years this has been the best

late berry on my place, and one of the most beautiful. If its runners

are cut, it is exceedingly productive. Unless it changes its character, it

will win its way to the front rank of popularity." The berries are medium
to large in size, regular, dark crimson; flesh firm; flavor very good;

pistillate. Raised by Amos Miller, Pennsylvania.

Windsor Chief.—Large, round, slightly approaching conical; dark

crimson; flesh moderetely firm, rather acid; plant exceedingly vigor-

ous and productive; pistillate. Ellwanger «& Barry say: "The best

late variety for market." The "Queen of the Market" appears to be

identical with this variety. The Champion closely resembles the Wind-
' sor Chief, but is often slightly smaller in size.
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Glendale (fig. 277).—Fruit large, handsome, long, conical ; never
coxcombed; bright red; flesh

firm, rather acid, not of high

quality ; a valuable late market
sort. E. Ji. Underbill writes :

" Very valuable for market, be-

cause firm and productive, but

much inferior to Kentucky for

home use." The calyx is very

large, serving as a useful pack-

ing in shipment.

Messrs. Elhvanger & Barry

say :

" Among the newer kinds that

have fruited in our collection,

we regard the following the

most valuable : Sharpless, Cres-

cent, Crystal City, Golden De-

fiance, Windsor Chief and Black

Fig. 277.—Glendale. Defiance. Sharpless, owing to

its size and good qualities, commands the highest price in our market."

SYMMETRY IN FARM ARCHITECTURE.

AN IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTION would be made to the land-

scape appearance of farming regions, as well as to the ornamental

effect of single places, by a proper attention to neatness, symmetry and

architectural taste, in the construction of tlie exterior of farm buildings.

Costly ornament is not recommended, but rather a tasteful simplicity
;

expensive material is not required to produce the desired effect, for a

judicious use of simple materials may accom])lish more to a cultivated eye

than costly marble worked into awkward forms. A more pleasing struc-

ture may be made with unplaned boards used with judgment and skill,

than by the most elaborately worked and polished wood in the hands of

a bungler.

The few suggestions given in this brief article will be neither scientific

nor technical, but such as will be readily understood by any reader, and they

are intended for general application—architectural details not being taken

into consideration. The cheaper and more effective ornamentation by tree-

planting is of course all-essential, but with pleasing forms in building, a

complete combination is effected.

Before proceeding to details, it is proper to remark that in .all the mod-
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erate or smaller structures usually seen in the country, no attempt should

ever be made for ornament or show alone. There should be a manifest

utility in everything ; i\\Q beauty of Jitncss should be constantly obvious.

A projecting roof, for example, should convey the impression to the spec-

tator that it is made for the shelter of the walls, and ornamental brackets

are added for its support. A wooden chimney solely for the purpose of

matching a real one of brick, would be contrary to true taste. A steeper

or more ambitious roof than interior comfort requires, would be equally

objectionable. Heavy columns and a light support are obviously out of

keepine. A railing or a balustrade in a position where it cannot be used

with comfort becomes an unpleasing object.

The following examples are given as practical illustrations of the views

above presented. Fig. 278 represents an old square house, such as was

frequently seen half a century ago, and is occasionally at the present time.

Fig. zj'i.—Awkward Square House. Fig. 2-]().— T/ie same Buildifig Altered.

Its form is heavy and awkward ; and when its large frame becomes slight-

ly contorted by age, it has a still more repulsive appearance. Fig. 279 is

the same in dimensions, and with a similar arrangement of the rooms in-

side. The little additional cost has added greatly to its exterior. The
small gable in the middle

of the front side of the

roof (as in fig. 280) cannot

be added, as it should ob-

viously be placed over the

door, which in thjs plan is

not in the middle. In the

larger dwelling shown in

fig. 280 the central position

of the front door admits

this gable, which is the

more essential for the longer line of the larger dwelling. This gable

exhibits the manifest utility of forming a hood or shelter to the triple

window over the door, as well as admitting more light than could

be secured from a shorter window under an unbroken line of roof.

y; For a regular dwelling of this size, the uniformity of the exterior is

Fig, z^o.—Larger Systematic Dwelling.
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lessened by placing a bay window at the end, and it also adds to

the capacity and pleasant expression of the looai.

Fig. 28 1 represents an old-

fashioned farm house occa-

sionally seen, with no attempt

at ornament; and with the

exception of being rather low

and flat, conveys an expres-

sion of a comfortable home.

With a little more height,

and a somewhat projecting

^.1?.

Fig. 2S1.

—

Simple Farm Hoivse.

roof, like tnose of figs. 279 and 2S0, and small window hoods, it might be

adopted occasionally to advantage.

Running to Extremes.—It often happens that when any particular

style becomes fashionable or modish, it is carried to a grotesque extreme

by persons who are igno-

rant of true taste. In

their eagerness to be in

the latest fashion, they

adopt tawdry uncouth-

ness. We see this in

heavy cornices on light

buildings, as in fig. 282,

where an attempt is made ''''''^'

to engraft a Grecian facade on wooden clapboards, instead of a neat and
moderate projection like that shown by fig. 2S3.

The Grecian temple, in its place, has an imposing expression, but is

wrongly employed for a common dwelling. We sometimes witness such an

attempt as that represented by fig. 284, with tall and ambitious columns in

front of a common house built of wood or brick. The quiet and seclusion

282. —Heavy Cor-
nice.

Fig. 283.

—

Moderate Cor-

Fig. 2'i^.—Grecian House. Fig. 2^1.—House/or Defence.

of a hospitable home is lost in the public mart, court-house or exchange.

Worse still, if possible, is the incongruous association of classic pillars

and unclassic walls and windows.

Again, the attempt is sometimes, but r irely, made to imitate obsolete

baronial grandeur, by engrafting the castellated style on a common dwel-

ling, as in fig. 285. The turrets and battlements are no longer needed
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for the protection of families against the arrows and darts of marauding
bands, and it has been centuries since such structures could resist artiller\'.

The additional objection exists of incongruity between the towers and

common windowed walls. Fig. 2S6 has not the objection of a want of har-

mony, being wholly a castle on a miniature scale, but like the other is en-

tirely out of place in a country not infested by armed bandits, but

where the security and quiet of peace always reigns. Yet a popu-

lar work on American landscape gardening represents and recommends
both of these styles for private dwellings. They h^ve pre-eminently

the fault of a want of fitness.

Fig. 286.

—

Casih. Fig. 2?;.

—

Excessive Steepness.

Gothic Steepness.—Years ago, when the cottage Gothic style was

introduced, the roofs of that style of building were made so much steeper

than the former flat roofs, that builders possessing little architectural

knowledge thought that the steeper they were made, and the further

removed from the previous mode, the more fashionable they would be-

come. The extreme thus produced, and represented in fig. 2S7, is an

, M'^ ^ s.

. -0

S*:-»*ti»

Fig. 2^?..—Gothic Dwellins-

exact copy from a figure in a publication on rural architecture, which

appeared some years ago. Scarcely a remark is necessary in contrasting

this building with the one represented by fig. 288, with its moderate and

tasteful form, or with the simple cottage style of fig. 289, which repre-

sents a small country or village house, mth regular outline, and with the
(J



eaves, window hoods and door covers sufficiently projecting to give the

whole a finished and sheltered expression. About the same time that
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Fig. 289.

—

Syinvtetrical Cottage.

the above mentioned faults begun to prevail, the attempt was made by
some builders to obtain a great deal of ornament at small expense, h\
means of a huge and tawdry verge-board—fig. 2Q0.

One of the later fashions, which has been largely adopted of late years

-French Roof.l<ig. 291

French roof," fig. 291. This roof,

Fig. 290.— Tawdry Verge-boards.

in some parts of the country, is the

in some of its varying forms, may do well with its dome-like appearance

for large public buildings, such for example as the New-York post-office,

and for structures of a similar character and magnitude, but it is heavy

for a small residence, and does not possess the merit of simple yf/wt'jj for

shelter, the expression of which is conveyed by such a roof as in fig. 2S9.

Some Details.—A few of the figures here given will show the general

form of some of the parts of buildings employed to produce a pleasing

=^3^
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effect combined with utility. Fig. 292 is a curved window or door hood
;

in fig. 293 it is straight and plain ; fig. 294 exhibits one with double roof,

and fig. 295 represents a window with awning over a balcony.

Barns of Respectable Appearance.

Works on landscape gardening sometimes inform us how to conceal

barns from view by the dense planting of trees. They take for granted

the erroneous assumption that a barn is necessarily an ugly object. There

is no reason why it should be so. On the contrary, with a well designed

exterior, it may become a positive ornament, conveying to the mind of

the spectator the completeness of the farm residence. It may have a high

finish outside, or it may be made of unplaned boards, and in either case

may alike have a symmetrical or pleasing outline. The addition of screen

trees increases the ornamental effect. The mistake must not be made of

making a barn resemble a house outside, as this would conflict with the

idea of fitness, but the fact should be at once obvious that the building is

a barn, however architectural its outline may be. It is not necessary to

incur additional expense in producing a good ornamental effect. Rough
boards may be employed to excellent advantage, and if these, after the

buildmg is completed, receive a heavy coat of crude petroleum, (applied

Fig. 296.

—

Carriagc-Hoiise.

rapidly with a coarse brush,) they will be in a better condition to withstand

the weather and decay than if covered with a coat of paint, while the cost

of the crude oil will be many times less.

Fig. 296 represents a small barn or carriage-house, with sufficient orna-

mental addition in a pro-

jecting roof, door covers,

&c., to give the whole an

attractive exterior. It is

given merely to show how

Fig. 297. the same style of finish Fig. 298.

may be applied to larger barns to advantage, and with little additional cost.

The smallest structure may exliil)it the taste of the owner. A simple

cow-shed, built of cheap material, as shown in fig. 297, would be admitted

by any one as being better than that shown in fig. 29S, nearly the only (J

A
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additional expense being the upright battens, the benefit of which, in

stiffening the walls and excluding cold currents between the boards, is

greater than their cost.

The barn, when placed near the dwelling, should present a better finish

than if on a remote part of the farm. There should be some resemblance

•^
^^^^B^^^i^^^^is^^^

Fig. 299.

between them in the style of the exterior, A Gothic residence, as in fig.

23S, for instance, may have such a carriage-house or barn as the one rep-

resented l)y fig. 299. If more distant, this resemblance is less necessar}-,

and a large barn for holding the

main crop will

constructed like

^^

appear well if

the one shown

v^.

Fig. 300.

a better appearance than the old barn in fig. 301, in which no attention

whatever has beea given to effect.

It was quite common some years ago to build barns with a curb or gam-
brel roof, like fig. 302, with the claim that greater space was secured with

the same exterior. There are, however, sevei-al disadvantages. It requires

framing a double set of rafters and an extra plate on each side, and re-

quires nearly double the labor in shingling. The inside space may be more
cheaply obtained by slightly increasing the length of the posts, say two or

'/ ) three feet at most.
A
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Fig. 303 shows the curb roof, with the common roof in dotted lines,

and the small economy of exterior covering in the former is obvious,

THE IRRIGATION OF MEADOWS.

By an Agricultural Engineer.

Fig. 302.

—

Curb-roof Barn. Fig. 303.

while its external appearance is not in its favor. This mode of building

has consequently nearly passed out of use.

The few hints contained in 'the preceding article are given to invite at-

tention to the subject, in favor of tasteful simplicity in the exterior of

buildings, and not as a complete treatise on the subject.

GRASS IS A CROP of which we can never have enough. Even
with a maximum yield, the farmer or dairyman must depend upon

green fodder crops, both to help out his pasture and his winter feeding.

Grass is the basis of our agriculture, the main dependance of all our live

stock, and therefore the key to success in all- other farm operations.

Every farmer knows this so well that it may " go without saying." What-
ever means therefore can be made available for the safety of our present

average crop of grass—for the present year is typical of too frequent dry

seasons, which reduce the yield so disastrously—and whatever methods

may be practiced tor its increase, are of the greatest importance. Irriga-

tion is the only sure way to attain these desirable ends. Without water

the farmer labors and waits in vain. The richest soils are as barren as

the driest desert if moisture is withheld. But with copious watering

poor soils, and even a blowing sand, may be made to produce grass boun-

tifully, and, in the producing of a valuable crop, may become year by year

improved in condition, so that in time they may be profitably brought

under a system of general agriculture. Grass is a product that changes

the mineral constituents of the soil to a certain extent into vegetable mat-

ter, and in its constantly growing, maturing, dying and decaying roots and

Stems, which are perpetually renewed, phoenix-like, from the and dust
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ashes of former herbage, constantly supplies the vegetable portion of the

soil which is required for complete fertility.

Irrigation is no new thing. It is as old as the human race, for the gar-

den of our first parents was watered by a river. It is not a practice confined

to dry soils and climates, for in England (the climate of which is consider-

ed as excessively moist, and where it rains two days out of three), irrigated

meadows exist wherever the conformation of the land and the supply of

water combine to make them possible. No opportunity of this kind is

lost, for an irrigated or water meadow is so valuable as to form a

very desirable addition to a farm, and one that is always considered

in the rent too, the money value of such a meadow ranging from

$500 to $2,000 per acre, and the rental paying the usual rate of in-

terest there current upon that enormous valuation. Here, although

our rainfall is one-half larger than that of England, yet our hot sun and

parching winds, the irregularity and frequent unseasonableness of the

rains, render the practice of irrigation of vast importance to us. Its ex-

tensive use will not only serve to utilize water which now flows away

uselessly, but it will tend to store up the excess of water, and hold it in

the soil, releasing it gradually and evenly, much in the same manner as was

formerly effected by the wooded lands which bordered our streams and

water courses. In addition, the evaporation from the watered lands will

remedy to a proportionate extent the dryness of our summer atmosphere,

and, be this ever so small in effect, it will be an advantage as far as it goes.

The practice of irrigation is by no means costly. Where water can be

procured in.a convenient position above the level of the land to be water-

ed, the cost will be trifling. Under the most troublesome circumstances,

the necessary arrangements will cost less than thorough drainage of the

same land
;

yet what talk there is of drainage, and what enormous sums

of money are yearly spent to carry off the surplus water from land, while

nothing is thought or heard of the need of bringing that water back

again to other lands where it is sorely needed ! If drainage is good for

wet lands, irrigation is equally good, its counterpart in fact, for dry lands.

Once made, the works needed for irrigation are made for a life-time, and

the greater part for centuries. I have seen European water meadows

and irrigating ditches which have been in use, or so said to have been, for.

a thousand years, and some of them were constructed by the old Romans,

whose engineering in some respects, certainly so far as solidity of work

is concerned, surpasses our modern practice. And in our own country

we may see, in the Southwestern territories, water meadows and ditches

which were made long before the discovery of this continent by Colum-

bus, and which are still in use. So in cheapness and etfectiveness

of construction the practice of irrigation commends itself to our notice

most favorably. But where water must be raised, one need not deny

\ himself of its advantages while wind, water and steam are such cheap

) motive powers, for the raising may be cheaply done.

®.
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How TO Make a Water Meadow.

A water meadow, strictly speaking, is a level piece of land on the bank

of a stream, so situated that the land may be banked to retain the water,

and ditched to carry the water off when the soil is saturated, and that

the water of the stream may be brought by its natural gravity from a

higher level above, or may be raised by damming or by some cheap me-

chanical power, such as a water wheel or windmill. For the better under-

Fig. 304.

—

Plan of Water Meadow.

Standing of the necessary arrangement the accompanying diagrams may be

useful. In fig. 304 is given a plan of a typical water meadow. The
stream is shown Til a a a ; the ditch by which the water is taken from the

stream at b ; the banks to retain the water at r r r ; the distributing ditch

at ^ ^; the waste outlets at e, f
'^^miMW^^^MM^mmMMWwMM^^mT' and g. In fig. 305 is given a sec.

tional view of the surface of the

Y\z. zot,.—Section alo7ig the Stream. same meado'w from the upper to

the lower part, parallel with the course of the stream, and in fig. 306 is

shown a section across the meadow from the high ground to the stream.

The reference letters are the same in all. The method of construction is

as follows : The land is first plowed and levelled by means of a scraj^er,

if necessary, so as

to get a smooth

surface with a very

gentle slope to-

wards the stream ^^^" 3o6.-^6'^(://£7« across the Mcado^v.

or down the course of it. The water should be brought on the meadow at

least two feet above the surface of the ground—the height however may vary

according to circumstances ; if the land if very nearly level, or made level,

six inches or a foot of water may completely flood it ; or if the slope is

more than two feet in a ten-acre field, cross banks may be inade to divide

the field into sections, each of which may be flooded from the other, as in

fig. 305. It is rarely that the land is so nearly level that ten acres may be

all flooded with six inches of water, but such cases do occur, for as I write I

look out upon a tract of land of nearly thirty acres which could be wholly

covered with this depth of water, so gentle is the sloj)e of the ground.
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The water is brought from the stream by a ditch or channel with a fall

only sufficient to carry the water, and which diverges gradually as the

land slopes with the fall of the stream {d, fig. 304) until the boundary of

the proposed meadow is reached. The water is then led along the upper

boundary of the land {</ d, fig. 304, and d, fig. 306) in a channel made with

as little slope as possible; it may be perfectly level if desired, and this is

important, because one or two inches lost in the fall may either leave out

some land that might be watered, or make it necessary to construct higher

retaining banks, or a deeper ditch.

The construction of the conducting channel /', and the distribuing chan-

nel i/, should be such that when the lower part of the ditch d is filled,

the water should stop flowing, and a level be reached from the inlet at

the stream to the end of the ditch. This, however, may be varied to suit

exceptional cases. The water is then ready for distribution. Small

wooden boxes should be built in the bank of the ditch made, as shown

in fig. 307, having sliding plugs, which may be drawn out to let the

water escape. AVhen

J
%-^ the water is required,

/' ~
~=£.^ETzsiES^^̂ t^'^e P^ugs are drawn out

X -^-^£^=z=^^P^ and the flow escapes

,
/=^- -

.

'3— -'- /' on the meadow. There

M^M'Mv/-.. ^

^
should be a discharging

box at every one hun-

Fig. lo-].— Wafer-Box in Ditch and Bank. ^j^-g^ fgg^^ and the box

need not be more than six inches by two or three inches, or twelve to

eighteen square inches of sectional area. The water is left to flow until

the ground is flooded, if it is capable of this, in the manner shown by the

dotted line in fig. 306. Otherwise the flow is distributed so that it is

spread over the whole surface, and runs in a-sheet down the slope to the

foot of the meadow, where it escapes at the waste-gate g. In the former

case the water is retained by the banks c c, fig. 304, and may be left on the

surface for twenty-four hours, or even longer at certain seasons.

Where the nature of the ground obliges it, and the land has been laid

out into sections, as in fig. 304, and one section has been filled, the flow

may be continued and the gate at / be opened to turn the water on

the next section, from which it escapes into the stream at g, unless it is

required for still another section below it. But it is preferable to use the

water only for one section at once, and to flow each separately from its

own individual part of the ditch, d d, for water is a fertilizer as well as a

food for plants, because of the saline or mineral matter it may have in

solution or suspension. River water is especially valuable in this respect,

on account of the fine sediment which it carries, this being very consider-

able in times of freshet. This sediment is deposited when the water is

retained on the meadow for any length of time, or is made to flow very

slowly over the surface.

104.=- -«3©
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Another method of watering meadows is by flowing instead of flooding.

The water in this case flows over the surface from a series of ditches and

furrows, in the manner shown in fig. 308. The water channel a corres-

ponds with that at d in the

(X former plans, and is supplied

with water in a similar man-

ner. But the distribution is

effected differently. The main

channel supplies other inferior

ones, b h, and these in their

turn supply others, c c, from

which the water is caused

to overflow, over their lower

edges, down the slope. The
number of ultimate channels

depends upon the nature of

the ground ; they should be

sufficiently numerous to give

every portion of the land an

adequate supply.

The main ditch at «, fig. 308,
Fi2. 308.

—

Field Watered by Flowing

is constructed similarly to that shown in fig. 307. The others, /' and c,

should be made wide and shallow, so that no obstruction is offered to

cutting the grass either with scythes or machines, and the surface of each

is covered with grass to pre-

serve the conformation. The
form of the water furrow is

given in fig. 309, and one made
by a plow for temporary use

Fig. 309.

—

Perniatient VVater-Furrcnv.

in fig. 310. The latter is made by running a plow along the line of the

required channel, and finishing the furrow with a hoe. The current of

water may be stopped wholly or partially, and wholly or partially diverted

into lateral channels, by small hand-gates of sheet-iron or zinc, fig. 311,

Fig. 310.

—

Temporary Water-Furrow. Fig. 311.

—

Hand-Gate.

each provided with a handle and two sharp feet, to give it a stronger

hold upon the ground when used in grassy ditches. These are thrust into

the ground wherever it is desired to turn the water into lateral furrows,

as aty, fig. 30S.

, \ I1iis manner of distributing water maybe used for hillsides upon which h\

() springs may be found, or upon irregular ground upon which water may
(

A
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be gathered in reservoirs or ponds in rainy seasons, or be raised by me-

chanical means.

Irrigation by springs upon hilly ground is frequently available and

may be very usefully employed. The water from one or more springs

may be brought together by means of drains, and directed into a main

channel as at a, fig. 30S. From this the distributing channels must be

made to run with the least pos-

sible slope along the side of

the hill so as to lose as little

elevation as may be, and fol-

lowing the curves of the level

as shall be required. If the sup-

ply is copious, this channel may
be returned as shown in fig. 31 2,

from one side to the other of

the field, and made to overflow

in places, as shown, in such a

manner as to spread the water

Fig. 112.—Watering a Hillside. in all directions down the slope.

This distribution may be assisted or controlled by using the hand gates

above mentioned, or by placing stones in the channel.

The effect of watering a meadow is remarkable. Where warm spring

water is to be procured, very early grass may be grown, and a hillside

may be kept green during a whole winter by the flow of a copious spring

over it. Winter irrigation however is to be very cautiously used, and

never where severe frosts may occur while the ground is saturated. In

some localities, where ice may not be formed more than two or three

inches in thickness, a water meadow may be flooded with benefit through-

out the whole winter, and the water drawn off as soon as growing weather

occurs. But this even is an exceptional practice. Usually meadows of

this kind are flooded early in the spring for a week or two during seasons

of high water for the benefit of the alluvial deposits, as well as the moist-

ening of the ground. A thorough soaking of the ground is generally suf-

ficient to give an early crop of grass for hay or for green feeding, and as

soon as the crop is removed a watering is given for another week or two,

until a second growth is well started. In this way several cuttings in a

season may be procured, and an aggregate of ten to twelve feet of grass

may be produced in the several crops in one season. Or periodical water-

ing may be given whenever it is desirable, at night being the best period;

but never in times of freshet, when the water is full of sediment, and when
the grass is long, lest it be so sanded as to interfere with the cutting.

Watering when the grass is tall is never required, and would be injurious,

causing the herbage to lodge and fall down. If such a mistake is commit-

ted, the water should be drawn off and the grass cut without delay, to

prevent it from rotting.
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The heavy growth caused by irrigation must be supported by adequate

fertilizing. A top-dressing of fine compost in the fall, of superphosphate of

lime, plaster, Peruvian guano, and other fine fertilizers, only should be used.

The varieties of grass that may be grown in water meadows are

numerous. Timothy, red-top and red clover will flourish under mod-
erate watering, but in flooded meadows will be killed out by several days'

exposure to the water, which will only excite the growth of some other

grasses. Foa serotina, fowl meadow grass ; Poa trivialis, rough-stalked

meadow grass ; Agrostis vulgaris, red-top, and Arrenathenun avenaccinu,

tall meadow oat grass, are all suitable for water meadows ; while an ex-

cellent and remarkably prolific grass, the common blue joint, Calaniagros-

tis canadensis, thrives to perfection on them, and has yielded at one cut-

ting six tons of good hay to the acre over natural water meadows of hun-

dreds of acres.

A water meadow, being a permanent grass field, will need to be kept in

good condition by occasional partial re-seeding, the use of some fertilizer,

and smooth mowing, and occasional rolling. After the last mowing in

the season, the water should not be turned on unless it is kept on

all the winter, lest a dead aftermath cumber the meadow the next sea-

son and become an obstacle to the mowing. If such should happen, it

would be advisable to burn the dead grass in the spring, on a dry, windy

day, so that a clean sweep will be made ; and the water should be

turned on immediately.

The literature of the art of irrigation is but scanty, with the exception

of some French and Italian works. The only American work on this

subject is one by Henry Stewart, viz., " Irrigation for the Farm, Garden

and Orchard " ; the English works are confined to descriptions of the Span-

ish and Italian methods, with the exception of a chapter included in R.

Scott Burns' " Outlines of Modern Farming."

[A complete and practical treatise, in the Spanish language, was pub-

lished about two years ago by Prof. Andres Llaurado of Madrid, and

probably represents the latest European practice up to that date. See

notices in the Country Gentleman for 1S7S, pages 6S0 and S09.

—

Eds.]

Peaches in America.—A handsome book, published in London in

1839, contains the following statement :
" It is no unusual thing to see

an American peach orchard containing one thousand trees growing as

standards, as the apples do with us, and after the juice is fermented and

distilled, producing one hundred barrels of peach brandy. The Ameri-

cans usually eat the pavies or clingstones, while they reserve the melting

or freestones for feeding their pigs." Again :
" In the United States the

stones of the peach are sown on a seed bed. In the fourth or fifth year

they produce fruit, and thus thousands of sub-varieties are produced ; jk

not one perhaps in ten thousand is fit for the table."
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WINDOW GARDENING.

Ox RIDING LATELY through one of the large villages of New-
York we counted more than four-fifths of the residences with bloom-

ing plants in the windows. This is not an unusual instance ; the culture

of flowers in pots has become almost universal in many parts of the coun-

try. Its pleasing influence, and the eminently beneficial effects in thus

adding to the attractions of home, are sufficient reasons for offering

every encouragement to the practice. As the cultivation of house

plants increases, the more frequent are the inquiries for the best

modes of management, and for selections of plants best adapted to

growing in living rooms. To meet these inquiries is the object of the

present article.

Position for Plants.—The first thing to decide when about to pro-

cure house plants, is the position where they are to be placed. The lead-

ing object with most cultivators of house plants is to secure blooming
in winter, but an abundance of flowers at all seasons of the year should

not be overlooked. Residents of towns and villages, who may have but

little out-door space, may place their pots outside as well as inside the

windows in the summer season, and obtain all they desire by securing

beforehand a proper succession of plants, and by attaching to the windows
suitable shelves and boxes. Compactly trained plants, combined with

trailers and creepers, may be employed to give a fine displav.

The sunniest window must of course be chosen in preference to any other,

where practicable, or a southern or eastern exposure selected. If the

plants are to be placed outside, strong brackets may be employed to sup-

port the box, if it extends the whole breadth of the window ; or if pots

alone are used, a light shelf is to be secured to the brackets. Climbers

may be trained on cords extended in any desirable direction, and trailers

allowed to droop below.

Rustic Boxes.—For small houses, or for rear windows, rustic boxes
have a pleasing appearance

; but for front windows, or for large dwell-

ings, rustic work, if employed at all, should present a neat, finished and
symmetrical appearance, and resemble mosaic. Different modes may be

adopted for making rustic boxes. They mav be made of inch pine boards,

and afterwards covered with twigs split into halves and fastened on with

brads driven through holes made with a carpenter's awl. The twigs or

branches selected for this purpose should be equal in size for each box,

and may be of any size from three-fourths of an inch to an inch

and a half in diameter. Or the bark of trees may be fastened on in

wide sheets ; it should be selected from trees so large as to have be-

come rough or furrowed to some extent. As the boxes are much /\

exposed to warmth and moisture, they are liable to decay soon if not M
protected, the best wav for which is to soak the boxes well with crude [J
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petroleum, by applying two or three coats with a coarse brush, and

after drying a few days, nail on the rustic covering, and then give this

covering another washing with the petro-

leum. This mode of treatment is both

cheaper and better than paint for the box

and varnish for the rustic work.

i

Fig. 313.

—

JVire Stand. Fig. 314.—Wooden Statid.

Stands made of wire (fig. 313) have a neat appearance. Simple semi-

circular stands of wood, (fig. 314,) well painted, and washed often enough
to be kept perfectly clean, answer well.

For in-door plants the stands may be placed in front of the window to re-

ceive the pots ; or instead of pots a continuous bed of soil may be placed in

a box. This may rest on the stand

or table, or it may be provided with , ^ ,

' - ~

legs and become a box and table com- /' ^^T' ~ -

bined, fig. 315. Or strong brackets - •
''-

.

may be employed for supporting the

box, fig. 316. The importance of a

piece of heavy oilcloth under the

stands, to catch dripping water, will

be understood by every housekeeper.

V'"A

11

Fig. 315.—/Pw^^zr Sox and Stand. Fig. Ti,i6.—Flo^ver Box on B>ackeis.

Rustic tubs, made of any material and covered as represented in fig. 317,

for hyacinths and other bulbs, have an attractive appearance. An easy and
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good way to make one of these combined contrivances is to place

three or four pots on a board, cut just large enough to receive them

;

bind them together with a cord or wire, and then cover them with

Wi^-

Fig. 317.

—

Rustic Pot Covers.

\>road sheets of slightly rough bark from a tree, wiring on the bark.

These divisions into parts prevent the heavy appearance imparted by a

continuous box or tub.

Supports for Pots.—Single pots may be placed against the side

of a window, by inserting two strong staples, to receive the iron sup-

.!*^fi^?'C;

Fig. i\^.—Stipport for Pot. Fig. 319.

—

Haiigitig Supportfor Pot.

port or ring in which the pot is set, the whole acting somewhat like a

crane, fig 318. Another mode, which requires no explanation, is shown

in fig. 319.

Ward Cases, by enclosing the contents, prevent the injurious effects

of dry air and dust on the i)]ants, and obviate frequent watering,
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but are only adapted best to such plants as ferns, which will bear this

confinement. The same advantages may be obtanied, on a smaller

sale, under a bell glass on an iron stand, as shown in fig. 320.

'<-, ,^

I

Fig. 320.

—

BlU Glassfor Pots. Fig. 321.

—

Bay lVindo7v Etidosed.

Bay Windows.—These advantages (of security against dry air) may be

partly obtained by house plants generally when a bay window is furnished

with them, by inner sashes enclosing the space made by the recess. Tliese

inner sashes swing on hinges, and are opened or partly opened when warmth

is to be given from the room, and closed to exclude dust or dry air, or to

hold the moist air—fig. 321. The same end may be secured where there is

no bay window, by constructing a case

inside, a foot or so into the room, and

extending down to the window sill,

and half or all the way to the ceiling.

The Best Pots.—The common
unglazed earthenware pots are best,

and before using, whether old or new,
Fig. 322. they should be well washed. If not

sufficiently ornamental, the covers shown in figs. 322 and 323 may be used,

aiid will give them a neat appearance. These covers are sold at low

prices at seed stores. If wooden tubs are used, they should not be painted

or oiled, as the porous sides are useful in keeping the soil in good con-

dition, and preventing souring. If the outsides of pots are washed every

Fig. 323-
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%B««:

Fig. 324.

two or three weeks, they will not accumulate mould, but will preserve a

neat and fresh appearance.

Soil and Composts.—A good soil for the pots is of vital importance.

As the roots have narrow quarters, the deficiency of space must be made
up by rich food. A good mixture consists of about equal parts of turf

and old cow manure, well rotted and mixed together. If the turf is taken

from heavy or clayey soil, a portion of sand should be added. An ad-

dition of bone dust is often useful. It is not necessary that this course

should be blindly followed, but equivalent ingredients will answer. Cow
manure one or two years old is

found best for manure, and bet-

ter adapted to delicate plants.

Whatever the ingredients may
be, they should be mixed and

remain all summer, to become
well incorporated. The best

way of doing this is to make a

square heap, as shown in fig.

324, placing the ingredients in

thin alternating layers, and making a depression at the top, holding one

or more pailfuls of water, for keeping the heap moist in time of drouth.

Pour water, slops, &c., into the cavity, as may be requited, but do not

make it too wet. Before using,

mix the ingredients thoroughly

together, and pulverize them
well. Rubbing through a sieve

accomplishes this end well.

Good Plants Important.

—As plants for the window do

not have the advantages receiv-

ed by those which grow in the

greenhouse, it is important that

healthy and vigorous ones be

selected for window gardening.

Small and healthy plants are

therefore to be preferred ; they

take up less room, and by pinch-

ing they may be kept in a neat,

compact form.

Pl\ching-ix.—The preser-

vation of this symmetrical form

is easily secured if the pinching ^'S- 325-^"^/"''^ Trauud Compactly, \

process is begun early, but is difficult or impossible after the plants have
y^

grown tall and lank. Any one who has seen a plant properly thus treated,
(

>w<g^
yj.^\
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as for example the Fuchsia in fig. 325, will appreciate its incomparable

superiority to a neglected plant with only bare stems.

Open Ground Treatment.—Plants which are set out in the open

ground, even with the surface, for growing during the summer, should

remain in pots, (fig. 326,) so that they may be removed without checking

them when taken up for the house

^^:

Fig. 326.

—

Poi in Open Ground.

in autumn. The upper soil of

the pot may be removed and re-

placed with fresh, rich soil, and

the rest of the contents of the pot

may remain, and additional vigor

imparted by watering with weak

liquid manure; if strong, it will

be likely to ruin the plants.- A
better way, however, is to change

them every month or two into

slightly larger pots with rich soil,

and water moderatelv, without

applying liquid manure. But for many sorts the best bloomers are ob-

tained in young plants, raised either from the seed in spring, or obtained

from cuttings under glass set soon after mid-summer.

Summer Windows.—The selection of plants for the window, must

depend on the position in which they are placed , and on the treatment

they are to receive. If for

the outside, and fully ex-

posed, such plants as grow

freely and bloom well in any

situation may be chosen.

Green-house and hot-house

plants for the outside should

have a sloping glass cover,

to retain moisture, and to

secure more warmth. For

both these positions, large

showy flowers, with bright ^ ^>,.^^.Z " •-'>

colors, are best. For the c"";

inside, and against the light, 's

such as present a neat and

graceful outline are to be

preferred.

Fig. 327 represents the ^'s- l^l--Ontside Garden.

pleasing appearance given to the outside of a window by an awning, the

colors of which partly harmonize with those of the flowers. These colors,

however, should be rich rather than brilliant and flashy. Such windows

t-^
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may properly face the flower garden or the ornamental grounds. The
plants are set in a box on brackets, and should be free growers and

bloomers, in rich, well watered soil.

Shifting Pots.—In removing plants from a small pot to a larger, see

first that a sufficient quantity of draining material is placed in the bot-

tom, and on this place enough soil to raise the upper surface of the roots

to within an inch of the top. Run a knife around next to the pot, to make
the soil separate easily. Press the soil between the roots and the sides

of the pot with a strip of wood, so as to leave no interstices. Covering

the surface of the earth with a flake of green moss from the woods, gives

the pot a neat appearance, and prevents a crust from being formed by

watering.

Filling Pots.—The bottoms of boxes may be filled for an inch or two

with broken charcoal, and for outside window plants, which need daily

watering, a soil must be made that will not become too compact. A
liberal mixture of sand, or of granulated charcoal, answers a good purpose.

Well sifted coal ashes may be employed in the absence of either of these.

Selecting and Procuring Plants.

A distinguished florist says that " of the tens of thousands of pot plants

sold in the spring from street stands, probably not one in ten survives."

Thev are forced into bloom in small pots, have little vigor, and very few ever

give another flower. Plants from a warm greenhouse should be gradually

inured to the cooler rooms where they are to remain. If they are to be taken

from the garden in autumn, they should be carefully potted early in Septem-

ber, and hardened in the shade outdoors, removed to the rooms as the

nights become frosty, and have plenty of fresh air on warm and sunny days.

Among the plants which may be selected to decorate the windows of

a living room are pelargoniums, callas, abutilons, Persian cyclamen,

several species of oxalis, Chinese primrose, fuchsias, &c. Other sorts

are favorites with different cultivators. As a general rule in making selec-

tions, choose old, well tried ones, and touch very lightly on high priced

or new sorts.

For North Windows.—Where from necessity windows facing the

north, or entirely shaded, must be chosen, the following plants may be

selected as most likely to succeed well : Lycopodiums, ferns, centaureas,

English ivy, maranta, canna, tradescantia, &c., which are cultivated

for their foliage and not for flowers. Several small flowers do well in

the shade, such as pansy, auricula, «S:c.

Some Details of Treatment.

The Chinese Chrysanthenmm may be made to bloom during the last

half of autumn and to the end of the year. For a fine display, much
depends on a selection of colors, of which there should be a large number

of white ones, to set off the yellow, orange and red varieties. When the

(J
flowering has passed, the plants are to be placed against a well lighted

A
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window in a cellar, and watered lightly about once a week. As spring

approaches they may be brought out, and more light, water and heat given

to start new young shoots, which they will throw up, and of which young
cuttings may be made. These are placed in pots of sand under a bell

glass, and the old plants thrown away. Or large numbers may be obtain-

ed by dividing an old plant. These may be placed at once in the larger

pots for blooming in autumn, or they may be changed successively from

small to larger pots safely, with sufficient water. As soon as vigorous

growth commences, pinch the tips, to keep them in a neat, compact form,

but do not continue the pinching much after mid-summer. As soon as

the flower buds appear, water with liquid manure ; and if the manure
water is supplied all the season they will grow all the better for it.

Pelargoniums are easily raised from cuttings, the most certain mode
for which is described on page 230 of this volume of Rural Affairs.

New or one season's plants which have not bloomed, furnish a more cer-

tain supply of flowers through winter. When the plants which stand in

open ground are to be potted for winter, a circle should be cut around

them a fortnight previously, a little smaller than the pots they are to

occupy, to furnish them with short, new roots.

Cuttings of Fuchsias root readily when placed next to the rims of pots,

and kept warm and moist, and they will bloom well the next year.

Roses succeed best when grown in pots, and not taken from the open
ground; avoid over-watering or soaking with standing water, and if the

soil is not rich enough, apply liquid manure once a week. Shower once

or twice a week. Cut back each shoot that has blossomed, to a good bud.

The air of living rooms is usually too dry for Verbenas, but the}' may be

kept in small pots placed on shelves close against the glass of the window,

the room kept rather cool in the night and well aired in the morning, and

every few days washed in a pan of tepid

water. Strong plants from August cut-

tings should be used.

A correspondent of Vick's Monthly

gives in substance the following method

for obtaining a fine bloom from the

^'^'^'^'^^^^'^^^^^^ Chinese Primrose, fig. 328. The seeds

/^^ '^ 3%v^^ j*^^ are sown in April or May every spring,

i^.^^s^i**. St, *
.
-"h^/-., ''

>- for the plants are not worth much after

thev have bloomed all one season, and

these are thrown away. The young

plants obtained from the early sowing

I
_

are set in small pots when well started,
Y'\". 128.

—

Chinese Primrose. , , , . ,, r . , •

i

= •* and plunged m a cold frame, taking care

A subsequently to shade and ventilate them properly. The cold frame is

j/k regarded as absolutely essential to success. Before mid-summer the

plants are set on the north side of a building, and the frame turned
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about to face the north, and the sash opened enough to give plenty of

fresh air. Some sliade is required on very bright days, and the protec-

tion of the sash if a cold storm approaches. The plants are thus prepar-

ed for winter, and they will then bloom all winter and into spring.

Hyacinth bulbs for winter blooming should be kept cool and dormant

in autumn, to prevent the new growth from starting and consuming the

bulb. Plant in earth in a pot, and keep in a cool place so that roots may
form before the bulb starts. In

water-glasses they become more
exhausted than when planted in

pots in the earth, and the latter

mode is to be preferred.

Y\%. 329.

—

Cyclnmen. Fig. zz^—Bojtvardia.

The Cyclamen (fig. 329) is a beautiful plant for windows, and does best'

when a cool and moist air can be secured. The pots during summer should

be placed in a cool and shady place till

removed in autumn to the window.

Bimvai'dias (fig. 330) furnish some

of the finest white flowers, as well as

pink and bluish colors. Like the

cyclamen, they need moisture, as

well as a strong light. New plants

are easily raised from cuttings, or

from cuttings of the roots.

^1 / V '^''\V ]
' /"'^/- *^^ Almtilons (fig. 331) more strictly be

I^LjjA <

< % '^^^\ l^ '̂\ mw^ 'L>^ ''^'"'S to the greenhouse, but with care,
''

and acquaintance with the needs of

the plants, and the needed pinching-

in, they have been made beautiful

window ornaments. They require

plenty of water and sunshine, and fre-

quent sprinkling of the foliage.

There are manv other plants which succeed well as winter bloomers,

U mcluding such annuals and hardy perennials as are commonly grown

=^o@

FiS- 33^'

—

Ahitilon.
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outdoors, but the limits of this brief article preclude further notices, the

preceding being given as specimens of some of the best.

Large Window Garden.

A correspondent of the Country Gentleman describes a miniature

garden set against a wide show-window, on the north side of the building,

which stands on the south side of an east-and-west street. The following

description will afford some useful suggestions to those who have windows

in the same position:

A shallow box, about three feet wide and eight feet long, made of inch

boards, put together with white lead, fills the space, excepting that a

papered board is interposed between the box and the front sash-bar. A
little fountain in the centre contains in its iDasin a few sprays of isolepis

—

the rush-like grassy plant often

seen in hanging baskets—and

one water lily. The narrow low-

mounded bed, in which the

fountain is set, is surfaced, like

the other beds, with leaf-mould,

over which spreads a gauzy cov-

ering of bright, moss-like sela-

ginella. A ring of stars of a
Fig. >,zz.—Wi7td(m) GardcTi. silvery-leafed sedum (carneum)

shines out from the green of this central bed. The others have a few well-

chosen plants in plunged pots—begonias, lycopodiums, silver-edged ger-

aniums, ferns, artillery plants, a speckled arum, a fuchsia and a rose ; but

this latter has lost some of its leaves, perhaps owing to the gas, there

being two large burners in the " sky " of this garden.

At the sides are two niches, like bowers, containing contemplative little

figures, canopied by ivies, which wander up to the " blue sky." Standing

on brackets are two large goblets, containing pretty pebbles and goldfish.

There is rock-work, too, in the mossy green, and some detached boulders,

all of water-worn veined marble. Tall plants of the heath-like fabiana

stand like sentinels in two corners, the giants of the place, two feet high.

Management.

General Rules.—The treatment must vary more or less with circum-

stances ; absolute rules to follow blindly cannot be given. But the gene-

ral directions may be safely adopted, to give plenty of sunshine if possi-

ble ; avoid a dry atmosphere, give plenty of fresh air whenever warm

enough, and a little if cold ; turn frequently
;
preserve symmetry ; remove

dead leaves ; loosen the soil ; re-pot as they need it, and keep a supply

of i^repared rich soil on hand, to use as required.

Watering.—In watering plants in pots it will not do to pour on the

water indiscriminately, without regard to the character or condition of the
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plant. Succulent-leafed plants, such as the cactus, require very little

water; callas and all semi aquatic plants, need much more. Plants

which are growing rapidly or forming flower buds, require many times

as much as those in a nearly dormant state. Small pots dry more
quickly than large ones, and may sometimes need water once or twice

a day. Novices usually give small pots too little, and large pots too

much water. Observation and experience will soon teach the right

course to adopt.

Liquid Manure.—For rampant growers with full foliage, and especial-

ly as they approach blooming, liquid manure may be applied once or twice

a week, but care should be used to have it weak. Many failures result

from using it too strong. A spoonful of guano is enough for a gallon of

water, or half a teaspoonful of liquid ammonia to the same quantity. It is

better, however, to depend generally on a rich soil, with such changes of

pots as may be required.

Frosted Plants.—On very cold nights, when there is.danger that the

plants may be frozen, they may be either removed to some distance from
the window, or if in fixed boxes, pin newspapers over or around them, or

between them and the window panes. Two thicknesses of paper are

more efficient by enclosing a thin stratum of air. Should they become
actually frosted, remove them, before thawing, to a dark, cool place, cover

the earth or top of the pot with stiff paper, and shower them with quite

cold water from the watering pot as long as any ice can be discovered in

the pots. Keep them where the temperature is a little above freezing,,

gradually raising the temperature for a few days, so as to inure them
slowly to the warmth of the room.

Plants would thrive best if the temperature by night never went below
45*^ Fah., nor above 50° or 60'' by day.

Dry Air.—The dry air of living-rooms may be improved to a great ex-

tent by keeping water constantly in an evaporating pan, either on the

stove, if this is used for heating, or in the air-chamber of a warm-air fur-

nace, if employed for the purpose. To keep the air of the room properly

moist, there should be at least eight or ten gallons evaporated every

twenty-four hours for every room occupied during the day, containing

two thousand cubic feet of air. The pan should be placed where it will

receive heat enough to produce this amount of evaporation. The quan-

tity must of course vary with the coldness of the weather, the air when
heated having a greater capacity for moisture if cold without, than if

warmer. This great amount of required water is scarcely ever appreci-

ated, and is rarely supplied, and hence the common deficiency and failure.

Dust.—The dust which arises in rooms from sweeping carpets settles

on the leaves, and seriously injures growth, and destroys the fresh ap-

pearance of the plants. The foliage should therefore be washed with

tepid water as frequently as may be necessary. Using a carpet sweeper,

which gathers the dust in its box, lessens the trouble.



CURCULIO CATCHERS.

THIRTY YEARS AGO very few owners of plum orchards under-

stood why the abundant and newly set crop of young fruit all drop-

ped to the ground before it was half-grown. The cause is now generally

understood, and the little crescent mark, only a fifteenth of an inch long,

is seen on every immature and fallen specimen. The insect makes the

crescent-shaped incision, and inserts its egg, which hatches, and the

larva cuts in toward the centre and destroys the value of the fruit. The
peculiar habit of this little snout beetle, of folding its legs and dropping

to the ground when shaken, renders its capture and destruction quite easy,

by jarring down on stretched muslin sheets. The process is fully des-

cribed, with illustrations, on page 233, vol. vi of Rural Affairs.

The most convenient mode for destroying curculios in orchards of

I

moderate size, is represented in fig. 333. A piece of .stout muslin, si.x or

1 seven feet square, is stiffened by means of light wooden rods across two

A opposite sides, and these are kept apart by a cross rod through the middle.

Jm This rod is a little shorter than the breadth of the muslin, so that the lat-

(j ter assumes a slighlty concave form. The operator holds the sheet by
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Remedies for Insects.
\

The aphides, or green flies, when few, may be removed with thumb and

finger. Or they may be repelled with tobacco. This may be steeped in

water, and the dark infusion thrown on the plants twice a week with a

syringe. Or the leaves may be dusted with powdered tobacco or snuff.

Or, still better, the plant may be encased in paper or muslin, under which

a little tobacco may be burned a few times. The best way to do this is

to place the pot on a table or broad board, on which there is an inch or

two of sand, and then cover it with the muslin, or with any inverted ves-

sel large enough, the sand making the edge fit closely. Burn the tobacco

carefully under the cover, and let the smoke remain ten minutes. This

remedy will apply to most insects. The green fly may be destroyed, when

tobacco cannot be used, by procuring a few lady-bugs, and placing them

on the plants.

The red spider makes its appearance when there is too much heat and

too little water, and the best remedy is to place the pot on its side and

syringe the under side of the leaves with cold water. Ants are caught

and destroyed by pieces of bread steeped in sweetened water.

Rose-bugs may be caught on the plant. The grubs of the rose-bug may
he cleared off from the roots which they infest, by shaking off the soil in

summer and then replanting in fresh, clean soil. Worms among the roots

are got rid of in a similar way. Mustard water for watering has been

found useful for driving insects generally from the soil.
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Fig. 333.

—

Simple .Curadio Catche

this cross rod as a handle, under one side of the tree, while with a heavy
hammer in the other hand he strikes on the iron plug inserted in the

branch on that side of the

tree. The beetles drop on

the sheet, which being held

obliquely, they roll down to

the concave part at the lower

side, where they are quickly

caught and destroyed by a

single roll of the thumb over

the finger.

The simplicity and cheap-

ness of this catcher are much
in its favor. It is well adapt-

ed to trees so large as to

need jarring on the two sides

separately. It may be used

on all trees, whether branching high or low, and the rough surface of the

ground does not interfere with its operation. Unlike the contrivances for

killing the insects in hot water or in oil, none but the curculios need be

destroyed, the operator allowing lady bugs and other useful species to

escape.

Another contrivance, for larger orchards, the invention of Edward
Smith of Geneva, N. Y., consists of a similar hopper supported on legs

(fig. 334.) A circular iron hoop about eight feet in diameter, has an open-

ing on one side to receive

the tree. This opening is

closed around the tree by

overlapping the ends. A tin

cup at the bottom, holding

several quarts, receives the

dropping insects, Mhich re-

main quiet so long as the

hopper is kept moving from

tree to tree. The iron-rod

legs hang on the hoop, and
being sharp at the bottom,

stand firm when thrust into
-Smith Curadio Catcher.Fig- 334

the soil. Two men curry it and work rapidly, or at the rate of three hun-

dred trees in an hour. Like Dr. Hull's catcher, it requires a clean stem
to the tree three feet above ground. When not in use, the legs are fold-

ed and it is hung up against the wall of the workshop or shed.

One of the best forms of curculio catchers for extensive work, was j/\

described some years ago in the Country Gf.xii.kman, by M. B. Bate- (_
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ham, and stated by him to be a Michigan invention. It consists essen-

tially of a large conical hopper set on a two-wheeled barrow (fig. 335.)

The wheels are light and placed like those of a hand-cart. The hopper

is made of oil-cloth, kept in shape by a light frame, and having an open-

ins or slit on the forward side, to receive the stem of the tree as it is

Fig- 335-

—

Michigan Curculio Catcher.

pushed foward. The oil-cloth being smooth, the insects slide freely down
its surface, and the dew of morning does not wet and injure its working.

At the bottom of the hopper a tin vessel is placed, containing kerosene

or petroleum, into which the insects fall and are destroyed. This vessel

is narrower at the mouth, the better to hold the liquid. The principal

branches of the tree have small iron plugs set in them. The plugs are

made by cutting up iron rods, about three-eighths of an inch in diameter,

into pieces about four inches long, and they are inserted into holes bored

an inch or so into the limbs with a breast-bit. A heavy hammer with a

long handle enables the operator to strike a sharp blow, with a thrusting

motion, on each of these iron plugs, while the hopper stands under

the tree ; the insects drop instantly, and are caught in the kerosene. This

contrivance enables the operator to perform rapid and efficient work,

and with a good sized hopper, a large orchard of plums, peaches or pears

may be easily cleared each day of these destructive insects. One man,

after some practice, can operate on three hundred trees in an hour. A
little practice will enable him to judge how much oil to place in the vessel

for each morning's catching.

Dr. Hull's curculio catcher (fig. 336) consisted of a broad, stiff hopper,

covered with canvas, carried on a sort of wheelbarrow. The wheel was

about three feet in diameter. The canvas was kept in shape on twelve

arms or ribs, fastened to the solid frame of the barrow. The opening in

front admitted the tree. A ram was attached to the front part of the

frame, for jarring the tree. It was covered with leather stuffed with

moss, to protect the bark of the tree from bruising. (It would have been

more efficient if faced with a plate of cast-iron, to strike an iron plug in-

serted at the right height in the tree.) It is run against the tree three or

four times, with sufficient force to jar down the insects, which are then
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swept with a broom into pockets till they can be destroyed in hot water.

To use this machine to advantage, the ground must be smooth, and the

clear stems of the trees high enough to pass under. The largest size fgr

Fig. 336.

—

Dr. HulVs Curculio Catcher.

the hopper would be about ten by twelve feet. It was rather too cumber-

some a machine for general use.

More recently the wheelbarrow was omitted, and the broad frame,

covered with its stretched muslin, was strapped on the shoulders of a man
who carried it, walking in the centre, and struck the tree with a ham-
mer carried in his hand.

DESIGNS FOR CORN-CRIBS.

SEVERAL CORRESPONDENTS of the Country Gentleman
have given plans of corn-cribs which, in a condensed form for this work,

may afford the reader valuable suggestions.

A New-Jersey correspondent gives the following :

I submit a plan of a corn-crib which I have recently finished, and which

I find very convenient. It has all the facilities required in a crib, it

can be filled direct from the wagon, and there are movable steps, or plat-

forms, whereon to stand to fill the crib to the top. There is also a floor

for shelling, which, when not in use, can be raised out of the way for load-

ing. I give a drawing (fig. 337) of the frame of a single end bent. There

are, as will be seen, two cribs, one on each side of the drive-way ; each

crib is 4 feet wide, outside measure, at the bottom, 6 feet at the top, and

10 feet high to the plate. This gives 50 square feet of section in each

crib. With six bents, a crib 20 feet long can be had, giving 1,000 cubic

feet, or a capacity for about 700 bushels of ears in each crib, when level
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with the plate. The drive-way between the cribs is 8 feet wide, thus

making the whole building 20 feet long, 16 feet wide, and 16 feet high

from ground to peak of the roof. The crib is supported upon piers of

Fig. 337.

—

Pla-ri ofFrame.

brick, 8 inches square, under each bent. The frame is of 5-by-5-inch oak
timber. The ends and sides of .the crib are lathed up and down with

3-inch strips of oak, placed one-quarter of an inch apart.

The inside arrangement, however, is the unique part of the crib.

There are movable beams of 3-by-4-inch stuff fitted across the drive-way,

which rest upon the edges of the brick piers by which the bents are sup-

ported. These beams can be lifted out of their places and laid upon the

ground beneath the cribs. A floor rests upon these beams. This floor

is made of a series of five pairs of trap-doors (fig. ^t^^) hinged to the

posts of the bents, which doors turn up and hook to the sides of the cribs

when the road-way is to be used. Each

door is as wide as half the width of the

road-way, (that is, 4 feet, or nearly,) and is

m-ade of matched boards placed length-

wise of the crib, fastened together by

cleats. The ends of each door rest upon

cleats fastened at each side of the cross-

beams. The hinges fit into corresponding

^^^^^^^^ slots made in the posts of the bents. The
Fig- zz'i.—Hinged Floors. doors, when raised and hooked to the

sides of the crib, permit the floor beams to be removed. When the doors

are down, they lie flush with the upper surfaces of the beams, and form a

smooth floor, matched and jointed, upon which corn can be shelled and

stored. Thus, when the crib is filled, there is a spacious room 8 by 20

feet, and 10 feet high in the middle.

To facilitate filling the crib from the wagons, there are cross-pieces .

bolted to the sides of the criixs in the wagon-way, and boards are placed
/y

upon these across the roadway from side to side. Wlicn the crib is
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filled up to the lower loading doors, these are shut and bolted, and higher

ones are opened, which are reached by the person standing upon the

cross boards. This is shown at fig 338, where the movable floor beam
with cleat on the side is seen at a ; the floor raised against the crib at b

;

the mounting board resting on the cleat at c, and the filling doors at

d d. For convenience of procuring the corn from the crib for shelling,

a number of sliding doors, e, fig. t,^^, are made near the floor, through

which the ears may be taken with shovels and scoops when these arc

opened. The floors of the crib are made of matched hemlock
boards. The whole cost of this crib was a little over $100. It

ought to be stated that the drive-way of the corn-crib is

closed at each end with double doors secured by locks. This

crib I believe is vermin proof.

It might be well here to describe an arrangement which I

once made in the side of a barn for the purpose of making a

corn-crib in it. The crib was built in one corner of the barn

for about 18 feet in length. The siding boards were removed
and other narrow siding boards were placed horizontally, as

shown at fig. 339, with short blocks one inch thick here and

there, to keep the boards apart. Ample ventilation with per-
' "^ feet protection from the weather was

Fig. 339- secured in this way and the cost of

an extra building was avoided.

Another correspondent (at Auburn, N. Y.,) fur-

nishes the following design, with pig-pen and

tool-house combined

:

For a combined corn-house, pig-pen and tool-shed,

I have never seen one that suited me so well. I have

used it now two seasons, and it answers every pur-

pose, and pleases all I show it to. To explain it I

have drawn plans of the two floors. Fig. 340 shows

the lower or basement, although it is all above

ground, and fig. 341 the upper or second story.

Mine is 18 by 48 feet, with posts 18 feet high, and

gothic roof. It has 3-inch slats on sides, and match-

ed pine boarding on ends, all thoroughly painted

outside. It will hold fully 4,000 bushels of ears of

corn. It can be built shorter or longer, to ac-

commodate the quantity of corn wished to be

stored. It is built near a side hill, so that by a little filling an easy road-

way is obtained into the second story bv teams, to unloatl corn, and it is

long enough for two teams to unloxd at a time. Fig. 340 is the lower

story, 7 or 8 feet high. In the end next to the wall I have a pen 16 by

18 feet, with alley, and the corn is handy to get at through a small door

TOOL SHED

STONE WALL

Fig. 340.

©C^
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into the crib at X. Small windows slide at each side, to give light and ven-

tilation, and throw out manure from the pens. D is the outside door

\\\X.o feeding allev.

342.

t)

The pen has a tight floor of matched pine, to save all

the manure. I take a crib, as shown, off one side of

the remainder of lower story, 3^ feet wide, and leave

the rest of the room open for a tool-shed, which gives

a space for storing tools about 30 by 14^ feet. S is

the stairs to second floor, having a door that lifts up^

as shown in second story (fig. 341.) The second story

is floored with 2-inch matched pine, (except where

the crib extends up from lower floor) and forms a

threshing floor or drive-way, 10 by 48 feet, with a crib

on each side 4 feet wide the entire length of the

building. D D are

double sliding doors

to drive through,

which fasten inside.

\V W are two win-

dows to give light.

The cribs extend

nearly to the roof,

and are 4^ feet wide

at top. The door at the top of the stairs is shown at fig. 342, and is made

strong enough to support the weight of a team which may be driven upon

that floor. I find this a capital place to cure my beans, which ripen early

enough to thresh and get out of the way before corn is ready to husk

;

and being so high from the ground, the corn cures quicker and more pei-

fectly than in cribs near the ground.

A farmer in Missouri has adopted the following plan :

The drawing (fig. 343) shows the gable ; a crib 6 feet wide on either

side ; wagon shed 10 feet wide between, and an oat bin or workshop

7 feet wide on the floor overhead. The right-hand half shows the finished

building ; the left-hand the frame. The foundation is of broken stone

well rammed into a hole 2 feet square and 3 feet deep, upon which white

oak blocks, faced over the outside and beveled on the inside to the width

of the sill, are placed. The sills are of oak, 8 by 9 inches
;
posts 8 by 8

inches; plates and stringers, 4 by 6; tie-beams, 6 by 8
;
joists for cribs

and overhead, 2 by 8 ; rafters, 2 by 4, tapered to 2 by 2 ; braces and col-

lar beams, 2 by 4, and laths for cribs i by 5 inches. Floors of matched

and dressed pine. The outside posts are 10 feet 4 inches in length, ten-

oned at each end for the sill and plate. The inside posts are 10 feet in

length, tenoned for the sill, and having an 8-inch slot at the top for the

tie-beam, and also morticed for strangers in front of cribs.

By making these cribs 30 feet long, room will be secured for 3,000

bushels of ears, and cover for two wagons, with bms for 600 bushels of
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oats. The crib posts should be j-g feet from centre to centre, and upon
the inside, doors may be hung for filling. When full to the bottoni of

the doors, close them and throw corn over the upper stringer. The laths

Fig. 343.

—

A MissoJiri Corfi-Crib.

should be 5 inches wide, so that rats cannot climb them. The outside

posts should be covered with a board of the same width. The crib joists

should be let into the sills, so that the floor may lie tight on the sill. The
oat bins should be sided up on the inside of the slanting braces, lapping

like the siding of a house. A place for

shelling is made by cutting off the end

of either crib with a temporary parti-

tion.

The following was furnished by a cor-

respondent at Oneida Lake, N. Y.

:

My experience has taught me that corn

in too wide a crib will not keep without

moulding in wet seasons. Twenty-five

years ago, in buying a farm, I came into

possession of a crib 4 feet wide at the

bottom, and flaring to 6 feet 6 inches at

the top. After losing some corn from

mould, I furrowed it out, and made it of

the shape illustrated in the accompany-

ing sketch (fig. 344). I am to-day build-

ing and putting up a new one of the di-

^"^^ 344- mensions and form of the illustration.

The passage-way is wide and high enough for a man to carry a bushel

basket of corn on his shoulder. The slats in the jjassage-way are left

open at the top to' within 3 feet 6 inches of the floor, between the second

and third beams from each end, the crib being 32 feet long. Temporary
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slats with a small cleat three-quarters of an inch wide at each end, are let

into the grooves formed by the ends of the permanent upper slats, and a

cleat is nailed on the inside part, so that the crib can be filled full from end

to end. The floor is of hemlock plank, 2 inches thick, and the longi-

tudinal joints are left half an inch apart.

Twenty odd years ago I had some trouble from the heaving of the posts

by the frost. I thought out a plan of fixing them permanently by

grouting them, and succeeded perfectly. I grout all my gate posts, and

my cheese-curing room stands on posts 3 feet 6 inches above ground,

grouted, and I am never troubled with rats or mice. The holes should

be dug out a little larger at the bottom than the top, and never smaller.

The grouting is done thus : Cut a kerosene barrel into two parts for a

tub to mix in ; then take one peck of water lime and two pecks of clean

coarse sand—the coarser the better—and put them into the tub, and with

a shovel mix them together dry. Then add water and stir thoroughly till

the grout is of the consistency of thick cream. Then throw into the hole

clean coarse gravel enough to fill it up 3 inches deep ; stir the grout

quickly, and tip it into the hole, on top of the gravel. With a spade,

chop and stir up the gravel, so that the grout and gravel will be thoroughly

mixed, and keep adding gravel and working them together till that

batch of grout is all used up. Keep mixing and grouting till the hole is

filled to within 4 inches of the surface, and fill up to the top of the ground

with earth trodden down firm. One barrel of lime will make grout

enough for four holes—costing me at the works less than a dollar a bar-

rel. Never mix more than two parts of sand to one of lime, if you want

a solid job.

The timber in the crib is as follows : Sills of hard maple, 6 feet 6

inches long, 4 by 4 inches
;
plates of same, 7 feet 6 inches long, 4 by 4

inches; outside posts of hemlock (flaring 6 inches), 4 by 4 inches; inside

posts, hemlock, upright, 7 feet 2 inches high between shoulders, and 4 by

4 inches ; inside, 2 feet 4 inches apart for passage-way ; slats, 16 feet

long, 5 by I inch, and f of an inch apart, put on horizontally ; foundation

posts of cedar, 6 inches diameter, 3 feet in the ground, 2 feet 6 inches out.

Grout holes, 3 feet deep and 2 feet square, filled within 4 inches of the

top of the ground. The posts and bents are 5 feet 4 inches apart from

centre to centre. Length of crib, 32 feet, or 48 feet if wished for. Pro-

jection of eaves of roof, 12 inches.

Greenhouses in Severe Weather.—The most difficult time to main-

tain warmth in glass structures is during the prevalence of high winds

that penetrate every crevice between the glass. In ordinary times these

cracks are stopped by the congealed moisture, but a driving wind keeps

them open. A little water thrown on these places at such times will

usually freeze tight in a moment and prevent a great loss of warmth.

The application may have to be repeated as night returns.
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OTHER SUGGESTIONS ABOUT BUILDING.

Dampness in Foundation Walf.s.

THE FOLLOWING ARTICLE is copied from a work entitled
" Foundations and Foundation Walls," by George T. Powell, pub-

lished by Bicknell & Comstock of New-York :

In dwellings that are isolated, to avoid dampness from penetrating the

basement or cellar walls that are below the line of earth, architects some-
times specify that the outside of the walls be cemented from the footings

to the baseboard of framework, or base line of stone moulding, and in some
instances stop the cement 4 to 6 inches below the line of earth. Then
excavate the earth around the structure to the distance of 2 feet from the

wall, and to a depth of 16 to 20 inches, and at an angle of 10 degrees lay

one course of brick flat up to wall line, and cover with a coat of cementr

as shown in fig. 345. Before this is done, it is necessary to fill in earth

Fig- 345- Fig. 346.

and settle it around the walls. After this is done, allow it to set per-

fectly before covering with earth. As the foregoing method interferes

with flowers and grasses up to the line of wall, here is another method
(see fig. 346).

After the wall has been built and cemented on the outside (Rosendale
cement is good enough), excavate the earth on the outside to line of foot-

ings, fill with firm earth to top of footings, and grade the excavation to a
proper descent to carry the water to sewer in a drain pipe laid on top of a

course of bricks cemented, and on top of this put loosely broken stone,

and cover the whole over with earth when it is dry. Where there is a
clay bottom and much moisture, even this will not prevent dampness
from arising in the cellar. To overcome this, use the method shown in

fig. 346 on the outside, and that of fig. 347 ^on the inside.

Prepare the cellar bottom, and lay say 3 to 4 inches of snnd, rolled down
firm and even. On top of this put a coat of cement i^ inches thick, over f!
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the whole surface of the cellar, and lay off, around the cellar walls in

the cement, flat gutters of slight descent to the sewer or waste-pipe.

There are clay soils sufficiently solid for walls of dwelling-houses. But
the clay in wet seasons retains so much moisture that it does not seem to

be carried away into the earth, but rises and penetrates through the cel-

lar bottom, and keeps the cellar damp nearly all the time. This is a seri-

ous difficulty to overcome, but I have known the following method to be

carried out with success : Excavate the foundations to the depth required

W'f^:c^^W?^^^

Fig. 347-
'

Fig. 348.

to put in the footings, and in the cellar bottom 4 to 5 inches of sand rolled

hard, on top of which lay a coat of cement not less than one inch thick
;

and when this is as dry as possible, put a coat of asphaltum over the

whole surface up to the lines of the inside walls, and through one course

of brick around the whole structure, as shown in fig. 347, care being taken to

cement the outside wall, and coat it with asphaltum, same as the cellar floor.

This is the best course to pursue where there is no chance for a drain.

Another method to secure a dry cellar is as follows (see fig. 34S) : Per-

form such levelling to the cellar bottom as maybe required ; spread over

this, sand to the depth of 3 to 5 inches, and roll or pack firm ; on top of

this cover the whole surface with one-inch thickness of cement mortar,

Rosendale or American brands ; carry it well against the inside of the

outer walls. Coat the outside walls with cement one-half to three-

quarters of an inch thick in the same manner, up to dry line. Then on

top of this lay a coating of asphaltum, tar and sand, applied hot ; carry

the asphaltum through the wall—see fig. 347— (this should be provided

for when the foundation walls are being built), and coat the outside wall

to dry line with hot asphalt. When the asphalt is sufficiently dry to walk

on, dip heated brick into asphalt and tar, and lay closely the whole surface

wifh brickwork. When it is not possible to carry the asphalt through the

wall to the outside, carry it up on the cement on the inside, as in fig. 34S.

The best mixture of asphalf is to mix with the asphalt 10 per cent, of

coal tar and 25 ]5er cent, of sand, and use while hot, to form a cement

for bedding brick for damp cellar bottoms.

^ =^=®
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A Cheap Greenhouse.

We have taken pains to examine some structures erected and in opera-

tion, and have selected one, of which we give a detailed description, and

which seems to combine cheapness and efficiency. It is quite small—only

13 by 16 feet—but admitting of any degree of extension; and those who

copy the plan will doubtkss see various points where they may make

alterations if not improvements. The entire cost of this structure was

but a little over $100. A plan is shown in fig. 349-

The outside walls are made of horizontal inch boards, nailed on posts

set in the ground, and without sills. The posts being about 4 or 5 inches

thick, leaves a space between the two

board walls, which is filled with saw-

dust. The roof consists of sash 7 feet

long, the bars 2 by i^ inches, set with

Fig. 349.

—

Y
^
furnace ; f i, Jlues
chimney.

C,
Fig. 3 so-

lapped panes 8 by to inches. The section is shown in fig. 350. Fig. 351

shows the construction of the ventilators at the peak. There are three

ventilators, each 6 inches wide and 3 feet long, turning on pivots at the

ends, as shown in fig. 351. Additional ventilation may be given by open-

ing the doors at the ends. The eaves

are 44 feet above the ground ; the

peak 34 feet higher.

The building is heated with a coal

furnace, which is simply a box-stove

three feet long and about one foot

square, with grate bottom and ash-pit

below. This furnace is set in a depres-

sion dug in the earth. Some better form than a box-stove might probably

be chosen. From the furnace a horizontal brick flue extends around the

interior of the building, as shown by the dotted lines in fig. 349, and beneath

the shelves in the cross-section, in fig. 350. This flue is made of bricks on

Ventilator at Peak.
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edge, capped with semi-circular or semi-tubular tiles, and its interior is
|

about seven inches wide and one foot high. It gradually rises several
|

inches in passing around to the chimney. The cistern beneath the central

shelves is shown in the cross-section, flg. 350, by tne dotted lines beneath
|

the central shelves.
|

The side shelves (fig. 352) are 3 feet wide, and extend the length of the

building. They are about 3 feet above the walk (shown in fig. 350), and the

plants are grown in boxes placed on them.

The central shelves, one above the other, are

3I feet wide and 11^ feet long.

^ ^ ^. . cj A small quahtitv of fuel is suflicient to
Fi- 352.

—

Cross-Section of Side-
'^ "

Shelf. keep up the necessary temperature. 1 he

building is placed where it is well sheltered from the v.-inds by evergreen

trees, but not shaded. With a double roof like this, it would not answer

in a windy place. Where a lean-to would be preferable, the same mode

of construction might be employed, with one-half the interior arrange-

ment.

We are assured by the owner that less attendance is required for this

small greenhouse than for an ordinary hot-bed. It is mostly employed

for starting young plants of tomatoes, cabbages, lettuce, celery, &c., the

seeds of which are mostly sown in February. It is also used for keeping

half-tender roots and bulbs. In summer and autumn it is employed for

drving fruits of various kinds, the warmth of the sun through the glass

increasing the natural heat of the air, and there is no necessity for guard-

ing against sudden showers of rain, as when fruit is dried in open air.

An Ice-House with a Cool Room.

An ice-house cannot be kept free from dampness. Its coldness natural-

ly gathers moisture in warm weather, and whatever there is about it will

always be mouldy, and have an earthy or disagreeable smell. By some

very well constructed arrangement, an ice-house and cool room may be

constructed so as to be effective and agreeable, but it wall be at the cost

of a large expenditure of ice.

An ice-house and closet may be constructed as follows : Excavate a half

cellar in a perfectly dry place, from which the surface slopes (or may be

made to slope) in all directions, so as to prevent any danger of moisture

from want of drainage. A stone or brick wall is built around this, and

laid in hydraulic cement. The floor is cemented. A frame or other build-

ing is built upon this basement to contain the ice. The size may be made

to suit the circumstances. Twelve feet square will be large enough for a

moderate sized family, as an ice-house of that size will hold about twenty

loads or tons of ice. The ice-house may be built in such a manner as is

described and illustrated in many places in the volumes of Rural

Affairs.

The main point is the division between the ice-house and the room
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Fig. i$T,.—Cein7to
ROODI.

of Cool

below it. This must be perfectly air-tight, and a moderately good con-

ductor of heat. The floor may be laid in the following manner

:

Beams of sufficient strength are laid across, and the ends well bedded

in cement. A floor of zinc sheets is then laid upon the beams, the sheets

being closely nailed to the beams upon strips of rubber sheeting, to make
the joints water and air tight. The beams
should be dressed smoothly. The zinc sheets

are bent, as shown in the illustration, fig. 353.

This is for the purpose of causing the dew or

moisture, which will condense upon the under

side of this ceiling, to flow downward to the lower angle, where it will

drip. The drip is caught in the little gutters of zinc shown in the figure,

attached to the ceiling, and is carried off by a proper drain. With this

water will also be carried off . much of the impurity of the atmosphere,

and if very little ventilation is given, there will be little condensa-

tion, and the air will be kept dry. This point must be well attended

to, as the danger of excessive ventilation is very great. The beams
and zinc ceiling should be painted with white paint—lead and oil.

Above the zinc ceiling, a thin layer of dry, fresh sawdust should be

laid smoothly, and a floor of matched pine boards should be laid upon
that, and thoroughly coated with melted pitch. This floor should slope

a little to one corner, so as to draw the waste water from the ice there,

and an S trap drain should be laid from that to carry off the water into

I' is- 354-

—

Ice-House and Cool Room.

the drain before mentioned. The usual layer of sawdust is laid upon this

floor to prevent too rapid conveyance of heat from below to the ice above.

Small double windows should be used in the cool chamber below, to pre-

vent access of heat from the outside, and they should be fitted air-tight.

Ventilation should be provided for by means of a wooden pipe with a

slide, by which the opening can be regulated. By carefully regulating

the ventilation, the air may be kept drv and sweet ; but if too much out-

side air is given, the chamber will become damp and mouldy. A section

of the whole building is given in fig. 354.
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A Convenient Piggery.

The following article was written for the Country Gentleman by an

Orange County, N, Y., farmer:

The size of the building is 26 by 40 feet, and the general arrangements

can be seen by the accompanying plan. The building is two stories high
;

the front posts are 16 feet high ; rear posts, 14 feet, and it is covered with a

gravel roof. The first floor (tig. 355) is divided into five pens, 8 by 14 feet,

Fig- 355-

—

First Story of Pi^^ffcry.

6 feet high, to be used for feeding-rooms. There is a killing-room under

the whole building, with floor laid with swelled brick in cement, having a

gradual fall from the sides to the centre of the room, and thence to the

outer door to carry off all waste water. The furnace and feed troughs

are of iron ; the troughs are i by 7^ feet. The spouts are of iron also,

bolted to the troughs at the lower end, and are 2 feet long, 16 inches

wide and 3 inches deep. The feeding-room floor has a fall of 4 inches in

14 feet, toward the back sill, discharging under the sill. The sill stands

on iron points 4 inches high.

The second story (fig. 356) contains five sleeping rooms, reached by in-

clined walks from the feeding-rooms below, and are floored with r 4-inch

oak plank, laid on 6-by-6-inch chestnut beams. The store-room and plat-

form ar^ floored with i^-inch spruce plank, matched, with feed-bin and
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spout of same material, to carry feed to the milk-tubs below, as may be

seen by the plans. Ivich sleeping-room is well lighted, and the height of

this story, with windows open

in warm weather, affords ample

ventilation, keeping the animals

in better condition than would

be the case in a dark, badly

ventilated pen.

The pens can all be opened

into one, or kept separate by
sliding-doors, worked by pulleys

and cords from the killing-room,

and this will be found very con-

venient in dividing off the dif-

ferent lots of hogs. A door from

the centre pen to the killing-

room will be found a great con-

venience on slaughtering days.

The yards are 8 by 16 fe? t, and

floored with swelled brick laid

in cement, with a fall of one

inch to the foot, with a tight

wall, which is calculated to hold

the water, and make room for

coarse litter for the making of
Fig. zs(^.-Secoud story, manure. The open space shown

in the diagram of the second floor (fig. 356) is used for slaughtering and
hoisting cattle as v.-ell as swine. I am wintering 20 hogs, and they are

doing well. I find no difficulty in

getting my hogs to occupy the sleep-

ing-rooms.

Plan of a Cattle Barn.

I enclose you a plan (fig. 357) of

a cattle barn which I think will

recommend itself to farmers who
want a cheap and substantial barn.

It is built without any sills, the ui>

right posts being simply set on small

rock pillars. G G G are grain bins
;

F, feed room ; Ty turn table ; R R,

track for feed car; S S, stables, 11

by 33 feet. ^^'-- 357— >^'''?// 0/ Cattle Bam.

It will be seen by fig. 358 that by bracing the intermediate spans of the

frame with one-inch iron rods, and with a plank nailed on for a collar

I I I I I i I I
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beam between the rafters, there will be no cross-girders in the hay-mow

to be in the way of handling hay, either by hand or hay-fork. Fig. 359

Fig- 358.—Inierfuediaie S/ans with Braces. Fig. nq.—Efid ofFrame ; Posts 14 f'^et.

shows the frame at one end. There is no use of having a large covered

space to drive a wagon in to unload, when it can be done as well from

without.— Virginia corresp07ident of Country GentlemaJi.

THE REARING AND KEEPING OF RABBITS.

By Henry Stewart, Bergen County, N. J.

RABBITS MAY BE REARED as cheaply as fowls, and the flesh

^ is equally desirable as food ; they are also equally entertaining as a

source of pleasure for fanciers, both old and young, but more especially

for young people. The possession of a pair, or a few pairs, of rabbits,

and the entertainment to be derived from the care of them, may very

easily become the foundation of a tie which may firmly bind a youth to

the family homestead, and turn him into an ardent lover of his fathers'

rural pursuits. A love of animals is one of the indispensable qualifica-

tions of a successful stock breeder, and many of those men who have be-

come prominent in this way, and have given a controlling direction to

some remarkably successful lines of breeding, have begun their career as

breeders of such pet animals as rabbits. From rabbits they have advanced

to Short-Horns, and have made their mark in every step of their career.

It is therefore for the boys more especially, and not for the grown-up

fancier, that these lines are written.

In beginning to keep rabbits, one should avoid the mistake of at-

tempting to rear the^ rarer and more expensive, as well as the less

hardy varieties. With a costly pair of lop-ears one will want a fancy

hutch, and will almost invariably kill his pets with kindness, and

when the almost unavoidable failure comes, the disappointment will

be the keener. The common grey or black and white rabbits, can

be procured cheaply, and a hutch made of a few boards and laths will

be a cheap and yet sufficient lodging. When these can be kept success-

fully, all the difficulties conquered, and a good stock of experience has
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been gained, then, but not before, the stock may be increased, and the

more desirable varieties kept.

In selecting rabbits, those about six months old should be procured,

and kept for three or four months before they are paired. Young rabbits

are to be known by the short claws, which do not project beyond the fur

of the foot, and by the small teeth. A healthy animal is known by the

clearness and the pure white color of the eye. The appearance of a yellow

tinge to the white portion, with a swollen or pot belK', are signs of bilious

disorder and deranged liver, which is the most frequent and dreaded dis-

ease. This is caused by over-feeding on soft, wet food In good health

the droppings are in round balls, having no disagreeable odor when fresh,

and the animal is lively and sprightly. Three does and one buck are a

safe number to begin with, although six or eight does may be mated

with a single buck.

The essentials in rearing and keeping rabbits are warmth, dryness,

good food in moderation, and perfect cleanliness of the lodging. The
following rules for the government of a flock, small or large, are to be

observed :

Maintain the greatest quiet in every particular.

Have no dogs about the pens.

Never disturb the rabbits at mid-da)-.

Keep regular hours of feeding and times for cleaning.

Never permit any offensive odor in the pens.

Watch carefully for anything wrong, and look to it at once, and sepa-

rate any sick animal from the others.

Examine often the noses ; eyes ; ears, inside and out, and the feet, for

anything wrong.

Ventilate the hutches and pens thoroughly.

Keep the temperature equal and comfortable.

Keep nursing does always supplied with food.

A doe that has reared a large litter should not be bred again so soon

;

frequent litters make weak stock.

Never handle the young rabbits.

Permit no mice or rats about the pens.

Use little or no green food when getting the rabbits into condition.

Never feed green food when it is wet.

Avoid exposure to damp and foggy weather.

Study the nature and character of the rabbits, and know the reason for

every point in their management.

Varieties of Rabbits.

We have no wild rabbits in America. Our rabbit is a hare ; all our

domesticated varieties are therefore imported. The most hardy of all

these is the common black and white or Dutch rabbit (fig. 360). This is

the smallest variety, but is preferred for table use to some larger kinds.
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on account of the quality of its flesh. Although usuallj' black and white,

yet its principal color is sometimes grey, slate color, yellowish or brindle,

Fig. z^—Black and White Rabbit.

mixed with white. The white is in a ring around the neck, a streak up the

face, and on the tip of each foot. These markings are considered as the

standard, but the colors vary from nearly all white to nearly all blue, yel-

lowish or tortoise shell, or brindled, or patches of these shades. The
does of this variety are excellent mothers, and will foster and rear young
ones not their own without the least objection, and being good feeders, can

take care of a large litter without any trouble. They produce from five to

seven young at a litter, and when full grown will weigh from 3 to 5 pounds.

The lop-eared rabbit (fig. 361) is the most popular of all varieties;

some perfect specimens bring enormous prices, as much as ^100 having

'^^
^^^1?^-
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Y'\%. 361.

—

LoP-eared Rabbit.

occasionally been paid by English fanciers. It is remarkable for the

length of its ear, which sometimes reaches 21 or 22 inches. In color this

variety differs greatlv ; in fact it may be said to be of all colors, for it is
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grey and white, black and white, blue and white, yellow and white, grey,

fawn, black, white, and mixtures and shades of these colors. Tortoise

shell is a favorite and somewhat rare color. The lop-eared is a large rab-

bit, weighing when in good condition 10 to 12 pounds, or even more, and
requires good feeding. Sweet, fresh hay, oats, rutabagas, scalded bran,

peas and crushed corn form the best kinds of food. They also require a

good deal of warmth, and when kept in a convenient court a small stove

will be indispensable in the winter to maintain them in the best condition.

The ears are enlarged by frequent manipulation with the fingers and
thumbs, and a fancier who can, by pulling and stretching the ears, and
keeping the animals in excessively warm pens, add so much as half an
inch in length and width to these appendages, will consider himself as

unusually fortunate.

The silver-grey rabbit (fig. 362) is of Asiatic origin, and said to have
come from Siam. It is certain that these animals are very largely kept

Fig. -Xitz.—Silver-grey Rabbit.

in that part of Asia, where they are used in the pagan ceremonies as

sacrifices to propitiate the deities who are supposed to look after the har-

vests, and induce them to make the crops as prolific as rabbits.

This variety is large and unusually heavy, reaching from 6 to 9 pounds, and
is more solid and plump than any other rabbit of its size. The young
are black at first, but as they grow older, white hairs appear mingled with
the black until, at maturity, the solid silver-grey covers the whole body,
except at the tip of the nose. Thousands of this kind of rabbit are reared
in a wild state in the open ground in England for market, and for their

skins. The flesh is very well flavored, and the best colored skins are in

demand for the kind of fur known as "chinchilla," or when dyed, for

i^ other more pretentious and costly kinds. It is the best variety for profit,

\J
and is hardv and prolific, but shv and not verv docile.

©c^=— ' =^0®
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The Belgian hare-rabbit (flg. 363) is the largest variety known ; it reaches
]f

a weight of 10 or 12 pounds when fattened, and is kept chiefly by French i

Fig. 363.

—

Belgian Hare-Rabbit.

fanciers. A few fine specimens of this variety are sometimes found on

board of the French and German ships in New-York harbor, upon which

they are kept as pets by the sailors. They are hardy, and may be kept

in a dry locality out of doors in a half wild state with great success and

very cheaply, if furnished with warm winter quarters. They are easily

kept, are excellent feeders, are docile and not pugnacious, although timid,

and are alarmed even by a mouse. In color it is of a solid reddish grey,

and its fur is valued by the furriers. It is hardy, and will thrive in a

lower temperature than either of the two varieties last mentioned.

The Himalayan or Chinese rabbit (fig. 364) is a beautiful little animal,

being mostly pure white, excepting on the ears, the tip of the nose and

Fig. 364.

—

Himalayan Rabbit.

the feet, which are black. The young at first are wholly pure white, and

take on the black points only when five months old. They weigh about
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five pounds when fully grown and fat. A warm pen must be provided, as

they are tender, and cannot stand severe cold, but they are not difficult to

rear if precautions are taken to protect them from sudden changes, and

provide them with warm pens and nests.

There are several other varieties known to fanciers. The so-called

Patagonian, a cream-colored rabbit from Savoy, is very large, some

castrated males reaching 12 pounds or over when ready for market. The
Angora, like the goat of the same nativity, has long, silky fur, which has

to be combed to keep it in good order ; the color is most often pure

white, but mixed and self colors of all shades of black, grey, fawn and blue

are occasionally found, and by crossing, the mixture is still further varied.

The common rabbit, which is of all sizes, shapes and colors, is the

most frequently met with. It is a cross breed in which the most common
varieties have been mingled until it has no distinctive mark. But although

common in every respect, it is far from useless, because it is the best kind

to begin with, and a pair may often be procured for such a moderate sum
as to be within the means of almost any country boy who has the most

meagre supply of pocket money.

The Management of Rabbits

Varies with the manner in which they are kept. The most hardy kinds

may be kept out of doors the whole year, and indeed any variety may be

kept in open courts in mild weather, if warm
shelter is provided during storms. The court

may be an oblong yard, and as rabbits are

burrowing animals, it should be paved with

cobble stones or covered with a floor. The
pens are arranged around the sides in the

manner shown at fig. 365. A range of pens for

does {C C) is made on two sides, the pens for

the bucks, Z>, are at the end. The door is at

B, and at A \s a mound of earth over some

rocks so arranged as to make cool burrows for

the raljbits during the hot weather. This

earth will be serviceable in cleaning the feet

and fur, and absorbing all the odors coming

from the animals. At Z is the feed trough,

covered with wires, to prevent the rabbits from

getting into it and wasting the food.

An excellent court may be made of a sandy

hillside having a southern exposure, in a piece

Fig. T,6s.—Rabbit l^ard. of open woods or shrubbery surrounded by a

tight board fence, and having a covered range of pens in the centre. The ,,

hardy kinds might be kept here in a half wild condition, and be permitted Jk
to burrow in the bank, as is natural to them. 'J
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The breeding pens have a retired corner partitioned off, where the does

may make their nests, and the pens should have hinged covers, that may
be raised for the purpose of clean-

ing them when required. The pens

(fig. 366) may be made of cheap dry-

goods boxes raised on short posts

to avoid dampness. A door is cut

in the front and fitted on a pin, so

that it may be turned around until

it rests upon a sciew as shown. A
Fig. ifA.—Rabbit Pen. door is made to open into the nest

apartment, hung upon hinges and fastened with a button. The par-

tition is made To slide in or out, and a small knob is screwed on the

edge to hold it by. The pen should be about 3 feet long and 2 feet wide

and high. Shoe boxes will

do very well for small rab-

bits, but larger boxes are

required for the larger

kinds.

For an indoor court a

stable floor or stall may be

used. The pens are then

ranged one above the other

—the first ranged upon

9-inch posts, and the others '^~^ -^v.^mz >,.-

with posts 4 inches long. ^ig. zbT.-Double Pe7i.

The floors are kept littered with chaff or sawdust, or dry sand, and if the

rabbits are fed upon dry food, they will make very little dampness. A false

floor of laths nailed upon half-inch strips makes a good dry floor. Double

pens, or rather two tiers

of double pens, for rab-

bits not breeding, are

shown in fig. 367. A
breeding pen provided

with a false floor and a

wire door is shown in

fig. 368. The door of

the nest apartment is

not shown so that the

slide partition may be

.^1. ^r. 1^ seen. The last two

Fijr. 2f>^.—Breeding- Pen. are suitable for indoor

use. Out-door pens should be tightly roofed, to shed rain, and the water

should be carried off.
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Feeding and Breeding.

Soft, short oat straw or chaff, or pine sawdust is the best bed. Clean

oat straw will be eaten very readily, and the refuse will serve for litter.

The feed should consist of some sliced rutabaga, carrot or cabbage in

the morning; whole oats or crushed corn will make the evening feed for

full grown animals. Young rabbits require crushed oats and bran, or

ground oats and bran as usually used for horse feed. Sweet, fine meadow
hay, dried lawn clippings, or clover, may also be provided for them. Peas

or corn steeped in water and the water poured off are good food for fat-

tening, and two tablespoonfuls a day will be sufficient for a full grown
rabbit. In cold weather a supper of thick corn-meal mush, given warm,
but not hot, will be beneficial ; barley and cut potatoes boiled dry and
mixed with corn meal or linseed meal, may be given for a change.

Drained, fresh brewers' grains are also healthful food given at intervals.

The feed should be given three times a day, and only so much as will be

eaten clean. A pinch of sulphur and salt should be given once a week.

A bed of chiccory may be grown for them, and dandelions are also use-

ful. Very little water is needed, but if some is offered once a week, a sip

ur too may be taken. A little warm, sweet milk is very acceptable to

them, but the dish should be removed as soon as they have taken what
they wish. For feeding rabbits in pens indoors, the small fiower-pot

saucers make very good dishes, not being easily upset, and are easy to

clean. Hay may be given on the floor or in small racks tacked to the sides

of the pens.

Rabbits should be paired first in February or March. The does should

not be bred until five or six months old, and four litters in a year are as

much as should be raised. The buck should not be left with" the doe at

coupling for more than a few minutes. When the doe is about to litter,

she will begin to make a nest by carrying hay and straw to a corner of the

pen. When this is seen, the pen should be at once thoroughly cleaned

and disinfected with a little chloride of lime or diluted carbolic acid, and
then sprinkled with fine sawdust. The dates of littering may be known
by adding thirty days to the record of coupling. The day before littering

a dish of fresh water should be given to the doe, and this will prevent

the killing of the young, which is said to be caused by the intense thirst

experienced at this time.

No dogs or strangers should be permitted near the pens, agd every

movement should be so quiet as not to startle the doe, which is now very

excitable. The young rabbits should never be touched. If any die,

the doe will bring them to the door of the pen. Nursing does should

have warm milk and bread given liberally morning and evening for the

first three weeks ; after that, carrots cut into slices, and thick corn mush,

and soaked—but drained—peas may be given. After fifteen days the young

rabbits may be seen peeping out of the nest, and in three weeks should

be removed to a clean, warm pen. A spare pen or two should always be
(J
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kept in readiness for this purpose. A few Dutch does will be found useful

in large collections to foster surplus young ones, and to save the litters

of weak does. When fine specimens are desired, all the young but two
may be taken from the mother. When a month old the young will leave

the nest and will begin to feed with the dam. After two to four weeks

more they may be removed, one at a time, so as to dry up the milk

gradually. A little salt may be given to help dry the milk. After they

are four months old, the young rabbits will begin to quarrel and fight, and

should be separated, the bucks being put into separate pens, and the does

left four or six together, until ready for breeding.

At eight weeks old the young rabbits moult, and then require a little

extra care. Some crushed oats, fresh carrots, and plenty of fresh, but

not cold, air should be given at this time. Young growing rabbits will

eat constantly, and should be provided for liberally. By carefully

observing them, their habits will soon be learned, and all their necessities

soon discovered. Prompt attention should then be given.

PROFITABLE ORCHARDING.

WE FURNISH THE READERS of Rural Affairs with an

account, from personal examination in the autumn of 18S0, of

a number of apple, pear and peach orchards, which have proved profit-

able to the owners, and in some instances eminently so. Citing these

successful instances may be objected to as furnishing rare exceptional

cases, and as not affording a fair statement of the average results

from orchards throughout the country. It is true that they are rare

instances ; but the skill and care with which they were managed are

equally rare. In all our examinations we have not seen an orchard

of good bearing age, in a favorable locality, with good soil, well selected

varieties, and managed with skill in culture, care in gathering and

packing, and with intelligence in marketing, that did not give its owner

very profitable returns. Most of the orchards throughout the country

receive comparatively little attention, and they are often planted in

places badly adapted to the best success. From such orchards favor-

able reports are not to be expected.

IMr. Chapin's Orchard.

We had occasion to notice in former years the apple orchard of Oliver

C. Chapin of Ontario county, N. Y., and on account of its extent, much
interest has been felt by the public to know the degree of success

^ which has attended it. During a recent visit at Mr. Chapin's place, we

) obtained information as to its profits up to the present date, Mr. C.
(

j

©c^= — =^0©
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and his son, Harry Chapin, affording us all the facilities required for

a thorough extimination of the orchard, as well as the figures from their

note books.

The planting of the trees was begun in 185 1, and was continued for

eleven years, their pr>.sent age ranging from iS to 29 years, and the

Fig. 369.

—

A Sviall Portion of Mr. ChapitCs Orchard.

majority being about 22 years old. There are nearly 6,000 trees, covering

125 acres. Most of these are Baldwins. Besides these there are about

10 acres of an old orchard, the whole covering more than one-half of

the 240 acres of the farm. The trees are planted 30 feet apart, and
they have now grown so that the branches in opposite rows nearly

meet each other.

This orchard, although in one entire piece, is divided into three or four

portions by partition fences, for the sake of convenience in cultivation

and for pasturage.

For the first ten years or more the ground 'was cultivated without crop-

ping—that is, it was summer-fallowed. Crops could have been taken if

-TV-^
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Fig. 370.

—

View of a part of Mr. Chapin^s Orchard seen a Mile Distant.

there had been manure to meet this increased demand. Of late years

the treatment has been seeding to clover, feeding this down by sheep, (j
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plowing it under in three or four years, and top-dressing with manure as

far as practicable. The ripening of some of the seed under the tread of

tlie sheep keeps the clover crop growing for some years. This treat-

ment has effected a visible improvement in the appearance of the trees

of late years, and they have become more thrifty.

The handsome and symmetrical form of the trees, and their regularity

Fig. 371.

—

A Portion of ojw of the Ro7vs.

in the rows may be imperfectly inferred from the annexed sketch of a

portion of a row, fig. 371.

This orchard was long in coming into bearing, and in its earlier years

was sometimes cited as an example of unprofitable orcharding, even with

good care. We were unable to obtain an accurate statement of its pro-

duct before the year 1873. That year it bore 3,000 barrels, and being the

odd, or scarce year, the fruit brought good prices, 2,000 barrels being

sent to Baltimore in autumn to be disposed of during winter. These

sold at wholesale at $3.50 per barrel, and when freight, commission and

storage were taken out, left a net price of $2.65 per barrel. Those sold

at home brought a slightly higher net price. The whole sales amounted

to $7,000. In the next two years the crop was small, which continuing

thus two years in succession, threw the next abundant crop into the even

year of 1876. This year there were about 3,000 barrels, which, by ship-

ping largely to Baltimore, or keeping till spring, brought sufficiently high

prices to make the aggregate receipts $6,000. Singularly enough, the

two next years gave quite small crops—only 50 barrels being obtained in

1877, which brought $100, and only 350 in 1878, selling for a few hundred

dollars. These two barren years changed again the productive season

from the even to the odd year, and in 1S79 the orchard bore 10,000 bar-

rels, which sold for seventeen thousand dollars.

The crop is small this year, (1880) and the hope is entertained that the

next—the scarce year—will afford another abundant crop. No cause has

=^^3©
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been discovered for this change, first from an odd to an even year,

and chen back again to the odd year. It will be observed that the

crop of 1S79 brought at the rate of $135 per acre for the whole

orchard.

Xo accurate estimate has been made of the comparative profits of the

orchard so far, and the profits which would have been derived from the

same land had it been kept in farm crops and no orchard planted; but

Harry Chapin gave it as his opinion that the farm crops would have sold

for the highest sum—the prospective value of the orchard being what

they are looking for. •

The grazing of the sheep under the trees has been of great value, not

only by keeping the grass down and top-dressing the land with their

droppings, but more especially by destroying the codling moth, the crop

being fair and nearly free from this insect, and selling at a better price

as a consequence. In an adjoining orchard belonging to a neighbor, the

trees of which were set out at the same time and are now about as large,

the crop is nearly spoiled by the codling moth, no sheep having the run

of the orchard. The sheep have shown no disposition to gnaw the bark

of the trees, except that the rams have sometimes attacked them. They

have, therefore, applied lime-wash in which some bitter drugs had been

mixed, but ^Ir. Woodward's wash is preferred, a statement of the ingre-

dients of which is given on a subsequent page of this article.

Some years ago the canker worm obtained an entrance and made for-

midable inroads. It had infested about two thousand of the trees. The

remedy of pine tar belts w^as employed with partial success, the tar being

spread about 6 inches wide on the bark. Cold winters soon hardened

the tar, and the canker worms went freely over it ; warm winters kept it

soft. It was necessary to renew it every few days. A neighbor applied

two of these tar bands to his trees, but even these did not deter the in-

sects, which crawled into and were held fast by the tar till they had suc-

cessfullv bridged the belt. Paris green was subsequently resorted to, and

proved entirely successful, and the canker worm is now driven from all

that neighborhood. The mode of application is to fill with water and

Paris green one of the wagon tanks used by steam threshers, and to

shower the trees with a forcing pump. A pound of Paris green will go

over an acre, and fifteen acres may be treated in a day. The small quan-

tity which has fallen on the grass has never injured the animals in the

orchard, but caution is obviously required in such cases. Harry Chapin

thinks it would be profitable to shower the orchard every year, to clear

out insects generally. Being done early in the season, or as soon as the

leaves appear, no harm can come to the fruit.

Mr. Chapin derives much advantage from the use of a large fruit

cellar, which will hold 4,000 barrels of fruit, and enables him to obtain

good prices in the spring when the market is poor in autumn. It is

A a two-story basement under a large barn, 40 by 60 feet. The lower
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cellar is 10 feet high, the upper 8 feet. The walls of masonry are 3 feet

thick below and 2^ feet above, and lined inside with boards and

several inches of sawdust. The board floor above is covered with four

feet of straw.

Mr. Chapin has a high appreciation of the value of clover as a fertilizer,

and stated that on a piece of naturally good land, which had been so

much exhausted by a previous occupant that it yielded only 12 bushels

of wheat per acre, he raised a good crop of clover by plastering, turned

it under, and the next crop of wheat was 25 bushels per acre. But the

clover insectiis destroying its value. After long experience in orchard

management, he would recommend to cultivate the trees the first 8 or 10

years, and plant intermediate crops only in case he could secure plenty of

manure ; he would then seed to clover, turn in sheep, top-dress with

manure, if to be had, and turn the clover under at intervals of a few

vcars. He has found no advantage from the use of superphosphate-

Mr. C. remarked to us that it had taken a long life-time of experience

to acquire his personal knowledge on the subject. He has certainly

given the public much valuable instruction by his successful example,

and he merits the grateful appreciation of those who are to be benefited

by his labors.

Ontario county, N. Y., and especially the neighborhood of East Bloom-

field, is well adapted to the growth of apple orchards, and several large and

fine ones were seen in the course of our rides. One of the best of these

belongs to James T. Sheffield, covers 16 acres, and the trees were loaded

with crops of fine fruit. Isaiah Norton has 40 acres, in excellent con-

dition. Elisha Steele has an admirably managed 5-acre orchard, the trees

about 20 years old, which bore 400 barrels in

1S79, selling for $Soo. In 1878 he had 500

barrels, but that beings an abundant year, they

sold lower. He top-dresses with manure, seeds

down and turns in sheep to destroy the codling

worm. J. E. & II. Steele, brothers, have over

30 acres of orchard. J. W. Hopson owns the old

original Heman Chapin orchard, in which the

Northern Spy originated, and Norton's Melon

was grown there after bemg brought from the

East. The tree of Northern Spy died some

years ago, but the Early Joe was loaded with fine

fruit, and a portion of the Melon was growing

Vv^.-i^-j:!.—A Nhiety-Vear-Old and bearing. The trunks of each of these

Apple Tree. measured 1 5 inches in diameter, but some other

larger growers measured 27 inches. More than half the old trees remain,

some growing and bearing with vigor, the age of the trees from seed

being 90 years. The annexed cut (fig. 372) represents one of these old

trees, a few of which, however, have more vigor. Oliver Chapin, the
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uncle of O. C. Chapin, came to this county in 1790, and immediately

coiumenced the growth and dissemination of nursery trees, which he

continued for nearly thirty years, and to him this region is indebted for

many of its old and excellent orchards.

Genesee County Orchards.

The northern portion of Genesee county, N. Y., and especially the

neighborhood of Batavia, is well known for its excellent and profitable

apple and pear orchards.

Fig. 373.— YoH7i^ Loaded
Phim Tree.

Through the kindness of Nelson Bogue of that

place, we were enabled to examine some of the

best of these orchards.

Mr. Bogue is himself a successful cultivator

and an enterprising and careful nurseryman,

having 50 acres under a fine growth of nursery

trees. He has set out young orchards of various

kinds, which were now coming into bearing.

Among these was a young plantation exclu-

sively of the Lombard plum, set in 1878,

growing with great vigor, and heavily loaded

with ripening fruit. IMany of the trees were

estimated to have about half a bushel on them,

the central branches being literally covered

with a dense mass of the brilliant violet red

plums. Fig. yj-}^ is an imperfect representation

of one of these trees. These trees, as a matter of course, had received

the best cultivation. Mr. Bogue finds rye, densely sown early in autumn,

one of the best fertilizers for his land, when plowed under the following

spring, after growing a foot high.

In the town of Oakfield we found several well managed and profitable

orchards of dwarf pears. Lorin Rathbun had a lo-acre pear orchard,

chiefly of the Duchesse, the trees being 16 years old. They are set 12

feet apart, and the outer branches nearly touch each other. A few years

since this orchard bore 1,205 barrels of fine pears, or over a barrel on an

average for each tree. They were sold at $5 per barrel, giving $6,000 for

the crop, or $600 per acre for the entire orchard. This was his most

profital)le return, although in other years it has done well. The best

paying crop on a small area was several years before, from an older orchard

of a little less than one-fourth of an acre, which produced 19 barrels, and

which sold for $rS per barrel, making the sum of $340, or at the rate of

^1,360 per acre.

In the same neighborhood Julius Reed has a fine 40O-acre farm, with

some excellent orchards. From one-third of an acre of dwarf pear trees

—all Duchesse, set in 1858—he has sold the fruit in the different years

since bearing commenced for $2,340. Mr. Reed had a fine apple orchard,
^

from 20 to 24 vears old. The trees were planted 24 feet apart, with the
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intention of thinning them when the tops began to touch each other.

This thinning he had already begun, in the manner shown in the accom-

panying diagram, the first, or fig. 374, showing the position, by stars, of

##=>:= ^ ^ # #

Fig. 374-

—

Close Planted Orchard.

the trees before thinning, and fig. 375 showing by dots the trees that have

been removed. This operation left the trees running diagonally across

the orchard, 34 feet apart. Mr. Reed said that the improvement already

effected indicated that in a few years after the thinning the fruit would be

both more abundant and better in quality.

:^ • # • # • #

Fig- 375-

—

Orchard Thinned Out.

Eli Taylor of the town of Elba, occupies 420 acres of good farm land,

and he has an admirable dwarf pear orchard of 2|- acres. The net

profits of the pear trees have, on an average of years, been equal to the

net profits of all the farm besides, and in some years have exceeded

those of the farm. There are over 1,000 trees, planted in 1865, ^° ^^^^

apart, and their average product had for several years averaged about

$1,000 a year.

Mr. Taylor now plants his trees \2\ feet apart. He manures them

moderately every year, and cultivates the ground. The trees were about
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lo feet high, are all Duchesse, and were bending under their heavy crops

(fig. 376.) He furnished us with the following statement of his receipts

for the past nine years, which show the continuous profits. The trees

were set in 1865, and in the year

187 1 they bore

21 barrels, sold at $10 per bbl., or for $210
In 1872, 175 barrels sold at $5.50, 962

1S73, 230 do.
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for the growth of fruit trees. In 1S75 the total apple crop amounted to

about 400,000 barrels of selected winter apples, selling at from $2 to $3.50

per barrel. The entire fruit crop of the county was valued at $1,147,-

000. The crop of 1877, two years later, was much smaller than in the

preceding year, but amounted to over $390,000. In 1879 the apple

crop amounted to more than 400,000 barrels of all sorts, and the entire

fruit crop, exclusive of that used for home consumption, was estimated

at $665,000. This success has ijot been owing wholly to natural advan-

tages ; the best orchards have been subjected to careful cultivation,

and have not been neglected and grown up with grass, as generally

occurs in some other counties.

Through the efficient assistance of J. S. Woodward of Lockport, we
were enabled to visit a number of the best orchards in this county.

The northern portion is conspicuous for its large peach and apple

orchards. The peach crop was very heavy that year, and the trees were

seen bending under their rich loads, largely of the brilliant and showy
Crawford. At the time of our visit (1880) a throng of wagons, loaded

with peaches in baskets, was continually pouring into Lockport for ship-

ment by railway, and cars could not be found in sufficient numbers to

convey them to Buffalo and other markets. The finest could be bought

in Lockport for 25 cents per basket. Many orchardists were bewildered

with the vastness of the task before them, in gathering and conveying

their unprecedented crops to market. Most unfortunately a large share

of the trees showed unmistakable signs of the yellows, and in some neigh-

borhoods owners were looking for their entire destruction in a year or two.

This disease made its first appearance five years before. It does not appear

to have been introduced by contagion, but, as in other counties, to have

made its appearance at long distances from other diseased trees. Or-

chardists who promptly removed infected trees did not succeed in

checking it.

The apple orchards of this county continue to be eminently successful.

A brief account of some that were visited will doubtless be read with

interest.

J. S. Woodward, who resides in Lockport, has a 200-acre farm four

miles out. His 30-acre apple orchard was set out in 1866. Two hundred

sheep and 40 swine destroy all the codling worms that fall, and very few

of these insects are found in the fruit. Sheep have proved more efficient

than swine in the greater vigilance with which they seize every dropping

apple. To prevent the sheep from eating the bark of the trees he washes

the trunks with a mixture of lime-wash, common and whale oil soap and

sheep dung. These animals are kept in the orchard till September.

They eat the fruit and branches within their reach, and in some years have

thus devoured 200 or 300 bushels, but the benefit resulting from keeping

them so late overbalances any loss. In all cases the sheep must be well

fed in troughs with grain, in addition to the grass and fallen fruit. He
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thinks the hogs cleared out all the eanker worms at the commencement
of the entrance of these insects into the orchard. The trees are mostly

Baldwins, with Rhode-Island Greening and Roxbury Russet. In 1879
the crop amounted to 2,600 barrels, which sold for over $5,000.

Fig. 377.

—

Iil>'. IVoodivarcVs OrcJiard of Diichesse Pears.

A young orchard of dwarf Duchesse pears (fig. 377) is one of the finest

we have met with. It consists of 2,000 trees, 12 feet apart, and occupying

four or five acres. The ground is kept perfectly clean by cultivation.

The trees were set out in 1876. In 1879 it bore 75 barrels of fruit, which,

at $4.50 per barrel, sold for t'll']. In 1880 the crop on the trees was
estimated at 200 barrels.

Mr. Woodward's magnificent peach orchard of 20 acres was estimated

in 1880 as good for 10,000 baskets of fruit. It is mostly Early Crawford,

and the trees were loaded with showy peaches, but most of them were

ruined with the yellows. On its first approach the diseased trees were

removed, but since then it appears to have come down alike on the whole

orchard. Mr. W. remarked that " the glory of the peach orchards of the

county has become a thing of the past." Young trees which have never

borne have been alike affected.

Special attention is given by Mr. Woodward to the manufacture of

manure, and about 1,600 loads are annually made on the farm. One-third,

or 500 to 600 loads, is applied to the fruit trees. He buys animals, pur-

chasing oil-meal and other feed, as he finds necessary, and sells them in

market. Every load of manure he makes, instead of costing him anything,

actually nets him a dollar each. We saw nine acres of luxuriant mangel
wurtzels for feeding his animals, which he estimated at 1,600 bushels per

acre. His barns consist of a combined building 76 by 108 feet, a horse

barn 30 by 40 feet, and a cow barn 26 by 36 feet. These contain ample
space in their basements for the storage of winter apples till spring sales,

when prices are unsatisfactory in autumn.
One of the most productive orchards in the county for its size, is that

of Petkr D. Miller. It occupies 11 acres, and contains 500 trees

set in 1858. The soil is light, deep and rich, and being well cultivated,

the trees have made a vigorous growth. Although placed 31 feet apart,

many of the branches have met from opposite rows, and in some instances
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have extended some feet past each other. The soil has been moderately

manured alternate years. We measured some of the trunks 13 and 15

inches in diameter, and all appeared to be at least a foot. Seven acres

of the orchard are Baldwins, and these have furnished most of the profits.

In some years the crop has sold for more than $5,000, and for the last 12

years, bearing alternate seasons, the crops, taken together with the bar-

rels, have brought $32,000, or more than $20,000 net above all expenses.

Mr. Miller continued in debt for his farm till this orchard lifted him out,

and gave him many thousands at interest. He informed us that a portion

of his orchard, containing 140 trees of the Baldwin, when 16 years old, bore

in the year 1875, 1,230 barrels, which sold at $3.25 per barrel, or for $4,582.

Mr. M. proposes now to discontinue the annual cultivation of his

orchard, and seed it to grass, continuing the manuring and turning in

sheep. He will never in future set the trees nearer than 40 feet, and on

his deep, rich soil would prefer to place them 44 feet apart. On heavy

or clay land they might be nearer.

Wm. B. Corwin, whose farm adjoins that of Mr. Miller, had an orchard

of the same age, occupying 12 or 14 acres, which he grazes with sheep-

He has sold in one year 2,000 barrels of fruit, at $1.75, $2 and $2.50 per

barrel. He had a young orchard, 4 or 5 years old, occupying 25 acres, the

trees of nearly perfect symmetry of form.

Fig. 378.

—

Specimen 0/ Mr. McClue's Peach Orcluird.

One of the finest peach orchards which we saw, was on the farm of

Charles McClue, who owns several hundred acres of land. The trees

are 20 feet apart, and the ground is clean with cultivation. On 20

acres of the orchard they were set in 1875, and some were estimated to
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bear three bushels. Being extra fine, Mr. McClue thought they would sell

at $1 per bushel, making a handsome return for the 1,200 trees of this

portion of his orchard. He has found peaches the most profitable fruit,

but he feared the yellows, which as yet had made little or no inroad

in his orchard.

A Cayuga County Orchard—Standard Pears.

For many years a profitable orchard of standard pears has been in the

possession of John Morse of Cayuga County, N. Y., and in some years

has yielded large returns. A portion of it was set before 1850, and when
we visited it in 1870, no fire blight had ever been seen on any of

the trees. It was then thought that the natural drainage of the soil had

caused this freedom from disease ; but within a few years afterwards hun-

dreds of trees perished. In some years, before the disease had made seri-

ous inroads, Mr. Morse obtained from his seven acres of Bartletts not

less than 600 barrels of pears of fine growth, which he had shipped to an

eastern city and stored in a cold house. The ripening was thus delayed,

and they were sold after the supply in market was mostly gone—some of

them, at that time of high prices, at $26 per barrel, the average being a

little over $15. A single crop amounting in the aggregate to $9,000, was

a handsome return. At our last visit, this Bartlett orchard had a some-

what irregular appearance, younger trees having been transplanted where

the blight had left vacancies. In 1880, being the scarce year, it had

furnished only 176 barrels for shipment, which were expected to bring over

$6 per barrel, or about $5 after deducting expenses—in which case the

product reached about $900 for the seven acres.

In the early years of the history of this orchard, Mr. Morse allowed the

ground to grow in grass ; but finding the fruit of poor quality, he had now
cultivated the soil for many years, with the addition of manuring This

practice succeeded well, as the large crop just mentioned furnished the

proof. He thought that, since the prevalence of blight, he may have

carried it too far, and he proposed to seed down for a time. There is no
question, however, that the high prices he has received have been partly

owing to this cultivation. We measured some of the specimens of the

B.irtlett five inches long.

Mr. M. had found the Bartlett the most profitable of all the varieties.

Next to this is the Duchesse (as a dwarf) ; then the Beurre Bosc. The
Anjou does not succeed well with him. Skill in marketing constitutes

an essential portion of his success ; and this skill is only to be acquired
by experience.

The entire pear orchard comprised about 30 acres, and there was an
equal extent of apple orchard. Two acres of the latter presented a strong
and favorable contrast with the rest, although all was a good orchard.

The two acres, some 30 years old, have been subjected to cultivation and
manuring ; and swine having the run of the ground, pick up all infested

(
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and dropping fruit, and root in the ground and destroy the insects of the

soil. It was estimated that in i8So the two acres would afford 600 barrels

of apples. But the pears, althouj^h attended with more difficulty in man-

agement, afford a much heavier and more profitable return.

A Columbia County Orchard.

The fruit farm of Robert McKinstry, near Hudson, N. Y., contains

33,000 trees—the largest number of apple, pear and cherry trees, taken as

a whole, in this country, and probably in the world. The trees would

form a continuous line, 20 feet apart, from Albany to New-York Cit}^

His farm of about 300 acres is wholly planted with fruit trees. The soil

is a light, gravelly loam, with a natural drainage, and is well adapted to

the growth of fruit. The orchard extends for nearly one mile along the

public highway, and to over half a mile in the rear. From some points,

where a large portion is seen, they appear like a sea of trees. Six miles

of orchard roads extend through the grounds, for access and conveying

awav the gathered fruit. From 40 to 70 men are employed in gathering,

assorting, packing and drawing to the railway during the busy season,

which extends from early in June to approaching winter.

The apple trees, which are 26,000 in number, are planted 20 feet apart,

with the intention of removing alternate and diagonal ones when they

interfere in growth. The first were planted in 1857, and the average age

in 18S0 was about 14 years. At present they have full space. For a

few years they have borne good crops—in 1878 over 20,000 barrels.

These are all, or nearly all, sent to Europe, the shipping being commenced

in August. Complete arrangements are previously made for this purpose,

and in one case Mr. McKinstry received a cable despatch of the arrival

and sale of a consignment ten days after it was sent to Catskill station.

Two or three cars are frequently loaded in a day. The apples succeed

best by being gathered rather early.

The following is a list, with number of trees, of most of the apples

planted in this orchard :

200 Jonathan,
200 Esopus Spitzenburgh,

200 Ben Davis,
200 Oldenburgh,
200 W. Seeknofurther.
200 each of Roxbury and Golden

Russet, &c.

7,000 Rhode Island Greening,

7,000 Baldwin,

4,000 Tompkins King,

1,000 Red Astrachan,
1.000 Northern Spy,

200 Hubbardston Nonsuch,
200 Wagener,

The orchard is kept well cultivated, horses plowing the spaces between

the rows, and oxen the ground nearest the trees, to avoid injury with

whiffletrees. Two yokes of oxen are constantly employed for this pur-

pose, and sometimes four, and four or five teams of horses. Care is

h specially taken to drive the oxen gently, that they may move quietly, and

A they soon learn to make voluntarily the required deviations to plow
^

/ ) near or between the trees. On the approach of winter, a bank of mellow Q
©c:^=
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earth is thrown up with the plow against the trunks to exclude the mice.

This constant cultivation has given fine fruit, specimens of the Baldwin

having been obtained which weighed a pound, and of the Tompkins King

weighing 21 ounces.

The cherry has been found quite profitable for market. The orchards

contain 4,500 trees, largely of the following sorts

:

500 Governor Wood,
500 Napoleon Bigarreau,

800 Black Tartarian,

200 Rockport Bigarreau,

200 or 300 Morello,

200 or 300 Early Richmond.

And other varieties, extending to over twenty sorts. The trees were set

about 1869. The season of 1880, which was so dry as to be injurious to

the apple trees, favored the securing of the cherry crop, over 25 tons

having been sold, with scarcely the loss of a bushel by rotting. The dif-

ferent sorts ripening at different periods, prevented the pickers from

being over-crowded with work at any time, and not more than 35 were

required at once, who would gather about two tons in a day. The fruit

was sold chiefly in New-York market, at from 7 to 18 cents per pound.

At 12 cents the 25 tons would bring $5,ooo—a good return for 40 acres.

The soil appears to be peculiarly adapted to the growth of this tree, and

it is occasionally necessary to sow oats in the orchard to reduce the vigor

of the trees and prevent bursting of the bark. Mr. McKinstry has had,

in one instance, nine bushels of cherries from a tree of the Napoleon

Bigarreau.

Among the 2,000 standard pear trees, are 700 Bartletts of handsome

growth, beside which there are 200 each of Seckel, Sheldon and Anjou.

Beurre Bosc proves one of the best market sorts. We saw very little in-

dication of blight among the pear trees.

The borer proves to be the worst enemy of the apple tree, and the

many trees which have been destroyed have been promptly replaced by

replanting. The only remedy is opening the holes of this insect with a

knife and destroying with a flexible wire. Sometimes a dozen have been

found in a single tree. The codling moth has given little trouble. Mice

were formerly quite destructive, but they are excluded now by the

remedy already mentioned—namely, by plowing up mellow earth against

the trees.

Beside the preceding named kinds of fruit, Mr. McKinstry has a vine-

yard of 1,700 Concord grapes, an orchard of 1,000 peach trees, another

of 200 crabs of different varieties, and the highway is lined with 450
maples. He gives constant personal attention to the management of his

orchards, which show the superintendence of a skillful hand, although

the trees had suffered in 1880 by a long-continued and extraordinary

drouth.

'IJ
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ORNAMENTAL AND VEGETABLE GARDENING.

Planting a Wild Garden.

WITH THE IMPROVEMENT of a cultivated taste, the apprecia-

tion increases foV a wild or natural garden. It was the custom

formerly to make gardens appear as artificial and stiff as possible. Straight

lines and formal curves exclusively prevailed. One side of the grounds

was an exact reflection of the other. Now this stitfness is becoming dis-

carded, and the grace of free and irregular beauty is taking its place ; and

the immeasurable superiority of undistorted forms is shown in all the

wildness and intricacy of natural scenery.

We have seen a beautiful unplanted grove growing among the rocks of

a wild gorge, rendered exceedingly attractive by interspersing the native

shrubbery with planted rhododendrons, which were in full bloom when we

Fig- 379-

saw them. Additional charms might be added by investing the rocks and

bushes with the trailing forms of the hardy clematis, of the periploca, climb-

ing honeysuckles, <S:c., (fig. 379) ; while the wood lilies, gentians, and other

plants whichbloom freely in the shade, would give additional attractions.

Early in the season masses of the hepatica, sanguinaria, erythronium, and

other spring-blooming wild plants, would make such a wild garden exceed-

ingly attractive (fig. 380). Cultivated exotics, such as our common bulbs,

snowdrops, squills, hyacinths, &c., might be introduced in open spaces
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along the borders of the more dense portions of the wild shrubbery. If

these were properly introduced, they would lose all the artificial appear-

ance too often given them, and become an essential component part

of the wild scenery, and their ornamental effect be thus greatly in-

creased.

For such a garden to give the best effect, it is almost essential that the

surface be more or less uneven, and a small ravine, with some rocks, would
be a valuable addition. A stream of water lined with ferns and water

plants, would add still farther to its charms. A narrow, curved gravel-

walk, kept smooth and in perfect finish, would not be discordant with the

general effect ; it would be the only artificial part of the grounds that

could be admitted.

Those who may have small "waste" portions of land on their farms or

suburban grounds, where wild bushes and trees have grown up, may at a

moderate expense, some taste, and a good deal of industry, make a beau-

tiful garden, at much less cost than the formal plantations which they do
not hesitate to undertake. Summer is the time to take it in hand ; to set

out the bulbs, and to secure the wild flowers from the woods. This should

not be sparsely done—they should be planted in irregular and profuse

masses, and the appropriate positions of each be assigned them.

Making Lawns.—The quickest way for a limited area is to procure

turf from an old, even, closely-grown pasture, cut accurately square, and
scraped to even thickness, according to the illustrated directions given on
page 103, vol. VIII, of Rural Affairs. Seeding down is cheaper, and
is adapted to larger grounds. If the soil is weedy, summer-fallow it one
season, by repeated and continued plowing and harrowing, turning up,

starting and killing all foul weeds. Make the surface rich with old ma-

nure or compost before a few of the last harrowings ; sow, early in

spring, at least a bushel or two of any fine grass per acre, brush or roll

in, and a dense mat of new grass will soon make its appearance, the ma-
nure preventing the bad effects of drouth. Without the summer fallow,

weeds may give future trouble. Use the lawn mower every five days till

mid-summer, and gradually less often afterwards.

Durable Summer Houses.—These, when made of rustic work, or of

small strips of wood for the lattice work, are liable to decay in a few

years. A writer says that he prevents decay by allowing only annual

,

climbers to cover them, which are stripped off on the approach of cold

weather, and they remain bare through winter and spring. A much
easier, better, and more perfect way, is to soak all the wood-work as soon

as the structure is made, with crude petroleum applied with a coarse

brush. In an experiment now before us, light wood-work so treated,

remains perfectly sound after 15 years, when other work not oiled was

decayed in four years.

Ornamental Shrubs.—There are a few ornamental shrubs and small

7) trees which are so widely known, because so desirable in every respect
A
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for small grounds, that it is hardly necessary even to name them, such as

the common Siberian and Persian lilac, Tartarian honeysuckle, phila-

delphus, Japan quince, purple fringe, snowball, &c. The silver bell

{//alesia), sdihough not new, is a fine ornamental shrub; and the same
may be said of the purple-leaved Barberry and dwarf horsechestnut. The
small double-white spirea and the two species of weigela, although

rather new, are widely disseminated. Still more recently introduced are

Deiitzia crenata, one of the most beautiful of summer bloomers, and the

new hydrangea {H. panicidata grandiflora), magnificent in early autumn
with its large panicles of white and rose flowers. Both are perfectly

hardy.

Preventing Suckers.—There are some good shade trees which have

the fault of sending up many suckers. The entire removal of such trees

is often followed by a profuse growth over the whole surface. It is there-

fore well to remember that suckering trees should always be cut away in

summer, and not while dormant. If cut in summer, such a check will be

given to the roots that few suckers will come up ; cutting in winter or

spring will cause an abundant growth. Placing common salt on the

stump as soon as the tree is cut, will prevent their growth at this season.

If the salt is applied afterward it will do little good.

Plants for Shade.—Vick's Monthly recommends the following

flowers for the shade, where it is necessary to plant in such places : All

the lilies which grow in partial shade, violets, poeonies, lily of the valley,

aquilegia and ferns. To which we may add several native plants which

bloom freely in the woods, as Trillhim grandijiorum , Ilepaiica, Phlox di-

varicata, Ptdmonaria, and especially Lilhwi philadelphiciuu.

Popular Roses.—A French journal gives the following number of

votes received by certain varieties of roses, out of 85 lists sent in by am-

ateurs : La France had 79 votes ; Baronne Adolphe de Rothschild, ']6
;

Paul Neyron, 76; Gloire de Dijon, 72; Souvenir de la Malmaison, 72 ;

Jules Margottin, 70 ; Marechal Niel, 70 ; Baronne Prevost, 57 ; Gen. Jac-

queminot, 52 ; Captain Christy, 50; Belle Lyonnaise, 47; Eugene Ap-

pert, 47 ; Louis Van Houtte, 47 ; Anne de Diesbach, 47 ; Aime Vibert,

44, and a long list ranging down to 22 votes. The list could be varied in

this country, and La France, for example, placed a little lower down, on

account of a want of hardiness and vigor of growth.

Mildew on the Rose.—A writer in the California Horticulturist

speaks of the success of the application of sulphate of copper for mildew
on rose bushes, using half an ounce or so to a pail of water.

The Chinese Primrose.—In an extended article on its culture, the

Gardener's Monthly gives the following essential requisites for success :

Gather the seeds when fully ripe, as they are worthless when immature
;

keep the young plants moderately moist, not wet, and not too warm.
Give plenty of light. The soil must be of the richest qualitv; or of one-

third muck or decayed sods, one-third rotted stable manure, and one-
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third sand, intimately mixed and sifted. Cover the seed a tenth of an

inch and press the surface, and v.ater with a fine rose sprinkler. Avoid

soaking the young plants. The best time to sow is early in July. They
may be removed to small pots in a month, and will begin to bloom in

December, after transferring to larger pots as the roots require.

Saving Flower Seeds.—A writer in the Practical Farmer gives the

results of experience in saving flower seeds. No general rule can be laid

down, each sort requiring special treatment. Pansy seeds must be saved

while they are quite green, as the pods burst as soon as they turn yel-

low, throwing the seed several feet. Plants of phlox are pulled up when
a fair amount of the seed is ripe, and spread on large sheets in a warm
garret. On a small scale hand-picking may do. Peti'.nia and portulaca

are treated in the same way, except that the portulaca plants are cut off,

and thev grow up again for another crop. Verbenas must be hand-picked

twice a week for several weeks.

Summer Cultivation.—The thorough cultivation of hoed crops, fruit

trees and small fruits, which is continued through spring and early sum-

mer by good managers, is frequently relaxed later in the season, and

weeds often get a start and some headway. Continue the work of their

destruction, and by keeping the surface of the soil clean and mellow, kill

them before they come up. Use only the best and sharpest tools, grind

hoes often, do by horse-power all that you can, and finish by hand. Stir

the ground after a shower, and before a hard crust can form.

The Plow in Gardens.—A common reason why farmers of mode-

rate means have not had better kitchen gardens is that they have not

learned how to cultivate them at little expense. Going through once a

week, to keep the crops clean, and in the best growing condition, could

not be performed by hand. Many are imitating the practice of the large

market gardeners, and do the work by horse labor, and with the drill,

plow and cultivator. There are a few crops that need planting in beds,

and a small portion of the garden may be devoted to these. All the rest

may be arranged for horse work. The great advantage here is that no

care or skill is required in laying out All that is needed is a turning

ground at each end, 12 feet wide, for the horse. This may be a smooth

grass walk. Rows of currant, gooseberry and raspberry bushes and

dwarf fruit trees may occasionally extend across the garden parallel with

the rows of vegetables. After the plants have a fair stand the horse will

do nearly all, and the garden may be kept cleaner than ever before at a

tenth of the cost. By passing once a week, and keeping the ground con-

stantly mellow, the crops will make a fine growth.

Hoeing Cabbages.—An old farmer informed us that he once tried an

experiment to prove the advantage of keeping the soil well stirred among
his cabbages. He and his hired man were engaged in a contest which

should have the best crop. He hoed his once a week all summer, and M
vet the hired man's cabbages grew best, for which he could not account, as Q
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he never saw him at work among them. But accidentally he found out

the secret. The man rose every morning at four o'clock, and did the

hoeing before sunrise, when no one saw him. He hoed them, not once

a week, but six times in the week. This experiment shows the impor-

tance of planting the crop where a narrow cultivator drawn by a horse

can readily be run, and the work done rapidly, often, and at little cost

of labor.

Winter Cabbages.—A writer in Vick's Monthly says that plants set

out late, from June or July sowing, keep best, and are found almost as

tender in winter as cauliflowers. Those which are sown early and grow
to large size do not compare with the excellent and tender heads of young
cabbages.

Frost Excluded by Kerosene.—J. J. H. Gregory of Marblehead,

Mass., states that the temperature in his vegetable cellar sometimes went
a few degrees below freezing, making the air just cold enough to spoil

the contents. He procured a kerosene stove, which had six large burners,

and holding two gallons of oil. Whenever his two thermometers in the

cellar indicated danger, he lighted the kerosene, by which he raised the

temperature ten degrees when necessary, and he said that this proves a

convenient, simple and cheap way to prevent any loss.

Productiveness of Tomatoes.—A writer in the Prairie Farmer says

that tomatoes yield on an average 125 bushels per acre, although 400
bushels have been produced in rare instances.

Insects on Roses.—A writer in Vick's Monthly mixes a teaspoonful

of white hellebore in a pailful of water, and applies it with a sprinkler.

This destroys the insects, and the roses are clean. A correspondent of the

Gardener's Monthly finds whale-oil soap the most effectual remedy, one
pound of soap being added to eight gallons of water. It is applied at

night, the plants being thoroughly drenched, every two or three days.

The Rose Bug.—The following remedy has been published in some
of the papers : With a pine stick in a vial of turpentine, touch a cluster of

the bugs, or each «ne separately. It kills where it strikes. A more rapid

way would be to cover thinly the bottom of a tin pan with turpentine or

kerosene, and then knock the rose bugs from the bush into the pan. Or
immerse a cloth in kerosene and spread it on the bottom of a flat basket,

pan or box, and jar the rose bugs on it.

Kerosene for Plant Lice.—A correspondent of the California Hor-

ticulturist, after using carbolic acid for the scale bug on orange trees,

camellias, &c., which proved too strong in solution, destroying both plants

and insects, employed pure kerosene, through an atomizer, spraying it over

camellias. The leaves were covered with the scale and black fungus.

A very small quantity was enough to cover the whole plant. After the

fluid had evaporated, the scales were found dead, shrivelled and detached

;

the black fungus was dried to a loose powder. The same remedy was
tried on pelargoniums and the flower buds of greenhouse roses, but these
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were too delicate, and the new and tender growth, as well as the insects,

was destroyed.

Scabby Potatoes.—Dr. Hexamer states, in the Tribune, that the

scab on potatoes is produced by " mites," or minute animals, which first

cause blisters on the young tubers, leaving subsequently holes or pits.

The use or al^sence of ashes, and manures from various animals, seems

to have no influence on them one way or the other, nor scabby or free

seed, nor land on which potatoes have not been raised for many years

;

but since the exclusive use of commercial fertilizers, they have become
entirely free from the scab.

Cabbage Worm.—We have seen a statement in some of the papers

that cabbages had been kept entirely clear of this insect by the aid of

chickens, in a plantation of some thousands of plants. Screenings were
first scattered to attract the fowls among the cabbages, and then discover-

ing the worms they kept the whole patch clear. We have found this

method to answer well, provided the chickens are not full grown ; when
older, they eat the cabbages. Young turkeys are still better, their keen
eyes and quick motions allowing nothing to escape.

The members of the Elmira Farmers' Club, as reported in the Hus-
bandman, severally recommended cayenne pepper, whale-oil soap and
tar-water, for the cabbage worm. Objection was made to the whale-oil
soap, as imparting an objectionable taste to the cabbages. The cayenne
pepper might do best in a strong decoction. Paris green was mentioned
as very effective, and it would doubtless prove so both to the worms
and to eaters of the cabbage.

NOTES AND ITEMS IN FRUIT CULTURE.

Renewing Fruit Gardens.

THE OWNERS OF GARDENS and family orchards find that as

the trees become old, some of them lose their vigor and prodtictive-

ness, and require special attention, and to some extent the plantings must

be renewed. It is not often that the old standard sorts can be replaced,

but there are some new varieties that may be added to old collections

with advantage.

Fruit trees too frequently lose their productiveness and value by neg-

lect. Peach trees are more sensitive to grass and hard ground than cherry
trees or standard pears. It often happens that after a few fine crops of

peaches on thrifty, young and cultivated trees, the owner ceases further
care, and the trees linger and die. Constant tillage of the ground, and
the necessary cutting back to keep up a thriftv growth, would preserveM them many times longer. It is not often that old and stunted peach trees
can be restored to vigor and a good form ; but sometimes cutting them

A
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a reader of these remarks who would not do a good thing for himself and

family, by setting out fifty bushes. They never come amiss, and they

down to the ground at the right season of the year (or when dormant) has

sent up young shoots that have given a second edition to their lives, in

connection with good tillage. If young shoots start out near the centre

of the head, all the rest may be cut off, and a new head is formed. This

treatment, however successful it has occasionally been found, must not

be mainly depended on, but young trees set out are to be the main

reliance.

There are very few owners of family orchards and fruit gardens who
would not find an advantage in making additional plantings. The new
varieties, as Amsden, Beatrice and Rivers, will give them a succession of

peaches at least two weeks earlier than the earliest of Hale's and other

old sorts. By a careful selection they may fill in gaps elsewhere. Land
owners as far north as Albany and Rochester, where the trees will endure

the winters, may as well as not have peaches in full supply from the last

of July till autumn frosts. Their enjoyment, however, will be of few

years' duration unless they plant the trees where they will be subjected

to cultivation.

Apple trees require less frequent renewal than peaches, but even with

these, important additions may be made by selection in order to obtain a

good supply at all times. The earliest apples ripen in Western New-York

early in August ; there should be a constant supply for the table and for culi.

nary purposes until the following spring. The barren or " off " years are now

a serious drawback to a yearly as well as a continuous supply in season.

This deficiency may be at least partly remedied by top-dressing the trees

annually with manure, and by stripping off all the blossoms as soon as

they are expanded in the productive year, on a part- of these trees. Top-

dressing with manure is to be especially recommended for this purpose.

If the orchard is so fully grown as to cover the whole ground with its

shade, it may be seeded to grass, and grazed with sheep from spring to

near picking time. The close grazing will be good for the orchard; the

droppings of the sheep will add to the effect of the regular top-dressings

;

and the devouring of the fallen and immature fruit by the sheep will

destroy many of the codling worms. There should be a sufficient num-

ber of sheep to pick up all the droppings from the trees, and to keep the

grass short ; and to prevent these animals from suffering for food, place

a sufficient number of feeding troughs in the orchard, and see that they

are regularly supplied with oats or corn.

Pears give ripe fruit from the middle of July till after midwinter. The

regular succession is easily made out.

Plums may be had by any one who is willing to protect them from the

A curculio for about two months, and they afford not only an agreeable

A variety in connection with other fruit, but are excellent in themselves.

() Of the small fruits, currants are too much overlooked. There is scarcely [
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hang on the bushes two months, giving a valuable daily supply to the

table, and rather improving in quality with age. The only trouble with

them is the currant worm, and this is destroyed, if taken in time, by a few

minutes' work with hellebore. By cultivating and enriching the ground,

and thinning out the old wood, the fruit becomes larger and better, and

makes a finer display on the table.

For the benefit of those who would like a selection made of a few lead-

ing sorts of these different fruits, we give the following, which every man
will vary more or less, by adding to or reducing, according to locality or

latitude, or personal preference. If securely heeled-in till spring, by

filling closely all interstices among roots and stems, in smooth, clean

ground where mice will not reach them, they may be safely set out early,

and a better selection obtained than after the sales of autumn. Pur-

chasers will remember that trees of most kinds are cheap and abundant

at nurseries in August, and that no better time could be chosen to

replenish their plantations.

Peaches.—The following will give a good succession for two months at

the North, and may be considerably varied according to circumstances

and still accomplish the same end: Amsden, Early Beatrice, Early

Rivers, Hale, Serrate Early York, Early Newington, Cooledge, Large
Early York, Crawford's Early, Morris White, Crawford's Late, Stump,
Smock, ^Vard's Late. Heath Cling will ripen in warm autumns, and may
be kept two or three weeks in a cold place.

Plums.—-*Primordian, Rivers' Early Favorite, Early Roval, Prince's

Yellow Gage, Lawrence, Lombard, Purple Gage, Smith's Orleans, Jeffer-

son, McLaughlin, Reine Claude de Bavay, Coe's Golden Drop, Coe's

Late Red.

Cherries.—In giving a list of these, we must remark that nearly always
they are eaten before ripe. Take the old Mayduke for example—very
few persons who raise it have ever seen it fully ripe, when it is quite

black, instead of dark red, and nearly double the size when commonly
picked. An extensive marketer of fruit told us he sold the Black Tar-
tarian quite early as "red cherries," and the same variety three weeks
later, and when much larger, as " black cherries." The Early Richmond,
from its name, would be regarded as one of the first sorts, and it is usually
picked early, but it is never fully ripe till the middle of July, when nearly
all other sorts are gone. When fully mature it is ver)- dark red, almost
black, and much larger in size than when commonly used. Here comes
in a difficulty; the birds sweep off all that are left long on the tree,

and they are the only fruit devourer against which we know of no pro-
tection.

The following are among the best cherries, in the order of ripening :

Early Purple Guigne, Belle d'Orleans, Doctor, Coe's Transparent, Black
Tartarian, Mayduke, Rockport, Early Richmond,Yellow Spanish, Downer's
Late, Morello.

^gc:^= g =^=^
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Apples.—Nearly every fruit raiser prefers to make his own list, and will

include, among other sorts, Early Harvest, Summer Rose, Sweet Bough,

Primate, Autumn Strawberry, Porter, Gravenstein, Twenty Ounce, Fall

Pippin, Hubbardston Nonesuch, Rhode-Island Greening, Baldwin, North-

ern Spy, Roxbury Russet.

Pears.—All will say Bartlett—and before this we might begin with

Summer Doyenne, then Giffard, Rostiezer, Washington and Tyson.

After Bartlett take Seckel, Boussock, Howell, Sheldon, Bosc, Urbanjste,

Duchesse d'Angouleme, Anjou, Lawrence, Winter Nelis and Josephine

de Malines. If you have a special desire not to be troubled with blight

in future years, your best chance for escape will be to plant largely of

Winter Nelis, Seckel, Anjou and Duchesse.

Grapes.—Every owner of a place should have a good supply for his

table from the first of autumn till midwinter. He may plant the eighth

of an acre or more with Hartford, Delaware, Diana, Concord, Isabella,

Salem, &c. Try the new sorts of high promise sparingly till well proved.

Blackberries of the Kittatinny and other sorts; and Philadelphia,

Clarke, Franconia, Herstine and black-cap raspberries ; almost any sort

of currant, and the well-known strawberries, will give an excellent, valu-

able and grateful supply of fresh fruit for the table through summer.

Secure all your trees and plants, and no high-priced ones, and be ready

to do 9. good deed for yourself and your family, by providing plenty of

delicious, fresh fruit.

Miscellaneous Suggestions.

Peaches in Cold Climates.—The severe winters in portions of the

Western and Northwestern States, have proved a formidable barrier to

the successful cultivation of peaches, the fruit buds, being killed by the

intense cold when the trees escape. Different modes for protecting the

fruit buds have been resorted to, but none appear to have been so suc-

^^^^^jp-'^"^

Fig. 381.

cessful as that adopted by Stephen Jackson of Marshall county, Iowa.

Although the latitude is only 42 degrees, the thermometer usually sinks

to 18 or 20 degrees below zero, and sometimes much lower, leaving little

chance for the peach crop. Mr. Jackson sets his young peach trees in an

inclined and nearly prostrate position, as shown in fig. 381. On the

approach of severe weather, he throws on them six or eight inches of com-

pact hay, which affords sufficient protection. The fruit buds escape, and
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early the following spring, or sooner, the hay is removed, and is not in-

jured for feeding animals. His trees are loaded with fruit every year,

and to keep the crop off the ground, to which the weight of leaves and

fruit would bend it, short props are inserted, as in fig. 382. He had in

1879 a bushel of fruit from each tree, while other trees in the neighbor-

Tig. 382.

hood bore nothing. The fruit is excellent in quality—better than he can

buy in market
;
perhaps near proximity to the • ground may cause it to

ripen better. It will be seen that this mode of growing maybe employed
in the extreme North without any difficulty, where trees will grow at all

and early sorts ripen, by adapting the thickness of the covering to the

severity of the climate.

Elevated Peach Orchards.—A correspondent of the Michigan Far-

mer mentions a strong case showing the advantage of placing peach

orchards on elevated ground, and away from frosty valleys. At Paw
Paw, twenty-five miles east of Lake Michigan, and beyond what is termed
the "fruit belt," no peach buds escaped the frost of the winter of 1879-80

on level ground. On all elevations of fifty feet or more all escaped injury.

Lower down the tops of tall trees had only a few buds which escaped. On
the range of hills in that region, all the trees were loaded with blossoms

from top to bottom.

Peaches for Missourl—George Husmann, who has fruited over

fifty sorts by way of trial, recommends the following list of peaches for

a regular succession in that State from the first of July till the middle of

October : Amsden, Hale, Tillotson, Morris' Red Rareripe, Oldmixon Cling,

Oldmixon Free, Royal George, President, Ward's Late, Heath Cling, Stead-

ley, October Beauty. The last named is a new and local sort ; it ripens half

a month later than Heath Cling. Mr. H. would perhaps add Beatrice be-

tween Amsden and Hale, and Early Rivers between Hale and Tillotson.

The Peach Grub.—Where not abundant, these insects are easily re-

moved with the point of a knife. A correspondent of a western paper

uses stiff paper coated with grafting wax, first removing all the grubs,

drawing away the earth, and placing the paper around the stem so as to

reach a foot high. The wax causes it to adhere to the stem without

tying. It is intended only for young trees, and it may be ai-)plied to

JA newly transplanted ortes before they are set. It needs renewing every

spring.

y^-^^:,^^
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The following composition of a wash to repel this grub is given by M.

B. Bateham : For an orchard of say 500 bearing peach trees, we buy a

pint of crude carbolic acid, costing not over 25 cents (or half as much of

the refined), then take a gallon of good soft soap, and thin it with a gal

Ion of hot water, stirring in the acid and letting it stand over night or

longer ; then add eight gallons of cold soft water, and stir. We then

have ten gallons of the liquid ready for use. wSome peach growers use

a little more and others less of the acid. The proportion stated is strong

enough, and if much stronger, would be likely to injure the trees. The

wash should be thoroughly applied with a swab or brush around the base

of each tree, taking pains to have it enter all crevices.

Distances for Grapes.—The strong-growing American grapevines

must have ample space to grow. The.y may be restricted for a few years

and bear moderate crops, but when they are older they should have a full

chance to throw out their long arms. The late Wm. A. Underbill of

Croton Point, N. Y., showed us a part of his twenty-year Isabella vine-

yard where he had allowed the vines to extend over a roadway, giving

them some 16 feet more room. The improvement in the crop was strik-

ing. Mr. A. Hood of Ontario planted Concords 6 feet apart each way.

They bore little fruit. The spring of the seventh year he took out every

alternate vine, and then had a fine crop. He tried a similar experiment

on a large Catav/ba vineyard planted 8 feet apart ; the result was a greatly

increased quantity of grapes. He also stated that Concord vines cover-

ing 24 to 48 feet of trellis, carried by actual measurement more grapes

than any adjoining vines 12 feet apart and occup3-ing the same extent

of trellis.

An experienced grape-grower stated to us that he had planted his vines

12 feet apart, and had grafted every alternate vine with another sort.

The grafts failed to grow, and the old vines, being thus thinned to one-

half in number, gave a much better crop than the whole did before. We
might cite many other cases—all showing the importance of giving ample

space to strong growers. And one other precaution should always be

observed—never to allow the vines to overbear ; thin out the numerous

bunches. We do not now hear vineyardists, as formerly, boast of the

many tons of grapes they have raised to an acre, as they have learned

that the fruit is better, and the vines less exhausted, when the thinning

has been properly done.

Planting a Vineyard.—M. B. Bateham writes to the Practical

Farmer that in planting a vineyard with a view to profit, he would fijist

select a high ridge of clay land near the lake, and in a neighborhood noted

for escaping the rot, and not near old vineyards. He would select and

plant such newer sorts as he could procure, known to be of good quality

and fine appearance', and not likely to be soon plenty in the markets. If

the prices of the plants were too high, he would wait a year; if mildew
' attacked the vines, he would apply sulphur. Among the new sorts, he
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named Worden and Brighton, and of those still newer, the Prentiss,

Duchess and Niagara.

Keeping Grapes.—The Southern California Horticulturist recom-

mends the following mode : Spread the carefully cut fruit thinly on
shelves or tables for a few days, to dry up the stems a little. Then cut

clean, dry rye straw in a straw-cutter, about an inch long, and cover

liberally the bottom of a suitable tightly-jointed box, on which place a

moderate layer of fruit ; then cover with the cut straw liberally, and lay

on fruit again, and thus proceed. Put them in a cool, dry place, and the

grapes will keep sound for several months.

Top-Grafting Apple Trees.—An inquirer asks what sorts he shall

insert in the tops of a number of apple trees in his orchard, which are

10 to 12 years old, and which, having borne, have proved worthless, and
whether the change could be made by budding in summer. Answer : The
same sorts may be inserted which prove most valuable among his bearing

trees ; but it is sometimes advantageous to graft slow growing sorts of

value, as they will grow with more vigor, and have a good base to stand

on—such, for instance, as the Jonathan and Red Canada, apples of excel-

lent quality, and which in some markets bring advanced prices. A large

number of grafts, say ten or twenty, judiciously inserted, will make a

bearing head sooner than a few, but you must vary the number with the

condition of the branches. It is bette'r to give more than one year to the

operation, beginning in the middle and upper part first, so as not to check

the tree too much by lopping off all the growing part. Budding can only

be done in mid-summer, and you can perform the operation well only in

young and vigorous shoots near the centre of the head, when such happen
to be found.

A Good Orchard.—W. H. Rogers of Orleans County, N. Y., has an

orchard of two acres, set in 1820, the crop of which sold in 1S65, for

$1,800, and it had averaged 400 barrels yearly for 15 years. Hogs have

the run, and root in it as they please, to favor which corn has been scat-

tered, and some manure has been applied in addition. In younger

orchards Mr, Rogers has 75 Baldwin trees, giving him six barrels three

years after ]Dlanting, and good crops every year since; and 14 trees of

Tompkins King^ave 11 barrels the sixth year, and an average of 20 bar-

rels yearly since. These young orchards were cultivated and no crop

taken.

Profits of Apple Orchards.—This subject was freely discussed at

a meeting of the Western New-York Farmers' Club. From the report

in the Rural Home, we condense the following estimate of cost and

profit

:

A. G. Newton said that while the controlling influences of care, culture,

locality and insects have much to do with the results, the average figures /

would be 45 to 70 cents per barrel for picking, ])acking, handling and

hauling, and for the cost of the barrels. An orchard will yield from 50 to *
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75 barrels per acre under good culture; and one-half, or the best, would

sell at $2 per barrel, and $1.50 for second quality. The sales would

amount to about $87 to I130 per acre. Deducting the expenses, includ-

ing moderate manuring, &c., an estimated profit is left of $50 to $95 per

acre, at $2 and $1.50 per barrel. But if the sales are only $1 and 75 cents

per barrel, the estimated profit is reduced to about $20 per acre. For an

orchard bearing only alternate years, the average would be reduced to $45

and $60 per acre one year, and to zero the other.

Thinning Apples.—President Wilder stated, in an address before

the Pomological Society, that in the English market American apples of

good size, fair, and properly packed, commanded fully double the price

of those which had not received that care ; and that in our own markets

Baldwin apples from a grower who carefully thinned his fruit, brought two

or three dollars per barrel, while his neighbors' fruit, from trees not

thinned, brought only one dollar.

Spotted Fruit.—The Canadian Horticulturist says truly, that the

most effectual remedy for spotted fruit is to avoid planting those varie-

ties which bear it. The following are named as particularly liable : New-

town Pippin, Fall Pippin, Early Harvest, Rambo and Fameuse. Red

Canada may be added. Those most free are the Russets, Baldwin, Red

Astrachan, Gravenstein, Duchess of Oldenburgh, &c.

Apples for Nebraska.—The Horticultural Society of Nebraska

prepared a select list of apples for that State, which may be plant-

ed with confidence by those who desire small orchards for home use.

If only seven sorts are planted, the Society recommends as summer

varieties, Red June and Cooper's Early White. For autumn. Maiden's

Blush and Fameuse. For winter, Rawles' Janet, Wine Sap and Ben

Davis. If twelve sorts are desired, add the following : Red Astrachan

for summer ; Rambo for autumn, and the three following for winter :

White Winter Pearmain, Domine and Tallman Sweeting. This would

doubtless be a good list adapted to all the western regions possessing

soil and climate like that of Nebraska.

Culinary Apples.—These should not be wholly overlooked in making

selections for planting out. T. T. Lyon of Michigan, who is fully com-

petent to make such a selection, has named the following : Red Astra-

chan, Duchess of Oldenburgh, Gravenstein, Lowell, Alexander, Keswick

Codlin, Rhode-Island Greening.

Hardy Apples.—The Wisconsin Horticultural Society adopted a list

of six varieties of the apple, hardiness being the only test. They were

Duchess of Oldenburgh, Wealthy, Tetofsky, Haas, Fameuse and Plumb's

Cider.

The One Best Apple.—The question was brought up at a meeting

of the Michigan Pomological Society, "If all the apples were stricken

from the list but one, what would we choose to save for Michigan ?" The

following answers from different members were the result :
The Bald-
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win, for all uses—market, dessert, cooking, growth and bearing of the f
tree ; the Northern Spy, for being hardier in tree and better fruit than
the Baldwin; the Wagener, because the tree is smaller and bears earlier

than the Northern Spy; another member would choose the Rhode-Island
Greening. Those present appeared to be nearly equally divided between
the first three, the Baldwin rather taking the lead.

Apple Tree Borer.—S. Miller states in the Rural World that in the

spring of 1879 he wrapped 30 young apple trees with common news-
papers, which extended from a few inches underground to a foot above.

In applying this wrapping, the soil was removed from about the base of

the stem, and a cord passed around the top of the paper, and half-way

down. The replaced soil held the paper at the bottom. At the end of

the season the trees were examined and not a borer found in them. A
few rods from these trees were others ^ot thus protected, all of which
were infested "with borers, and some nearly ruined by them.

Codling Moth.—Prof. A. J. Cook recommends that the windows of

fruit rooms and cellars where apples have been kept through winter
should be covered with wire gauze during the months of May and June,
that the moths which have come from the fruit may not escape to the

orchards.

Keeping Apples.—B. Hathaway describes, in the Michigan Farmer,
his mode of keeping apples. Those which incline to wilt, like the Rus
sets, are put in barrels. The more juicy sorts, like the Northern Spy,

Greening, &:c., are placed in crates, where they will have more air. The
apples are stored in an outside cool place till freezing weather approaches,

when they go to the cellar. This holds 1,500 bushels, and leaves

space for work and passages. The fruit room occupies the whole cellar,

which admits of better ventilation than if a portion is partitioned off at

one side.

The following rough but good way to keep apples in winter where there

is plenty of material, is given in the Practical Farmer, and we quote it for

the suggestions it affords : Buckwheat chaff is first spread on the barn

floor, and on this chaff the apples are placed, when they are covered with

chaff and straw two or three feet in thickness. Here they remain till

spring. It is not stated that the interstices are filled with buckwheat

chatf, but this care would be important. The covering and bedding in

chaff has several important advantages— it excludes cold, prevents air

currents, maintains a uniform temperature, absorbs the moisture of decay,

and prevents the decay produced by moisture.

Drying Apples.—A report was made to the Ohio Horticultural

Society on the Alden process of drying. One of the machines at Adrian,

Mich., had cost $ro,ooo, and had paid for itself in five years. It dries 4CX)

M bushels of green fruit every 24 hours, and employs 60 hands, mostly girls.

^ The white color of the dried fruit is secured by driving fumes of sulphur

Q through the drver.
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Sending Apples to Europe.—The iSSo report of the committee on this

subject to the Massachusetts Horticultural Society, contains some inter-

esting statements. For early shipment, the Gravenstein and Hubbards-

ton Nonesuch do best, and later the Rhode-Island Greening and Bald-

win. The first shipments had arrived in the best condition ; later, the

fruit approached decay, and the second and third shipments had in some

instances resulted in loss. The first fruit sent in autumn was Graven-

stein, which arrived in fine condition, and brought good prices ; and this

success induced later shipments of the same sort, which came in a dam-

aged state. The best success with the winter apples was Avith those which

were sent while fresh, early in winter. Of the 200,000 barrels mostly grown

in New-England and exported from Boston, the shippers had received a

profit of only 4^ cents per barrel. There is no doubt that after under-

standing the business better, and* sending none but the very finest selec-

tions, better profits will be obtained.

Pears in California.—According to the California Horticulturist,

the varieties for profitable planting have been narrowed down to those

for eastern shipment, including Bartlett, Winter Nelis, Doyenne d'Alencon,

Easter Beurre and Beurre Clairgeau. For family use, other sorts would

of course be planted.

Large and Small Fruits Mixed.—S. D. Willard, two miles west of

Geneva, has, besides his extensive nurseries, 18 acres devoted to fruit-

raising, planted in 1874, and in six years affording profitable returns.

Twelve acres more were planted in 1880. Of the 18 acres, every square

rod appears to be well occupied. The larger trees are peaches, pears and

plums ; between these are currants, raspberries, grapes, gooseberries, &c.

The ground is in excellent condition. The young plum trees were loaded

with fruit, the jarring process having been employed to destroy the cur-

culio. Reine Claude de Bavay had proved quite profitable, the fruit sell-

ing at $3 per bushel; other sorts at $2. The sales from these 18 acres

are now between $1,700 and $1,800 in one year. lu 1880, four tons of

currants were sold for nearly $400.

Netting for Gardens.—A writer in the London. Garden states that

he has a hemp fly-line, which has been in use at least thirty years, per-

fectly sound and good, which was, when new, steeped in linseed oil, and

then stretched and dried in the sun. He also has netting, similarly

treated, which has been in use some years. The net should lie in the oil,

or in an oily state, for a day or so, and be then wrung out, so as to free it

as much as possible from outside oil ; afterwards stretched and dried in

the sun, several days. Nets are attached to a light frame 4 by 6 feet, by

a small galvanized wire running through the meshes all around, the ends

being fastened to the wood frame. The wires are placed at intervals of

a foot, and the frames, laid on pegs, are used to protect beds of straw-

berries, currants, and other small fruits.

Strawberry Runners.—A correspondent of the Garden, in describ-
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ing his mode of securing early strawberry runners for forcing, states that

the layers from forced plants put out early the previous season in good
soil, as well as those from autumn planted runners. From these the very

earliest runners are selected, and without waiting for them to show leaves

they are pinched beyond the first joint as soon as the joint is visible.

The point is immediately layered in good rich compost, and roots are

rapidly formed, resulting in plants fit for potting much sooner than by

any other method.

Strawberries the Year Round.—The editor of the London Gar-

den, in answer to an inquiry, says that ripe strawberries can be had the

year round, and that there is no difficulty about their production every

day of the year, only quality must be left out of consideration from Octo-

ber to February, for without sunshine, under the most favorable condi-

tions, the fruit is insipid, and adds that it is hardly worth while to incur

great expense for strawberries that are only good to look at.

Raspberries and Blackberries.—The Rural New-Yorker pronoun-

ces the Turner as promising to be the best and most valuable early rasp-

berry, and the Cuthbert as the best late sort, and thinks that the Snyder
blackberry will be a popular markets fruit. ^Ve find no other sort to ap-

proach it for hardiness, and it is profusely productive. The small size of

the berry is a drawback.

Profits of Tc^'^ruit-Growing.—C. T. Fox, of the Pennsylvania Fruit

Growers' Society, states that Christopher Shearer of Berks county, who
has several orchards on his hundred-acre farm, realized from them in

1879, ^^^ aggregate surn of $12,000. The Berks County Agricultural So-

ciety, in its award of premiums, gave him the first premium for orchards,

and enumerated in them 2,600 peach, 1,049 apple, 576 pear, 436 plum and

223 cherry trees. Henry Wager received the second premium for his

orchard of 3,195 peach, 525 apple, 28 pear, 25 plum and 10 quince trees.

He began planting in 1870, and in 1880 had 45 acres in fruit. Sixteen

acres of peach orchard were planted in 1869, and in 1874, 1,600 baskets

were sold in Reading at an average of $1.60 per basket, amounting to

$2,560. In 1875, 3,000 baskets brought $2,550. In 1876, 4,300 baskets sold

for $3,225; in 1877, the crop yielded only 300 baskets; in 1878, 1,200

baskets sold for about $1,500, and in 1879 the crop brought $770. The
whole amount yielded from the 16 acres in the six years named was
10,750, or $1,790 per annum. We give the amounts for the different years

to show that the profits were continuous, and not exceptional. These
good returns are rare and are exceptions to the general rule—for the

reason that such good management is not common. The owners have

studied soil, climate, cultivation, selection of sorts, packing and market-

ing, or in other words they understand their trade thoroughly. The effect

of the $200 and $100 premiums on these orchards, awarded by the agri- ,

cultural society, was the planting of as many fruit trees in the county in j\

one year as in the ten previous years.
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Fruit Crop of the Country.—The annual value of the apple

crop of the United States is estimated at $51,000,000, of which Ohio

supplies over $7,000,000. The whole peach crop is estimated at

$50,000,000, and the pear crop at $15,000,000. The strawberry crop is

placed at $5,000,000. Exported canned fruit is estimated at over $1,000,-

000 annually.

Fruit in Niagara County, N. Y.—This county, it is well known, is

one of the best fruit regions in the Union, owing largely to the protection

from the severity of north and northwest winds by the open waters of

Lake Ontario. The following figures of the amount of the fruit crop in

the county in 1879, were given by C. L. Hoag of Lockport, at a meeting

of the Western New-York Horticultural Society: The apple crop

amounted to 300,000 barrels, which sold at an average of $1.60 per barrel,

making $480,000; 120,000 bushels of second class and windfalls, sold for

drying at 20 cents per bushel, $24,000; the peach crop, the largest ever

known in the county, amounting to over 250,000 bushels, sold at an

average of 40 cents, $100,000 ; 458,000 pounds of cherries brought 3 cents

per pound
;
pears, plums, berries and other fruits made up the entire

amount received for fruit to $665,000.,

Cultivating Orchards.—J. W. Gray, in his report for Orleans

County, N. Y., to the Western New-York Horticultural Society, furnished

some interesting facts On the management of orchards. One belonging

to S. Bragg, set out in 1862, bore 8 barrels the fifth year, 20 barrels the

next year, and after that an average of 85 barrels annually. It was seeded

to clover in 1877, and the next year the product fell to 18 barrels. It

was next sown with buckwheat, with no improvement. In 1879 it gave

225 barrels, and the owner thinks that in future he shall give it clean cul-

ture. Another orchard set the same year with trees from the same nur-

sery, has had grain in it every year, and "the fruit," says Mr. Gray, "has

never amounted to anything." An orchard of 100 trees set in 1867 was

treated similarly, and bore well until clover was sown on it in 1S78, and

as a consequence in the fall of 1879 it gave the smallest crop it had ever

borne. Mr. B. finds cultivation without manure much better than ma-

nured grain crops.

One of the best fruit cultivators in Berrien County, Mich., (on the east

shore of Lake Michigan,) says his orchards are not permitted to bear any

other crop but the fruit after the third year. The first three years he

cultivates hoed crops. He finds the fruit improving both in quantity and

quality. He states that no improvements put upon land add so much to

the value of farm property for selling purposes, as well cultivated orchards.

His peach trees netted one year, above the cost of gathering and market-

ing, over $400 per accre. So much for good management. It may be

objected that such statements are of exceptional cases. This is true, and

equally so of exceptional treatment. The best reports of the kind which we

can make are of well earned success—either from well selected locality,
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properly chosen varieties, good culture and' thinning, careful and skillful

packing, and a good selection of markets.

We observe in the various reports of the horticultural discussions at

the West as well as the most eastern parts of the Union, a nearly universal

voice in favor of the clean and thorough cultivation of young orchards

for several years after planting. In the more fertile regions, this is fol-

lowed by seeding to grass and closely grazing after the trees attain good

size; in other cases the cultivation is continued. Hoed crops only

are allowed. Sheep and swine do much toward the extermination of

insects.

At a meeting of the Pennsylvania Fruit Growers' Society, Christopher

Shearer, a thorough cultivator, gave in substance, among other items of

his practice, the following : He said the high culture or manuring needed

for the pear might ruin the cherry. He finds cultivation essential to

good orchard fruit. Plant potatoes, cabbages, beets, &c., and avoid grain

and grass. Suffer no grass to grow, and destroy weeds. Peach orchards

should be plowed, manured, and treated with lime and ashes. He keeps

the yellows out by promptly digging up and burning infected trees. He
would not run a cultivator under a diseased tree, fearing it might carry

the disease to healthy ones. His remedy for the borer is a mixture of

three gallons of strong whitewash, two of strong lye, two quarts of clay,

and three quarts of cow droppings. The mixture is applied with a white-

wash brush from branch to root. The clay and cow droppings in the

mixture prevent the lime from cracking open when it dries, and admitting

eggs in the crevices.

Leaves and Fruit.—The absolute necessity of leaves in developing

fruit is becoming well understood by cultivators, but we still see some

blunders committed by those who do not fully understand the otfice of

these organs. The owner of a vineyard concluded he would have better

grapes than his neighbors if he turned the full rays of the sun on the

forming and ripening bunches. He cut off most of the shoots above the

bunches, and thus removed two-thirds of all the fully grown foliage. The

consequence was the grapes were nearly worthless, and the vines were

ruined. It is the foliage and not the fruit which wants the sunlight.

Another instance : A tree of the Yellow Gage plum dropped its leaves

from leaf-blight when the plums were only two-thirds grown, and with

only a bitter flavor. The branches were quite bare for some weeks, and

the fruit was stationary. A new set of leaves then came out, the plums

finished their growth and ripened into the honeyed sweetness peculiar to

that variety.

Early Bearing Fruits.—Strawberries will come first, an early set

bed of which will afford a few the first year, and an abundance the next.

Raspberries and gooseberries will bear lightly the second year, and more

afterwards. The same may be said of some of the most prolific grapes,

as for example, the Hartford. Dwarf pears, of such abundant bearers as

^—-=^=^
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Louise Bonne of Jersey, will begin to give fruit the third year, and so

will the peach in favorable localities. The currant should be planted

freely ; an abundant supply will hang on the bushes a month, improve in

quality, and prove of much value. Some sorts of the pear, as Bartlett,

Summer Doyenne, Howell, &c., bear much sooner than other sorts. A
good supply of tomatoes, melons, &c., should be secured for the first and

all subsequent years.

Packing Delicate Fruits.—A writer in the Gardeners' Chronicle

gives some good suggestions on the best material for packing delicate or

costly fruits for conveyance. He specially recommends dry moss, as

having sufficient elasticity, and never heating in masses. A careful use

of bran may answer, if packed very tight; but it has a tendency to shrink

in bulk when shaken on a journey, and when this is the case, the whole

contents may settle, and all the fruit be soon spoiled. Cotton is one of

the worst of materials, as it absorbs moisture and becomes wadded to-

gether. Small boxes are, of course, better than large ones, as whatever

side they are turned upon, a heavy weight is thrown on the lower stra-

tum. The time in the week is important ; never send later than Friday

morning for a 24-hour transit.

A Good Fruit House.—^Judge Sitzel of Reading, Pa., gave a des-

cription of a fruit, house at a late meeting of the Pennsylvania Fruit-

Growers' Society, substantially as follows : It was built with a capacity

for 4,000 bushels, and has been in successful use since 1868. It is 50 feet

square and 28 feet high, and is built of stone. The fruit room, 8 feet

high, is on the first floor, enclosed with a 4-feet space on the four sides,

filled with ice from above. The ice-house proper is in the second story,

II feet high. A foot of sawdust is placed between the ice and outer

walls. The floor is water-tight, with pipes to carry the water beneath the

building. The third story is to secure ventilation, and has a non-conduct-

ing substance above. A space 3 feet deep, below the fruit room, is filled

with the surplus ice that remains in the second story, before putting in

the fruit in autumn. Four box ventilators a foot square, with valves, lead

from the fruit room through the ice-room to the space in the upper story.

The fruit is stored in boxes of two bushels each, the bottom of one form-

ing a cover to the one below, and thev are placed in tiers, to admit cir-

culation of air and passa-e. Double doors, lined with hatters' waste

wool, afford admittance. The cost was $2,000, and 1,000 tons of ice are

required to fill it. The owner has obtained a handsome profit on the invest-

ment bv keeping fruit. A smaller and cheaper house might be built

on a similar plan, but the use of ice will always involve considerable

expense.

Zinc Labels.—The horticultural journals occasionally recommend the

use of zinc labels for marking the names of trees, the zinc to be written

on with a common lead pencil, retaining the name for several years. But

I the punching and wiring on with copper, which are also recommended,
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are quite needless. Cut the strips of zinc half or three-fourths of an inch

wide at one end, and half that width at the other, with a length of about

five inches, and they may be readily attached to a small branch by wind-

ing the narrow end twice around the branch, and nothing more. As the

branch grows, the zinc expands by uncoiling, and no harm will be done
by cutting into the bark, as is so common with wired labels.

Dried Fruit in England.—A writer in the London Garden says

that the dried apples and peaches received from America are excellent in

quality, and that this mode of disposing of surplus fruit has the advantage

of canning in cheapness and in cost of conveyance ; and that the drying

process is carried on to perfection in America.

Canker Worm.—The Western New-York Farmers' Club went into a

discussion on the best means for eluding or destroying this insect, as

reported in the Rural Home, and the following information, although not

new, is given for the benefit of those not familiar with its treatment

;

D. E. Rogers wrapped cheap paper around the trunks early in April, and
covered it with common tar. He bought mismatched wall paper for five

cents a roll, sawed the rolls in two, and tacked them around the trunks.

He thought this cheaper than spraying with Paris green. Mr. Reynolds

said the tar hardens, and should be watched and applied again fresh to

prevent the worms bridging it. It is necessary to apply Paris green to

those worms which escape and ascend the tree. Mr. Reed said pine tar

is safe to use, but coal tar sometimes destroys the trees. Mr. Ross
said that coal tar might be put on old trees with dry, thick bark, without

paper, but on young trees it is certain death. The worms bridge it over

in a few days and it must be applied again.

Bark Louse.—A practical writer says the best remedy for this insect

consists in boiling leaf tobacco in strong lye until reduced to a pulp, and
and then mixing enough soft soap to make the whole like thin paint. It

is not easily washed off.

Tobacco for the Currant Worm.—The Practical Farmer gives

this remedy : Make a strong decoction of tobacco by boiling in a covered

vessel. Apply the liquid, when cold, with a watering-pot. Repeat the

operation whenever a new crop of the larvae appears.

Acrid Substances and Depredators.—Acrid or poisonous sub-

stances, which often injure plants when coming in contact with them, may
be employed to destroy or repel insects or other depredators. Gas tar,

applied with a swab dr a pole to caterpillars' nests, kills every caterpillar

which it touches. It drives ants away when put in their holes. Mice dis-

like it when put into their holes. A quantity poured into wasps' nests is

an effectual insecticide. The acrid character of gas lime is said to repel

the turnip fly, when sprinkled in fine powder over the plants. The cod-

ling moth and canker worm can be destroyed by showering the trees with

a thin solution of London purple (which mixes better with water than
,

Paris green), the work being done just as the apples are forming.
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DOMESTIC ECONOMY.

THE FOLLOWING RECEIPTS, furnished from time to time by

numerous correspondents of the Country Gentleman in all parts

of the country, have been carefully selected and condensed for publication

in the present form :

Hop and Potato Yeast.—Cut up two pounds of pared potatoes, put

them in a large saucepan, pour over them three quarts of water, and boil

;

before the potatoes are sufficiently cooked, add a good heavy half ounce

of hops, tied up in a very thin cotton bag, (if hops boil too long, they

make the bread very bitter.) In a large kitchen bowl put a pound

of sifted flour, two large heaping tablespoonfuls of white sugar, one large

heaping tablespoonful of salt, and a tablespoonful of ground ginger.

When the potatoes are soft enough to mash through the colander, put

the hop bag into a pitcher, and pour over it all the potato and hop water;

pour one quart of the boiling potato and hop water over the flour, &c.,

and give it a good mixing ; then mash the potatoes through a colander into

it, using the second quart of boiling potato and hop water to soften the pota-

toes through the colander. If you do not have two quarts of potato and hop

water, pour some boiling water over the hop bag, and squeeze. The flour

must be thoroughly cooked with the boiling hop water, and you must mix it

well, and rub it smooth of all lumps. To prevent the yeast chilling too soon,

have the big bowl, pitcher and yeast crock heated before using. It should

never be thinner than will just pour, but if you think it necessary you can

use a little more than the two quarts of hop water ; two quarts are gene-

rally sufficient. Place the colander over the yeast crock, and strain your

yeast into it. Many do not think this necessary, and only mix it in their

yeast crock. When a little more than lukewarm, add a large coffeecupful

of yeast, stir it frequently, and keep it in a moderately warm place for

24 hours, then put it in the coolest and darkest part of the cellar. Use a

two or three gallon earthern crock, (tin, glass or stoneware chill too soon,)

with a lid fitting well to the rim.

To Prevent Flour from Souring.—Take out from the barrel or

sack a small quantity of the flour, say 25 or 30 pounds, or a little more if

you can conveniently do so, loosen the remaining portion so as to make

it quite light in the barrel or sack, and keep in a dry apartment. Com-

pactness and moisture are the only causes of souring.

Home-Made Bread.—a correspondent of the Deutsche Landwirth-

schaftliche Press gives a hint on bread-making. It is well known that

dough when well kneaded and of firm consistence gives a whiter and

lighter bread than under opposite conditions. But the most important

point of all is the previous sifting of the flour through a sieve, so that

every portion of it may be brought into contact with the oxygen of the
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air. A dough made of sifted meal mixes better with both water and
yeast, rises better, and requires far less kneading than when the flour has

not been sifted, and the bread obtained from it is ilghter and in every

respect of superior quality. The longer flour may have lain aside before

being used, the more necessary is it to subject it to the operation.

Bread and Doughnuts.—For two medium loaves use a pint and a

half of new milk, two-thirds of a cupful of good potato yeast, and as

much flour as can be stirred in with a spoon. This forms the sponge,

whic.h, when sufficiently light (usually after standing through the night),

must be moulded up as quickly as possible, adding sufficient flour to

stiffen, so it can be lifted in the hand and put in the tins ; set in a warm
place until light, then be baked without further kneading.

For doughnuts, take half the above quantity of sponge and when light,

as for bread, add two eggs, one cupful of sugar, half a cupful of lard,

half a teaspoonful of salt, and a little grated nutmeg. This is thoroughly

mixed by the hands, adding a little more flour, then break off small

pieces and mould them until round ; lay them on the moulding board

(which has been previously sprinkled with flour) when they are left near

the fire covered with a cloth for about four hours, and then boiled in the

usual way. If boiled quickly they absorb very little fat and when rolled

in sugar form a delicious article. If made on bread days, so that a

little sponge can be reserved for them, they are made with compara-

tive ease.

Bread from Smutty Wheat—Can be made by using some sour milk

whey instead of water, and adding a good-sized potato for every loaf.

The whey is obtained by scalding "loppered " milk and removing the

curd. No more saleratus is needed than if water is used, while.the bread

is much whiter and lighter.

Stale Bread.—Take one loaf at a time, as wanted
;
put it into a

steamer well covered, and let it steam for an hour ; then put it in the

oven (not hot enough to burn it) for about a quarter of an hour, to let

the crust become a little dry and crisp. Bread eight days old, treated

in this way, has been made as fresh and delicious as the first day it

was made.

Brown Bread, Baked.—Take one quart of sifted corn meal and
three pints of unsifted rye meal, add one heaping teaspoonful of salt and

one small teacupful of good molasses. Mix to a stiff batter with butter-

milk, using enough soda to sweeten it. Pour into greased tin pans, and
bake in a pretty quick oven till done. You can tell when done by run-

ning a broom straw through the loaf. Cover the bread with other tins

as tightly as possible. Be careful and not burn. Allow the oven to cool

off as the bread gets nearly done.

Brown Bread, Steamed.—Two teacupfuls of sweet milk, two of

sour milk, two-thirds of a cupful of molasses, one tablespoonful of soda,

and a little salt. Thicken to a soft batter,, with half corn meal and half
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shorts or Graham flour (shorts are best). Steam three hours in a two-

quart pan, and bake 20 or 30 minutes. Tliis is excellent with baked

beans.

Graham Bread.—Take half a cupful of molasses, three cupfuls of sour

milk, a little salt, two teaspoonfuls of soda; stir in flour until quite stiff;

bake one hour in a moderate oven. This will be found a much quicker

way than by using yeast.

Corn Bread.—One quart of buttermilk, (sour milk can be used, but

more butter must be added ;) two tablespoonfuls of melted butter ; two

eggs well beaten ; a little salt ; one tablespoonful of sugar ; one small

teaspoonful of salaratus dissolved in a little boiling water, boiled up for

a minute or so. Sift the meal, and add enough to make a batter as thick

as for buckwheat cakes. Bake in square or round pans about an inch in

thickness, for half an hour, in a very hot oven. It is delicious for break-

fast or tea, and can be made of yellow or white meal.

Corn Pone.—Take five pints of sifted meal, pour on boiling water

sulficient to scald the meal thoroughly ; let it stand until almost cold ; then

add a little salt, one cupful of flour, one-half cupful of molasses, and one

cupful of good yeast. Make a rather stiff batter and let it rise. When
light it may be too thin ; if so, stir in more flour ; then place in a deep

pan to bake. Do not let it rise again. Bake two hours with a slow fire.

This may be eaten warm or cold.

Graham Gems.—To one pint of flour add one egg, half a teaspoonful

of good baking powder, and sufficient thick sweet cream to make a stiff

batter. Put into hot muffin or gem rings, and bake in a hot oven. The
above receipt will make six gems.

Graham Biscuits.—To a quart of graharh flour add sufficient thick

sweet cream to make a stiff dough, beat until light, and bake in a moder-

ately hot oven.

Soda Biscuit.—Before you begin, make a good hot fire, so that the

oven may be just right. It should be hotter than for bread ; if they do

not bake in a few minutes, they are not good. Despatch in making and

baking is as essential to a light, puffy biscuit as is soda or baking powder.

Make your biscuits quickly; the sooner they are in the oven after the

milk touches the other ingredients, the better they will be. Remember
to mix as soft as can possibly be handled, and do not knead them. Handle

as little and lightly as you can. In fact, the secret of a good biscuit de-

pends on three things—be quick ; roll soft ; have the oven just right.

The only rule for the quantity of milk is to mix as soft as you can possibly

roll it out, or only enough for a very soft dough. Before you begin have

your pans ready, also cutter, rolling pin, &c. Sift your flour and measure

off one quart; mix dry through the flour two rounded teaspoonfuls of

cream tartar; chip up into little bits a piece of' butter the size of an egg,

also add a pinch of salt. Measure off a teaspoonful of soda (a little

smaller spoon than for cream tartar) ; dissolve it thoroughly in a little
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sweet milk or boiling water, so that there may be no possibility of having

your biscuit discolored with little yellow specks of soda through them

Biscuits require only a few minutes to mix and prepare for the oven after

you have got the things together. Put the flour and cream tartar into

a bowl; rub in the butter and salt; add the soda; mix with a spoon,

adding sweet milk enough for a very soft dough ; roll, cut and bake im-

mediately in a very quick oven.

Baking powder biscuits are made in exactly the same manner, only

using the powder instead of soda and cream tartar, in the dry flour before

wetting.

Tea Biscuit.—Sift four pounds of flour into a large wooden bowl;

make a cavity in the centre of the flour, and stir in slowly one pint of

lukewarm milk, with half a pint of good yeast, using just enough flour to

make the yeast and milk into a batter of the consistency of rich cream.

Cover this over and let it stand for two hours; then cut up one pound of

good butter into one pint of warm milk, with a little salt; now mix all the

ingredients together, work well, dust the top with flour, and let it stand

one hour, after which make the dough out into biscuits, about the size of

an egg ; butter the baking tins and lay the biscuits in rows about three

inches apart
;
place in a warm situation to rise, and as soon as light, bake

them to a nice brown, in a hot oven ; as soon as they are taken from the

oven wash over the tops with a soft brush dipped in milk.

Raised Biscuits without Milk.—Make a dough precisely as you
would for raised bread, when well risen stir down and set away until

wanted. Then dip a tablespoon into a dish containing soft lard or butter,

or a mixture of half lard and half butter (soft, but not melted), and take a

bit of dough from the batch into the palm of your hands, and with your
fingers manipulate it into a biscuit, dipping your fingers into the dish of

shortening as you work, thereby inserting it into the dough in such a
manner as to make the biscuit flaky. Place one by one upon a flat baking
tin, and set in a very warm place to rise, which will take nearly half an
hour. Then bake in a moderately hot oven. You can keep the dough
on hand all the time by making up two or three times a week. Keep in

as cool a place as convenient without freezing.

Cream Muffins.—Take one cupful of sour cream, a teaspoonful of

saleratus, one egg, and flour enough to make a thick batter. Bake in

rings on a griddle iron.

Sweet Rusks.—One quart of sweet milk, three tablespoonfuls of yeast,

and flour to make a thick batter; let it rise over night, and in the morn-
ing add one cupful of lard or butter, (if the former, salt must be used,)

rubbed to a paste with one cupful of white sugar, and three eggs, reserv-

ing the white of one egg to beat to a froth with a little sugar, and brush
over the tops of the rusks when done. Mix with flour to make a stiff I

dough; make it into small balls; let it rise very light, and bake.
/j

Plain IU^ns.—One and a half pounds of flour, five ounces of butter.
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the same of pounded sugar, and one ounce and a half of German yeast

;

set a sponge with the yeast, viz.: Mix it with a little tepid water and a

little flour, for a quarter of an hour. Then add the sponge to the above

mixture, work it smooth with your hand, and replace it in the basin to

rise for about two hours; mould them into the form of balls; place

on slightly buttered baking sheets
;
prove them light, and bake off in a

sharp oven.

Bath Buns.—Half an ounce of German yeast made into a sponge as

for plain buns, half a pound of flour, quarter of a pound of butter ; mix

the whole lightly together with six yelks of eggs and a little milk. When
proved and ready, work in one-quarter of a pound of rough broken loaf

sugar ; lay them out on a buttered baking sheet in die shape of a rock,

put a few comfits on the top of each, and bake in a sharp oven.

Cinnamon Buns.—One cupful of butter, three cupfuls of sugar, four

eggs, one cupful of sweet milk, four cupfuls of flour, three teaspoonfuls of

baking powder. Bake in two shallow pans, and when baked spread the

top with butter, after taking out and placing on a platter; then sift cin-

namon and sugar over, while hot, and place the pans they were baked in

over them. This steams the cinnamon in and makes them excellent.

Indian Meal Pancakes.—Beat four eggs, add a little milk, and form

into a paste with ten spoonfuls of Indian meal ; add nearly a pint of milk

and one teaspoonful of baking powder ; work smooth, and fry, rolling them

up with butter, sugar, nutmeg and lemon juice.

Rice Fritters—Two cupfuls of cold boiled rice, one cupful of sweet

milk, three eggs, eight tablespoonfuls of flour, half a teaspoonful of baking

powder, and half a teaspoonful of salt. Put two tablespoonfuls of lard

into a pan, and when very hot fry the fritters to a nice brown, putting a

tablespoonful and a half of batter into each cake.

Buckwheat Cakes.—To have good, wholesome, light buckwheat

cakes, you must get the very cleanest and nicest buckwheat—that free

from all grit and dirt. Take one-fourth of granulated wheat flour, or one-

fourth of oatmeal flour, to three-fourths of buckwheat. Make a batter of

these with tepid water and a little salt, using any good lively yeast. Just

before baking, add one spoonful or more, according to the quantity made,

of molasses, and a small even spoonful of soda or baking powder. The

half of a yellow turnip is an excellent thing to rub your griddle with,

instead of a piece of pork or any other fat ; obviating all the disagreeable

odor of the griddle.

Hasty Pudding.—Put three pints of milk to heating in a stew-pan

or kettle ; then stir smooth in one-half pint of milk, five large spoonfuls of

flour, and beat three eggs in another bowl. As soon as the milk boils,

(it will heat faster than water,) stir in the batter, having previously added

a little nutmeg and salt to taste. If over a brisk fire, it will cook in a

•moment, and then the eggs should be turned in and stirred briskly half a

minute. Remove from the fire and dip into saucers, and before it has
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cooled sufficiently to form a scale over the top, grate on a trifle of nutmeg,

to improve the appearance. Serve with sugar.

Oatmeal Flour BlaiNC Mange.—Into one quart of slightly salted

boiling milk stir in two and a half large tablespoonfuls of oat flour, add-

ing a piece of butter and a tablespoonful of sugar. Boil for twenty

minutes, and turn into a wet mould, or it may be eaten warm. Cream
and sugar form the best sauce. This is good for invalids or infants, being

light and easy of digestion.

Packing A Pig.—None but an absolutely clean barrel should ever be

used. It does not pay to run any risk with pork. A barrel can be con-

tinually used if properly cleaned each time, but in no case should a syrup

or molasses barrel be taken. It is a custom in the Far West where pack-

ages of all kinds are scarce and cooperage high, to clean kerosene barrels

by continuous soaking for some months, and they are said when clean to

answer the purpose.

The curing of meat is not more uncertain in the hands of a practical

farmer than in a great packing-house ; indeed, there are many reasons

why the farmer has decidedly the advantage. The curing of mess pork,

or ordinary salt pork, is simple; but no point must be overlooked, or the

result will be either entire loss or a damage to the quality. Except in

extraordinary cases, for family use none but clear or nearly clear pork

should be salted. After the hog is killed and hung up, split him down
the centre of the back-bone ; remove the lard ; cut off the hams and

shoulders ; divide the side into two pieces laterally, cutting about mid-

way ; cut out the back-bone and spare-ribs to use first, leaving, on the fat

portion of the back, as much lean meat ae you desire. This part of the

back of the hog is all that is suitable for salt pork. Cut it crosswise in

strips of equal size ; then take each piece and rub it over with fine salt ;

lay it on a bench on which a layer of fine salt has been spread
;
pile the

pieces in regular order, and sprinkle each layer with fine salt, covering the

whole reasonably well.

Let the pork remain a day or two, and the salt will draw all the blood

out of the meat. Then rinse each piece
;
put an inch of salt in the bot-

tom of the barrel; place the pieces of pork with the rind to the side of the

cask, making a circle, and so on, circle within circle, compactly and firmly

placed, until a layer is finished ; on this put enough salt to lill all depres-

sions, and cover an inch deep besides. Continue this process until the

work is done, ending with a good layer of salt. Let the meat remain in

this condition not less than two weeks (more time will be needed if the

meat is in a cold place), and then put a good weight on it, and cover it not

less than three inches deep with brine that will float an egg so that a good

space on its shell will be out of the brine. If the salt is good, the pork

will keep for years, and always be sweet. One can easily destroy the

ilavor of the whole by allowing small pieces to float around on top.

f ) If Turk's Island salt is used, it will be best to make a brine to cover
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the meat, instead of water; but in no case neglect the salt as before

directed.

The hams, shoulders and flank or belly part (the latter makes the

breakfast bacon of commerce) of the hog should be cured-in sweet pickle

or rather be made into bacon. For this purpose a syrup or molasses

barrel is probably as good as any, and the same rule given before con-

cerning the pork barrel applies as well here ; or the same barrel can be

used repeatedly as long as kept clean, but never after having been used

for any other purpose. For lOO pounds of meat take 4 gallons of water,

6 pounds of best salt, 2^ ounces of saltpetre, and i^ pounds of New-
Orleans sugar, or its equivalent in molasses. Boil and skim, and apply

when cold. It is quite as well to draw the blood from the meat by a day

or two of dry salting, as described for salt pork, but as meat should never

be kept in this pickle long in hot weather, this is not essential. Keep
the meat in this pickle for at least four weeks, and if the pork is heavy, at

least six weeks, deducting any time that the package has been frozen, or

in a place where it was as low as freezing point. Then dry and smoke

to suit taste. Wrap each piece carefully in paper, enclose i'. in a muslin

bag, and hang in a dry, cool place.

Curing Hams.—To six gallons of water, add nine pounds of salt

—

half coarse, half fine—three ounces of saltpetre, three pounds of brown

sugar, one pint of molasses, one heaping tablespoonful of saleratus. Boil

all together, and skim. Let it stand till cold, then pour over the hams,

which have been rubbed with a little fine salt, and packed in a barrel.

Let them lie in the brine five or six weeks, after which drain and smoke.

The same preparation is used for pickling beef. A pork barrel will

answer for pickling beef, but after being once used for this purpose, must

never again be emplo3^ed as a pork barrel. Many losses occur from

ignorance of this fact.

A Dry Pickle.—Those who have only a few hams to cure, or lack

barrels for holding brine, will find the following method nearly as good

as the other: For 150 pounds of meat, take i^ ounces of saltpetre,

four quarts of fine salt, with enough molasses to make a paste. Rub well

with this mixture on the flesh side ; let the hams lie four weeks ; then

smoke two days. Remove from the smoke-house, and paint with black

pepper and strong vinegar.

Keeping Hams.—Make bags of double paper (newspaper, or use

singly the heavy brown paper flour sacks), making them large and loose

for the ham; tie them, a little above the meat, very securely and tightly

around the strings or hooks by which they are suspended. Instead of

strings, if practicable, have old-fashioned pot-hooks, eight inches long or

thereabouts, made of small, round iron, or very heavy wire. These are

always ready, and if carefully cared for, may last a hundred years. For

this way of keeping smoked meat, a dry place, free from rats and mice, is

requisite. In a damp place, mould will gather ; and in a hot attic, while
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the meat will keep perfectly sweet, it is apt to get too hard for convenience

of cutting. Double paper will keep out insects if no holes are allowed.

Similar bags are excellent for dried fruit.

Hampshire Bacon.— Procure a shallow, wide tub ; any clean tub will

do, but a wide one, in many respects, is best. For convenience the tub

should not be more than half as deep as an ordinary sized pork barrel

—

a molasses barrel cut down is one of the best and cheapest, but a little

narrow. Make a brine strong enough to well buoy up an egg. To each

peck of salt add two ounces of salts of prunella (refined saltpetre) and

from one to two pounds of brown sugar, or the same quantity of good

molasses. The sweetness is to be regulated according to the taste of

those who are to eat the pork or bacon. Allow the meat to remain in

the pickle about six weeks or so ; then if dried bacon is required, take

out and let it drip. Then if you wish for smoked bacon, smoke in the

ordinary way,' using clean, dry corn cobs. If you do not wish it to be

smoked, hang in any warm, dry place you please. When dry (if not

smoked), rub all over with dry wheat flour, wrap in old newspaper or

cloth when dry enough, and put in an airy, dry place. Instead of scald-

ing a bacon hog in Wiltshire and Hampshire, they roll the dead hog in a

lot of clean, dry straw, and burn off all the hair or bristles. The meat can

remain in the pickle, if so desired, and be used from the barrel as in ordi-

nary pork, care being taken not to allow the brme to sour. Taste

occasionally, and if any change is noticeable, take out the meat , boil and

skim the brine, and when quite cold, replace the meat.

Mu iroN Hams.—Take the hind or fore legs of a sheep, and rub them
with the following : Mix two tablespoonfuls of sugar with the same
quantity of table salt, and half a tablespoonful of saltpetre. Place the

hams in separate pans, and rub each one with the same quantity. Turn
twice a day for three days, and rub thoroughly with the hand at each

time, turning away the liquor which flows from the meat. Then make a

a new mixture, and turn and rub daily for ten days. At each rub-

bing take care to leave that side uppermost which was under before.

Then smoke the hams like those made from pork, and boil in the

same way.

Hamburg Pickle.—Take one gallon of boiling water, one pound of

common salt, one and a half pounds of brown sugar, and two tablespoon-

fuls of saltpetre. Add to this half a pint of vinegar. Simmer until all

the ingredients are dissolved. Pour over the meat boiling hot. In two
or three hours it will be ready to smoke.

Fried Pork.—Slice the pork a trifle over half an inch thick; put it

into cold water to freshen. Before the water is scalding hot (set it, of

course, on the top of the stove, in the spider or frying pan, to heat) take

the slices of pork out to drain, empty the water out, and set the pan back
on the stove. When it is dry, spread your pork around on the bottom,

and let it fry slowly Take a fresh laid egg, and beat it lightly in a pint
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dish, add a teacupful of sweet milk, and stir in flour to make a stiff bat-

ter, beat it well ; no salt or soda to be used. Turn the pork over so both

sides will be a light brown. With a fork dip the slices separately into

the batter, and lay it back in the hot gravy ; turn the slices over, so that

each piece will be cooked ; then lay them on the platter, and what batter

remains drop into the pan and fry like griddle cakes. When cooked, lay

upon the platter with the pork ; turn the gravy or lard that remains, on

the side of the platter, not over the top of the batter, and serve hot.

No one will ever speak slightingly of fried salt pork after eating it cooked

in this manner.

Another good way to fry pork is to freshen it in the same manner, and

then roll the slices in sifted corn meal, being particular to cover the en-

tire surface of each slice with the meal. Put it in the frying pan, and let

it cook slowly, turning it occasionally, till the whole surface is a bright

golden brown.

Boiled Corn Beef.—This Is much improved if cooked in plenty of

water, and when thoroughly done, left until cold in the same water that

it was boiled in. Lift the pot off the fire, and let pot, water and meat

grow cold together. This will make it much more moist and juicy, be-

sides tender and sweet, than if taken out hot, and all the moisture in it

dried out by standing and steaming until it grows cold. Hams, tongues^

Sec, should be cooked in the same way.

Sausage.—A good way to cook sausages is to boil them first in water

in a frying pan ; then encasing them in a covering of plain pie-crust, bake

them until they are done. You may make a gravy, if you like, out of the

water they were boiled in, adding browned flour, a small piece of butter,

and a little summer savory.

Veal Sausage.—Chop small equal parts of veal and salt pork. Sea-

son with pepper and sv/eet herbs, mixing all well together with the meat

;

tie in a cloth and hang it in a cool, dry place. When about to use it

make the sausage into cakes, flour them, and fry in hot lard.

Leberwurst.—Too often this is made with liver as the principal in-

gredient, which gives it a dry, woody taste. The aim must be to get to-

gether a variety of swine meat, and add only sufficient liver to flavor the

mass. Put tongue, heart and some fat loin pieces, and about a fourth

part of liver, into a pot, and boil slowly till done tender. Cut in smallish

pieces, so as to show distinctly in the mass, avoiding fine hashing,

except the liver, which reduce to a fine pulpy consistence. Season lightly

with pepper and salt and mix well, stirring carefully—the whole opera-

tion to be done as soon after the pot is removed from the fire as

the hands will bear the heat. Then set away to cool. Warm well as

wanted for the table and add a little seasoning if desired. It is excellent

only when fresh, and should be kept in a cool place. Baked sour apples

taste well with it. Some prefer raw sliced apple warmed up with it;

this requires more heat and longer time, crisping the mass a little where

go©
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it comes in contact with the griddle. It makes the wurst more palatable

when age has detracted from its quality.

Calf's Head Cheese.—Boil a calf's head in enough cold water to

cover it, after you have let it lie in clean hot water to soak for an hour.

Add salt ; this will send the scum to the top of the water, which must be

taken as fast as it rises. Let it boil gently until done, or until the meat
leaves the bone, when take it up, dividing the meat from the bone. Sea-

son with salt, pepper and sweet herbs, and a little grated nutmeg if

liked. Place in a deep dish or basin, putting a plate and a gentle

weight over the top of it. When cold it will be nice sliced for supper, or

sandwiches.

Jellied Calf's Head and Ham.—Chop the. meat when it has been
boiled until it will slip from the bones ; season with pepper, salt, allspice

and the juice of lemon. Chop half as much raw ham, fat and lean; but-

ter a bowl ; line it with slices of hard-boiled egg and fill with layers of

calf's head and ham alternately, moistening each layer with a little of the

liquor from the calf's head; fill nearly to the top; then pour in all the

liquor that will soak in; cover with a paste of flour and water stitf enough
to mould, and bake in a hot oven one hour and a half ; remove the paste

when the dish is cold, and serve in thin slices. It must be made the day

before it is used.

Jellied Veal.—Cut a knuckle of veal into three pieces
;
place it in

boiling water and keep on the simmer until the bones will slip out ; chop
the meat fine and strain the liquor in which it was boiled ; then season

it with salt, pepper, allspice and onions chopped fine, and boil it again

until there is not much over a pint. Place the chopped meat in a mould;
turn the liquor over it ; let it stand over night and serve in thin slices,

garnished with sliced hard-boiled eggs and bits of parsley. The juice

of a lemon will improve the jelly, and the peel can be grated into the

meat for a seasoning, which will be preferred to the allspice by many
persons.

Pressed Veal.—Take eight pounds of veal ; hash the meat ; three

eggs beaten, pepper and salt, and nutmeg to taste ; add three tablespoon-

fuls of butter melted. Roll eight crackers ; mix half with the meat ; the

other half to be put on the outside. After making the meat in a form,

bake two or three hours, basting with butter. Half fill the pan in which
the loaf is baked, with water when it is placed in the oven.

Roulade of Beef.—Have the butcher cut you a round steak, one
inch thick, which you must again cut with a very sharp knife into four

thinner slices. Divide one pound of sausage meat into four parts. Roll
each part in one slice of the beef, and tie it tight with thread to prevent
the sausage meat from coming out. When your rolls, or roulades, are

made, put on the fire a small porcelain lined kettle in which is a small
piece of butter, four slices of pork, two carrots and two onions. When
the butter is melted, put in the roulades and let them brown, then add

-<-o(^g
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boiling water to hardly cover them ; salt, pepper, one clove, and parsley

if you have it. Let the whole cook slowly for three hours. Before

you dish, take the fat off the gravy, and add a teaspoonful of dissolv-

ed corn starch to thicken it. If there is not enough gravy, add a

little more water and let it boil up. This is an economical and delicious

dish.

Broiled Sweetbread.—Parboil and rub well with butter ; then split

open the sweetbreads and broil them on a gridiron, putting them every

three or four minutes into melted butter, so as to baste them well; sea-

son with salt and pepper ; when well browned, serve very hot.

Baked Chicken Pie.—Line a deep dish with a moderately thick

paste. Having cut up your chickens, and seasoned them to your taste

with salt, pepper and (if you like it) mace and a little grated nutmeg, put

some pieces of cold ham between the chicken, and if you have some
oysters )^ou will find them a great addition to your pie ; also a few yelks of

hard boiled eggs. Fill the dish two-thirds full of cold water and pieces

of butter rolled in flour. Put the top crust on, cutting a hole in the cen-

tre of it. Cut out of the paste some handsomely shaped leaves, which
you must lay around the edge of your pie. You may also form a rose to

lay in the centre.

Chicken Fricassee.—Cut up the chickens and wash well in salt

water
;
put them in a pot, with enough cold water to cover them ; add

(for two chickens) half a pound of salt pork, cut up in thin strips ; cover,

and let heat very slowly, then stew until the fowls are tender. Cook
slowly; if they cook fast, they toughen and shrink. When almost done,

add, if desired, a chopped onion or two, some parsley and pepper ; cover

again, and, when it has heated to boiling, stir in slowly a teacupful of

milk, containing two beaten eggs and two teaspoonfuls of flour; boil up
again, and add one tablespoonful of good butter. Arrange the chicken

nicely in a deep dish, pour the gravy over and serve hot.

Fried Chicken.—Have some lard very hot; sprinkle the pieces of

chicken well with flour
;
put them in and cover tightly for a while ; cook

as fast as possible without burning. After a little while take off the lid;

season with salt and pepper, and if brown, turn the pieces and brown
again as fast as possible. We think the meat is more tender and much
more juicy than if allowed a long time over a slow fire.

Cream Pastry.—To a quart bowl of sour cream, add one and one-

half small teaspoonfuls of saleratus or cooking soda, dissolved in two
tablespoonfuls of boiling water, and allowed to boil up for a minute or

two. Beat it into the cream, and as soon as it foams, stir in one quart of

flour that has just been sifted. Add enough sifted flour to roll out very

soft. Be very careful not to mix it up stiff, but put in only enough flour

to keep it from sticking to the fingers and rolling pin. If richer pastry

is desired, bits of butter or lard can be rolled into the paste.
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Extract from a letter from Mr. J. J. Thomas.

Union Springs, Cayuga Co., N. Y., Oct. 21, 1879.

Gentlemen : •! have just made a trial of the " Acme Harrow," and find it an admira-
ble implement for i!s intended purpose. Its chief distinctive excellence is in finely pul-
verizing the surface down three or four inches or more, more perfectly than either the
Shares or the Disk Harrow, while the width of its sweep and the ease of draught are
strong recommendations.^ We are now suffering from an almost unprecedented drouth,
and our strong soils are like a brick pavement, -where not disturbed since Spring. These
yield to it to some extent ; and when I had potatoes dug, a month ago, with undisturbed
soil between the rows or drills, it cut in the full width of the teeth, and two or three pass-
ings reduced the soil to the condition of ashes. When the driver rides it is not hard for
the two horses. It is out of the question now to invert sod for trving it. As soon as the
hard surface is softened by rains, I shall try It on the inverted turf ; but I can judge by
what I have already seen, and by an acquamtance with Shares Harrow, that it will put
the sod in excellent condition. Going over the sod twice, and taking, as it does, six feet
to a passing, one pair of horses will prepare several acres in a dav. I think it will super-
sede both Shares and the Disk Harrows. Yours truly,

(Signed) j. j. THOMAS.

While it is invaluable for all purposes where a harrow is needed, it is PECULIARLY
ADAFFED TO HARD CLAY AND INVERTED SOD, and to ground which has
become packed and baked after plowing, (where other harrows utterly fail) as well as to

LEVELING UNEVEN LAND.

NASH & BROTHER, Sole }Iaiiiifaptiirers, ^,^

22 College Place, New-York. J
-^o©
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Litchfield, Connecticut.

F. RATGXIFORB STARR.

FOR SALE,

lESlY Bmi CiLY/S
AND

IBSIY lllfEl CilYES
FROM COWS OF NOTED VALUE, AND SIRED BY THE

FOLLOWING BULLS:

LITCHFIELD, No. 674,
WINNER OF THE

First Special ^rize at the Centennial JExhi-

bition at I^hiladelphia as the'Best
Jersey Bull.

JOHN REX, No. 2761.
THIS BULL HAS TAKEN

The First !Prize at every Fair at which he
has been exhibited.

AMIMALS FROM THIS HERD, BOTH MALE AND FEMALE^
HAVE TAKEN FIRST PRIZES IN MANY

PARTS OF THIS COUNTRY,
AND IN CANADA.



I "LINDEN GROVE" 4}

HERDS and FLOCKS
Again successful at the Great Show in Philadelphia, as well as at the International Sheep

Show, and last, but not least, at the World's Show at St. Louis,allheld in the fail of i8So.

Winning at Philadelphia a total of $2,6So, as well as Silver Medals and Diplomas, the

most important of which was First and Second on aged Bnlls (Chelten Duke and Beau-
clerc), and First on Yearling Bull " Linden Butter Boy," First on imported " Lady
Mary," Second on Marjoram 2d, and First and Second on two-year olds (Beiinie Hin-
man and Blithesome), as well as the Grand Sweepstakes Prize, all on JEKSEYS.
Also all First and all Second Prizes but one for which I competed, on OXFORD

and SOUTH-DOWN SHEEP, and on BERKSHIRES I won nine-tenths of the
Prizes, and at the Great Collie Trial my imported "Fanny," 13 months old (puppy class),

won First Prize, ^^50, and my imported DOG " Oscar," winner of the First Prize at Ayr,
Scotland, for penning sheep, as well an numerous other prizes, was placed Second at

Philadelphia in the aged class. The following is what appeared in the Philadelphia
Public Record the morning following the Dog Trial:

"After the performance of the other dogs, it was a welcome relief to watch the system-
atic operations of "Oscar," owned by T. S. Cooper, Coopersburg, Pa. Oscar knows
his work, and did it well. No driver ever held his four-in-hand under better control than
did Oscar his flock of five. If an animal made a break, instead of leaving the balance to

go after it, he would hurrj' up the four until the truant was reached. By these and simi-

lar tactics he brought the animals up to the return pen in good time and excellent con-
dition, and received his reward in the shape of rounds of applause. " Fanny," although
not fairly rested from her sea voyage, done her work so admirably that she was the ad-

miration of every lover of a Collie, and was pronounced by the best judges to be the best
and most promising female Collie ever seen.- She is now six weeks gone in pup to im-
ported " Oscar."

At St. Louis w-e won First Prize on " Chelten Duke," First on " Linden Butter Boy."
First on imported Lady Mary, and Second on imported Sallie Bunker (both in the aged
class), and First on Bennie Hinman, and Second on imported Blithesome, in the three-

year old class.

On SHEEP we won every First Prize except one for which we competed, in com-
petition with all Downs, beating several lots of fine Shropshires just imported.

On BERKSHIRES we were over-crowded when loading at Philadelphia, owing to

the great heat, and we had to send all home but one, "Sallie E.'s Prince," but he was
good enough to win Sweepstakes.

I OFJPER FOR, SALE

JERSEY COWS AND HEIFERS,
Bred Jrom Remarkable Milking Families,

(Lady Mary milking tender trial 17 quarts 10 ounces of milk in 24 hours, at St. Louis
Show, being 11 years old, aud after being shown three weeks in Philadelphia, and a trip

of 1000 miles over rough roads, ranks her among the first.)

AND THE BEST LOT OF

(OF ALL AGES) THAT I EVER HAD, AND AT REASONABLE PRICES.

'' Oxford Park/' READING, HAMILTON CO., OHIO.
P. .S.—Owing to the increase of business, and exorbitant Express charges to the West,

the hfgh price of land in the East, high price of labor—and other great advantages in the

West which my business requires— I have located at above named place.
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LEE FARM.

A. P. BALL, Derey Line, Vt., or

Stanstead, Quebec, Can., Breeder of

Thoroughbred AYRSHIRE CATTLE.

REGISTERED JERSEYS.

JOHN G. BIGHAM, Millersburg,
Holmes Co., Ohio. Select Registered

Jerseys, Cattle Club H. R.

HILLHURST.
M. H. COCHRANE, Compton, P. Q.,

Caxad.v, Breeder of Short-Horn and Here-
ford Cattle, Shropshire Sheep, Shetland
Ponies and Berkshire Swine.

REGISTERED JERSEYS.
Clermont JERSEY Stock Farm. Choice

Registered Jersey Cattle; solid colors; black
points ; bred from first-class imported butter

stock. E. L. CLARKSON, Tivoli, N. Y.

MEADOW BROOK.
EUGENE HAM, Vfrbank, Duchess

Co., N. Y., Breeder of Ayrshire Cattle

and Hampshire-Down Sheep, from first

class stock.

FRUIT EVAPORATORS.
Catalogue and full particulars Free.

AMERICAN DRIER CO., Chambers-
BL'KG, Pa.

GARDEN SEEDS, &c.

All the leading and most desirable kinds of

Vegetable, Field and Flower Seeds found in

m.v'new Priced List. ^Mailed free. ALFRED
BRIDGEMAN,S76 Broadway, New-York

LINSEED OIL. .

Cleveland LINSEED OIL Works,
Clevel.\nd, Ohio, manufacturers of Lin-
seed Oil and the famous Animal Food

—

Dunham's Linseed Meal.

BULrBS <fc FI.ORISTS' GOODS.

J. C. VAUGHAN, 45 La Salle Street,

Chicago. Hyacinths, Tulips, Lihes, Tube-
roses, Gladiolus, Plumes, Grasses, Dried
Flowers Rv.d othtr iioz-e/i/es, at lowest rates.

HAY FORKS & CARRIERS.
Grappling Forks, Railway Conveyors,

verj- best combinaiion in use. Send for Illus-

trated Circular. .Scents wanted. GARD-
NER B. WEEKS, Syracuse, N. Y.

QUICK CUTTDICt,

QUICK CURING,

Simple in Construction,

Durable, Strong,

Lightest Draft.

NO SIDE DRAFT.
" I have not found the place where T do not like the Eureka better than any side draft

machine I ever saw.'' W. I. Chamberlain, Hudson, Ohio.

"I have settled down on the Eureka Mower as superior to any side draft machine I

ever used, or ever saw in use. Harris Lewis,

President New-York State Dairymen's Association.

" We cut our 600 acres of grass this year in two weeks and four days, with a full ave-

2 crop. This is my ' "
.

. ^
months to do uurhayint
rage crop. This is mv eichth vear using the Eureka Mowe'. It used to take us two

' •
• •';. AVheVe are you going to stop?" Wm. Dunlai", Corning, ^. Y.

[Uses two sixfeet Eurekas.'\

SEND FOR CIBCULABS. AGENTS WANTED.

EUREKA MOWER COMPANY,
TOWANDA, BRADFORD CO., PA.



TREES!! PIiANTS!!
We invite the attention of r*ltHltei'ss tilicl l>ealer"S to our large and com-

plete Stock of

STANDARD & DWARF FRUIT TREES,
NEW AND RARE FRUIT & ORNAMENTAL TREES,

Xew and Rare Greeu & Hothouse Plants,

Grapevines, Small Fruits,

Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Roses,

Evergreens & Bulbous Roots,

SMALL PARCELS FORWARDED BY MAIL WHEN DESIRED.

PROMPT ATTENTION GIVEN TO ALL INaUIRIES.
Descriptive and Illustrated Priced Catalogues

Sent prepaid on receipt of Stamps as follows : No. I

—

Fruits, with colored plate, 15c.;
plain, lUC. No. 2

—

Ornamental Trees, (with plate,) 25c.; plain, 15c. No. 3

—

Greenhouse, Free. No. 4—Wholesale, Free. No. 5— Catalogue of Roses,
(with plate.) lOc; plain, Free. No. 7—Catalogue of Strawberries and Small
Fruits, Free. Address

rEs...us„.„n ELLWANGER & BARRY,
L 1840. J

J/,;;//^/ //.;/^ y\7/r.r.>r/;'.i-, ROCHESTER, ]V. Y.

THE LARGEST AND BEST.

FRUITS AND_ FLOWERS
A JSEW RACE OE I>UABS,

FREE FROM BLIGHT, &c.
Large, hardy, good and productive. Send to headquarters for

Catalogues, telling what and how to plant, with 40 years' ex-
perience.

WM. PARRY, Cinnaminson, N. J.

HARDY TREES, SHRUBS, VINES & PLANTS.
(HOSES A. ST»ECIA.3L.TY.)

Per dozen, 100 and 1000. New Spring PRICE LIST sent FREE to all applicants.
Catalogue of ORNAMENTAL TREES, &c., (illustrated.) 10 cents. FRUIT CATA-
LOGUE, 6 cents. Both free to customers. FINE THRIFTY STOCK and LOW
PRICES. Address -^ g. LITTLE, Rochester, N. Y. ^^
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LITTLE'S SOLUBLE PHENYLE.

The most powerful and convenient Disinfectant of the day. One gallon makes loo gal-
lons of extremely powerful Disinfecting Fluid. Mixes immediately with cold water. Pre-
vents and arrests the spread of all contagious and infectious diseases. Will keep perfect-
ly sweet and wholesome the most malignafit sore or ulcer, and promotes a rapid healing.
Extremely useful in senile gangrene, cancers, and other foul ulcers of the uterus. Cures
ringworm and pityriasis vet sicolor, 2iwA all skin diseases. As an inhalation produces
great relief, and in most cases a rapid cure of bronchitis. Administered internally is a
cure for tapeivomi and sarcbia ventrkidi. As an injection immediately after accouche-
ment, or where there is any foetid discharge, saves life where nothing else would, also as
an ir.jection, is of the greatest benefit in cases of leucorrkaea, g07iorrha;a, vietritis and
puerperalfever. Strength i in 200. Is a valuable insect deterrent in gardens ; clears trees

"
I
and plants from aphides ; prevents rust in

. I carrots ; destroys ants, bugs and all insect
Send 3 cent stamp

CHESKIRES A SPECIAL.TT
At State Fair my Cheshires won all the

First Picininins and all the 2d but one in
class Large White. In the past 3 or 4 years
have ship'ped over fifty times to men to whom
I had shipped before. Stock for Sale.
E. W. DAVIS, Oneida, N. Y.

MORETON LODGE.
F.W. STONE, Guelph,Ontario,Can.,

breeder of Short-Horn and Hereford Cattle,
Cotswold & South-Down Sheep, Berkshire
and Small White Pigs and Suffolk Horses.

pestS; and fleas on dogs.

for prospectus, mode of using, and price to"

T. W. LAWFORD,
Wholesale and General Agent,

296 E. Chase-Street, Baltimore, Md.

FOWLS AND DOGS.

Black Leghorn Fowls and Shepherd

I

Dogs, from imported stock. H. L. FISK
& SON, Worcester, Mass.

RECTAN&ULAR AND SQUARE BOX CHURNS.
CHEAPEST AM) BEST.

No inside fixtures, and ALWAYS RELIABLE. Six sizes of
each kind made. Three sizes of the

LEVERBUTTERWORKER
made. Best m.aterial used, and even.' Churn and Butter
Worker WARRANTED exactly as represented. One Churn
at wholesale where we have no agent.

Send Postal for Circulars. Agents Wanted.

CORNISH & CURTIS, Fort Atkinson, Wis .

WEBSTEirS UNABRIDGED.

WCTJONA/fyMuPPLEMENT

NEW EDITION.
LATEST

LARGEST BEST
-.^M^ GET THE BEST.

Over 118,000 Words, 1928 Pages? 3000 EograTlngs,

4600 NEW WORDSand MEANINGS,
Including such as have come into use during the past fifteen years—many of which have
never before found a place in any English Dictionarv.

Also contains a NEW BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY of over 9700 Names
of Noted Persons, ancient and modern. Includes many now living. Gives Pronuncia- j
tion, Nationality, Profession and D-'.te of each. /j

PubUshed by G. & C. MERRIAM, Springfield, Mass



CLOVERDALE FARM.
R£GISX£REI>

JERSEY CATTLE,
SOUTH-DOWN SHEEP,

B£RK2SII1RE SWI]VE,
AND

White Leghorn Chickens.

JOHN P. HUTCHINSON,
Georgetown P. O.,

Burlington Co., N. J.

LENAPE FARM,
SttcetKoad,('Iio!^ter Co., Penn.

REGISTERED

JEESEY CATTLE,
Descended from Prize Stock, and

SOUTH-DOWN SHEEP^
Bred from importations from Webb and

Lord Walsingham.

SAM, J. SHARPNESS,
705 T*'alnut-St . Philadelphia.

GHORGE SIDNEY CAMP,
OTTego,Tioga Co., JV. Y.

REGISTERED

JERSEY AND GUERNSEY
CATTLE

Of the Best Butter Families. Prize Win-
ners at N. Y. State Fairs.

Also Guernseys not Registered, at
prices within the means of all farmers.

A Register of each milking is kept, so

that the purchaser can know the exact value
of what he buys.

STIT£S & CO.'S
STANDARD

m&NMMABWBES.
Corn, Coal and Lime Bushels,
Half Bushels, and all the

smaller sizes. Your Grocery-
man ought to have them.

For Sale ty the Leading Hard-

ware H:':scs.

Send for CIRCULARS and
PRICE LISTS. Address

STiTE.S & CO., Manufactnrers,
1590 Eastern Ave., Ciacinnati, 0.

A. D. COVS^AN & CO.,

THE AMERICAN SEED WAREHOUSE.
114 CHAMBERS STREET,

NEW-YORK.
OVR SUPERBLY ILLUSTRATED

CATALOGUE OF CHOICE SEEDS FOR THE GARDEN AND FARM
Will be published about the First of January, and mailed free to applicants.

THE NEW IMPROVED STRAWBERRIES.

NEW EXTRA EARLY AND LATE PEACHES,
Small Fruits, Seeds and Fruit Trees.

The New Strawberries and Peaches prolong the season several weeks, and are of great

value. We have them «//, up to loo new varieties, the finest collection in the United States.

Also the new Raspberries, &c. The irr/e Cape Cod Cranberry for upland, lowland or gar-

dens. New and choice GARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS. Twenty-five papers of

either Garden, Flower, Tree, Evergreen, Herb or Fruit Seeds, for $i.oo prepaid by mail.

Fruit Seeds and Fruit Stocks, New Shrubs and Bedding Plants, with eveiy novelty.

Priced Descriptive Catalogues to anv plain address gratis, prepaid.

AGENTS WANTED. B. M. WATSON,
[Established 1842.] O/d Colony Nurseries 6^ Seed ll'arehoJtse, Plymonth. Mass.
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THE GOOLEY CREAMER, f
The Acknowledged " STANDARD " Cream Raising- Apparatus

of this Country and the Old World.

RAISES MOST CREAM IN THE LEAST TIME-
MAKES BEST BUTTE — REQUIRES NO MILK-
ROOM. Manufactured in FoJtr Styles and 7>w Sizes, to

meet the wants of all.

THE REGULAR.—The cans in this are removed to

bench for skimming automatically.'

THE JUNIOR—In which the skimming is done auto-

matically without removing cans from creamer.

THE UPRIGHT or Cabinet, which has a compartment
ment under the water tank. Skimming is also done with-

out removing cans.

THE ELEVATOR—Having a hoisting arrangement for

raising Cans out of the tank. Skims automatically.

Each of these styles have a transparent pane, for the purpose of determining when the

milk is out, and the cream about to flow. Our patents cover this process of "skimming."
No others have a right to use it.

The CREAMER and its products have been awarded more

GOLD AND SILVER MEDALS.
THAN ALL OTHER APPARATUS COMBINED.

(T

c:;-A-xjTio3xr-
One of the strongest proofs of the great popularity of the " Cooley Creamers," and

an undeniable confession of 'their superiority is the large number of imitations on the
market which claim the same unrivalled perfection of action possessed by these justly

celebrated Creamers. We therefore caution all persons not to buy or use any of said

imitations and infringements, as we shall protect our rights to the full extent of the law.

DAVIS SWING GHURIff.
Awarded FIRST PREMIUM at the International

Dairy Fair, in competition with all the leading churns in

the world, at the only practical test ever held by that asso-
ciation.

The box contains no floats or inside gear, which mash the
butter globules, no corners in which the cream can lodge,
to be washed into the buttermilk, and lost when the butter
separates. The butter gathers in beautiful granules, in the
best possible condition for washing in the churn with cold
water, or preferably with cold brine.

THE IMPROVED
EVAPORATORS

FOR MAKING
Sugar, Syrup and Apple Jelly.

Make the best Syrup and Sugar, with less fuel

and labor than any other apparatus. Will con-

dense sweet cider into delicious Jelly at the rate

of four barrels per hour. AGENTS WANTED.
Circixlarss Sent on Applictttion.

VERMONT FARM MACHINE CO.,

BELLOWS FALLS VT.














